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Abstract
Current observer opinion on Aboriginal community councils is almost unified in the
conclusion that councils, as imposed European structures, are agents of Government control
over Aboriginal people and are therefore inappropriate and cannot provide effective service
delivery to Aboriginal communities due to what is termed their ‘unique culture’. This
Thesis examines those factors that have been identified in the literature as having effect
on organisation performance in tradition-oriented communities and discusses them through
a comparative study of five Aboriginal community councils located in East Arnhem Land
and the Tiwi Islands. Three broad hypotheses are developed for testing the validity of this
observer opinion. The study finds that the factors are not exclusive of themselves in these
councils and may vary depending on the prevailing conditions at any particular period. It
views the historical conditions under which organisation and management took place in
the communities and the ensuing interaction and relationship between local councils and
the wider Australian society as the main contributors to this characteristic. It finds that by
focussing exclusively on the historical factors alone, observer opinion may have seriously
underestimated the effect of the social processes involved when two cultures interact and
the power of local people to adapt imposed structures to their own needs and suggests
that the factors be expanded to account for this micro-social side of the interaction. The
study finds that perceptions of management roles by local people do not differ across
the two cultural areas studied although differences in perceptions of performance across
all the councils are noted. The study proposes the conditions under which a factor may
have influence on performance and information collected are used for explaining the
management issues and present practices of the councils. A model is presented for organising
and presenting the findings in a coherent and understandable manner and also used to
discuss proposals for future research and management development and service delivery to
Aboriginal communities.
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Chapter One
Introduction
When the Northern Territory attained self government in 1978, it introduced community
government legislation transferring responsibility for the administration and delivery
of services to remote Aboriginal communities1

from the missionary institutions to

established local councils. This was in pursuance of government policy (both Territory and
Commonwealth) of ‘self-determination’ and ‘self-management’2 for local Aboriginal people
and community councils were seen as the vehicle through which effective administration and
service delivery could be achieved at the local level.
This Government action has since remained an issue of controversy particularly amongst
observers of Aboriginal communities. In particular, the transfer of responsibility to local
Aboriginal community councils is seen as an attempt by the NT Government to maintain
control over Aboriginal people and essentially that the action fails to take into account the
‘unique culture’ of the host communities and hence cannot adequately meet local service
needs (Kirby, 1997; Coombs, 1978; Williams, 1987; Wolfe, 1993, 1996; Lea and Leveridge,
1993; Jull and Roberts, 1991; Kicket, 1994).
In spite of this observer assessment, community councils now exist in all Aboriginal
communities in the Northern Territory and according to a recent publication by the Local
Government Association of the Northern Territory (LGANT), they:

1

The term ‘Aboriginal community’ has been referred to as a myth and as not representative of the
actual composition of an Aboriginal locality which contains several communities of solidarity and
significance rather than a socially organised and cohesive community. (Jones 1981; Smith .1989). This
view seems to be rather prescriptive rather than descriptive. It assumes Aborigines are not capable
of entering new interactions or inter-relationships outside their immediate ‘community of solidarity’
or ‘significance’, and that new interactions or inter-relationships are necessarily destructive of their
‘community of solidarity’. The term ‘Aboriginal community’, as used in this study is in contrast to the
position of the above observers. It accepts the definition offered by Worsley (1987) that a community
can be identified in terms of locality, that is, human settlement within a geographical boundary and in
terms of a network of interrelationships. This means that community relationships can be characterised
by conflict as well as by mutuality and reciprocity. For an overview of the debate on the concept of
community in sociology (see Worseley, P. ‘New Introductory Sociology’, Penguin, London, 1987).
2
Some observers e.g. Kirby (1997), have sought to distinguish Self-Management from SelfDetermination in which the latter is equated with political independence. This Thesis recognises the
term Self-Determination as contained in Commonwealth Government policy enacted by the Whitlam
Government in 1973. (See page 67). Self-Management is the management of the processes and
procedures required to achieve the objective choices and is therefore an integral part of the act of SelfDetermination within the Commonwealth policy.

1
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• are the major form of administration in remote Aboriginal communities in the Northern
Territory.
• represent communities which range in size from around 200 to around 2000 people, are often
responsible for the provision of housing, power, water, sewerage, medical and other services.
• may deal with over 30 different Territory and Commonwealth government departments.
• often act as agents for the Post Office, Social Security, Power and Water Authority and other
agencies (LGANT, 1997).
The indication, according to the above publication is that councils have gradually assumed
fuller communal responsibility for managing local affairs and for the socio-economic
development of the communities. The question that is posed therefore is in three parts: How
can the process whereby community councils have become for local Aboriginal people the
accepted form of administration be explained and understood? Are there discernible local
management patterns or practices which suggest a predominant influence of local culture3
in the practices? And lastly how effective are these councils in meeting local peoples'
service needs?
The argument presented in this Thesis is in two parts. Firstly it is argued that community
councils are now an acceptable form of administration and service delivery because of the
success of local Aboriginal people in incorporating councils with their own concept of
‘authority’ thereby making the councils to work for them. This has been achieved without
the abandonment of traditional roles and responsibilities, neither has it resulted in a ‘fusing’
of European and Aboriginal authority traditions.
Rather, the successful incorporation has been achieved, at least in the cases studied, through
management practices which are based on a complex process of selection. As a result
different patterns emerge from time to time designed to ‘manage’ the tensions between the
traditional mode and the requirements of the introduced structure. In this process, culture
becomes a ‘screening’ or ‘filtering’ device and since the environment in which councils
operate is dominated by other organisations referred to as ‘strategic organisations’ in this
study, part of council function is ‘bargaining’ with stake holders in the selection process.
3

The debate in cross-cultural management research is not on the meaning or definition of culture.
There is agreement that in addition to human creation and use of symbols and artefacts, culture also
embraces values, attitudes and behaviour. The debate is on the use of culture to explain organisational
phenomena in a cross-cultural setting, particularly on the issue of causation and the actual role
of culture in it. This Thesis focuses on the actual role of culture to explain council behaviour in
Aboriginal communities. For a balanced contribution to this debate, see Adler, N.J. “Cross-cultural
research: The ostrich and the trend”, Academy of Management Review Vol 8, 1983, pp 226 – 232.

2
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The second part of the argument which this Thesis will present is that viewing council
practices only in relation to the degree of compatibility of councils with local Aboriginal
culture, as the observers cited above try to do, is not enough to explain council management
practices. Council management also needs to be viewed in the context of local Aboriginal
peoples' perception of their relationship to Europeans (i.e. Governments) and the wider
Australian society. From this perspective, it is possible that local Aborigines see councils as
a contemporary social apparatus through which they can obtain greater power and control
over their own affairs. As a result council effectiveness becomes a central issue for local
people themselves because the more effective they are in delivering appropriate services,
the more pride and esteem they engender in their local constituents with a flow-on effect
to cultural pride and preservation.
This aspect of local Aboriginal response to introduced or imposed structures has not been
well explored or understood. Some observers of Aboriginal communities (Rowley 1992;
Wolfe 1993) have tried to explain this success in terms of a ‘reactive adaptation’4

to

imposed requirements by local Aborigines. But the process which will be presented in this
Thesis is far deeper than a reactive adaptation to imposed requirements. It encompasses the
ability of local people to transfer the traditional concept of ‘authority’ to council authority
structure and to make the councils work for them without subsuming one for the other. It
is thus possible that council management practices are not the result of deliberate action by
the Government, but rather are the result of the creativity of local people whereby councils
are successfully incorporated with traditional systems to serve local needs. In this respect
the power of local Aborigines to adapt imposed structures to their own requirements may be
overlooked if not properly explored and understood.
The implication of the argument presented above is that it is no longer enough to view
councils exclusively in terms of Government action and therefore do not warrant separate
critical investigation. It appears that councils now occupy a central role for Aboriginal
development and according to figures obtained from the Northern Territory Treasury (1999),
total expenditures on them amount to about 60% of annual budget of the Office of
4

This theory arose from “the loss of community” debate which is strongly supported by Rowley
(1972). It rests on the notion of the common necessity to react to conquest by local Aborigines with
the belief that the only commonality existing among Aborigines in Aboriginal communities is the
common experience of relegation. Barwick (1981); Sansorn (1986) have raised issues with the reactive
adaptation theory as interpreted by Rowley and pointed out that other commonalities such as “the
way of doing business” do exist in Aboriginal communities. See Sansom, B. Aborigines of Australia,
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, 1986. Pp 117-148.

3
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Local Government (OLG), and 1% of the annual gross budget of the Northern Territory
Government in 1999. According to reports by ATSIC (1997) and LGANT (1995), this
expenditure has been growing since the Northern Territory's self government in 1978 and
is likely to continue growing due to internal and external pressure to provide an economic
and social base for services to local Aboriginal people. The communities themselves depend
almost entirely on government funding for their maintenance and provision of services. The
combination of these facts makes management of the councils a priority area of policy
development for the Northern Territory Government as the performance of Government and
the councils is under constant public scrutiny5 . The argument presented above thus provides
the tone of the objective sought in the study which is set out below.

Research objective
This is a study in management in a cross-cultural setting and as a result it combines
three main objectives into one. The first of these is to establish some information on
management patterns and practices through analysis of management in some Aboriginal
community councils. This kind of material is not yet available in the Northern Territory
even when it is now widely acknowledged that community councils play a vital role in
the socio-economic development of local Aboriginal communities through the delivery of a
range of services to the communities. The importance of community councils to the socioeconomic development of remote Aboriginal communities and their effects on the overall
Territory Government policy and planning therefore calls for this kind of material to be
available in order to lay a solid base for future management research and development in
the communities. To add to the necessity for this study, the issue of the applicability of
western management techniques to tradition oriented communities is still not resolved in
cross-cultural management research particularly in relation to the role which culture plays
in this application (Adler & Boyacigiller, 1995). This study will add to the knowledge
accumulated so far in this important area of management research.
5

Aboriginal socio/economic development is a major issue in Commonwealth-state financial
relations. Major Aboriginal organisations, particularly the Land Councils, have long advocated for
Commonwealth funding to be provided directly to Aboriginal organisations instead of the present
payments to state Governments. State Governments, in particular the Northern Territory Government,
argue that they are more accountable and are able to better target resources for socio/economic
development in Aboriginal communities. The result is that state governments are under constant
pressure by the Commonwealth, the general public and Aboriginal organisations to reach development
outcomes with the level of Commonwealth funding. See Land Rights News, Volume 2, Number 33.
August 1994, pp 14-15: Crough, G.J. ‘Funding Aboriginal Programs and Services: Some Implications
of the Commonwealth Grant Commission Review’. Aboriginal Law Bulletin, Vol. 2 No.57, August,
1992

4
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Community councils are European creations established in Aboriginal communities. This
means that issues involved in the contact between cultures and how local people would
respond in that interaction become integral to the study. These issues revolve around
the appropriateness or otherwise of such structures in remote Aboriginal communities and
represent a major controversy in the delivery of services to Aboriginal communities. The
study is therefore designed with three broad hypotheses which form the basis for the second
main objective of the study which is to test the validity of the current observer opinion
in the controversy. The hypotheses are set out below. The third main objective is to draw
out the implications of the findings in the study to provide a guide for the development of
strategy for enhancing the effectiveness of the councils and for future management research
in Aboriginal organisations. An important part of the third main objective of the study is
to apply a theoretical perspective which will help to explain the findings or through which
they can be explained.
Due to the issues relating to the interaction of cultures which are a main part of the
investigation, the study is based on community councils located in Nguiu, Milikapiti,
and Pularumpi (or Pirlagimpi) on the Tiwi Islands; and in Ramingining and Milingimbi
in East Arnhem Land. The two different geographical locations in the Territory provide
an opportunity for contrasting aspects of local culture thereby enhancing the validity of
information relating to the effect of culture on local peoples' responses to the introduced
council structure.

The three broad hypotheses
Culture and Council management: The cultural variable which has received significant
attention in a contact between two cultures in which one culture is under strong influence
from the other such as that between Aborigines and Europeans is what is often referred to
as ‘traditionalism’ or resilience (Altman 1987). Traditionalism is the degree of adherence
to cultural values, tradition, and norms (Tansuhaj et. al., 1991:11). In cross-cultural studies,
according to Kluckhohn and Strodbeck (1961), traditionalism is conceptually linked to the
cultural theme of ‘time orientation’ whereby communities which are classified as ‘pastoriented’ are believed to place great value on tradition and thus likely to be more resistant
to introduced or imposed structures6 .
6

In order to assess the term ‘traditionalism’ in this study, traditionalism is put under the label of
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ knowledge and recent Anthropological documentation is used to indicate
adherence and preservation of them.

5
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Major anthropological studies carried out among Aborigines both in the East Arnhem region
and Tiwi Islands indicate a high degree of resilience and that Aborigines in these two
areas place greater value on ‘tradition’ than Europeans (Bemdt & Bemdt, 1992; Elkin, 1950;
Thompson, 1949; Hart, Pilling & Goodale 1988 ). The observer opinions cited earlier also
try to assert that councils, being imposed alien structures, are incompatible with Aboriginal
‘culture’ and that the Councils are therefore largely ineffective in delivering adequate
services to local people. The hypothesis that arises therefore is:
Hypothesis 1: traditionalism is inversely related to the resistance/reception of
community councils and therefore their performance.
As stated earlier, this study is conducted in two distinct areas of Aboriginal populations
where the degree of ‘traditionalism’ can be contrasted, which provides a good opportunity
for testing the hypothesis.
Council Objectives: The other part of this debate concerns council objectives and the criteria
for judging the extent to which they are achieved by councils. It has been claimed by some
Aboriginal opinion leaders, for example Dodson (1992) Kicket (1994), that council objectives
represent the value bias of Europeans and therefore performance criteria for achieving the
objectives do not lend themselves to easy evaluation in the Aboriginal context. This leads
to the hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: local Aborigines hold a different notion of council objectives
to that prescribed by the Government and therefore attach different weights
of importance to the performance criteria for achieving them.
Criteria for effectiveness: Another related and equally important consideration to the above
is the perception of the determinants of council of effectiveness. There is suggestion by
some cross-cultural analysts for example Blunt (1990) that in the pursuit of management
effectiveness in developing areas, Governments or agencies have often concentrated on the
transfer of management skills almost to the exclusion of value and attitude change at the
local level.
In the case of Aborigines, observers (Wolfe, 1993, 1996; Williams, 1978; Lea and Leveridge,
1993) note the concentration by Government agencies on the development or transfer
of skills such as in bookkeeping, budget control, and accounting; planning; personnel
6
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management; and decision-making. These observers assert that the skills are based on
western ‘values of efficiency’ and ‘production’ which may not be appropriate for Aboriginal
communities. They argue, instead, that the emphasis should be on ‘culturally appropriate’
skills which would enable local councils to respond effectively to local needs. Although no
major effort has so far been made to develop any skill-based curriculum for this ‘culturally
appropriate’ category, some suggestions which are filtering through emphasise flexibility,
cultural empathy, ethnocentrism and respect for traditional law (ATSIC 1997, Kicket, 1994;
Ivory 1994). The hypothesis that arises is that:
Hypothesis 3: in evaluating council performance, local Aboriginal people
attach higher importance to performance criteria which relate to preservation
of culture than those which relate to efficiency and control whilst staff
of Government agencies attach higher importance to criteria which relate
to efficiency and control than to those which relate to preservation of
Aboriginal culture.
The testing of these hypotheses and providing the appropriate material is based on the belief
that to achieve validity of information, it must of necessity include consideration of the
experiences of local people which derive from the internal processes in the communities, and
the practices adopted by them in the management of the councils. The question that arises is
how best can a researcher, who is not a member of any of the communities being studied,
proceed in order to gain access to local people's experiences when the experiences under
investigation are derived from processes internal to the communities? Ackroyd and Hughes
(1992) argue that the best way to proceed is through observation of the actions which flow
from the experiences of local people. According to Ackroyd and Hughes:
It is not necessary for the researcher to experience directly in any way
the world being investigated. Research is an anonymous enterprise; a matter
of method rather than people.----- authentic knowledge is furnished by
immediate experience, not by the application of a scientific method (Ackroyd
and Hughes, 1992:150).
To further support the advice offered by Ackroyd and Hughes', experiences of other
researchers in Aboriginal communities cited below, indicate that a study of this nature can
only be successfully conducted in Aboriginal communities through observation and a careful
use of less obtrusive methods of data collection. The testing of the hypotheses was therefore
7
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achieved through participant observation and the use of a simple Survey interview. It is
thus the nature of the study and the objective it sets out to achieve which underlies the
following methodological approach adopted for the study. The methods of data collection
adopted in the approach and the steps taken to overcome the difficulties inherent in the use
of such methods are set out below.

Methodology
The methodological approach adopted for this research is comparative analysis and the
methods of data collection are derived from what Festinger and Katz (1973) refer to as the
‘sociological application of the field method’ (p.60). This is to say that although the study
relies very much on informal discussions and participant observation, it is able to supplement
these with a thorough examination of both community based and outside records and the
use of simple survey interviews.
The use of supplementary method of simple question survey interviews in this research
provided valuable information on the councils major activities, peoples' perception of how
councils are conducting these activities and the pattern of difficulties in council management.
It should be pointed out that information being sought in the research is not only relating to
local peoples' personal interests and priorities, but in particular, the views or perceptions of
the councils' general characteristics and operating strategies. The following points will help to
clarify why the methods used are considered to be the most appropriate to this type of study.
Participant observation: This research was conducted on community councils located in
remote7 Aboriginal communities and is therefore within a cross-cultural setting. It is a study
in management since it concerns the behaviour of people in organisation, that is the councils.
The introduced jobs to Aboriginal communities firstly by the missionaries and later by
government-established councils require that local Aborigines have to give some ‘effort’ to
fulfil the tasks assigned to them. The practices of the missionaries also meant that individuals
received a measure of ‘return’ such as food or tobacco and later money (wages) for their
efforts. Thus the connection was established from the start that all introduced jobs provided
some form of returns. However and crucially these returns were not based on individual need

7

The term ‘remote community’ is used in this study to distinguish those communities from other
Aboriginal communities existing as ‘fringe communities’ in urban centres such as the Bagot and
Kululuk Aboriginal communities in Darwin.

8
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fulfilment as local Aborigines at the time had no access to other variety of ‘returns’ with
which to evaluate their individual need fulfilment in relation to the ‘returns’ offered.
As responsibility for the management of councils has now been transferred to local
Aborigines and a variety of returns such as income from social security and other
employment are accessible within each community, a major issue for council management
is how to assess peoples' evaluation of ‘returns’ which will serve as a basis for explaining
their behaviour in council operations. Since this aspect of peoples' behaviour relates to issues
of subjectivity and local practices, the method of inquiry must be that which allows the
researcher to gain insight into issues of complex interrelated behaviours of local people.
One of the methods used to collect data for this research therefore relied on participant
observation. Many council meetings, community functions such as ceremonies, sporting and
social activities were attended which allowed discussions on a personal level to be conducted
particularly with councillors and other community leaders.
This method appeared to be more open-ended and allowed local people to define their
own ‘reality’ taking into account their experiences of working in an organisation (i.e. the
councils). In Aboriginal communities, local people as managers (i.e. councillors)8 in their
organisations, and as employees of the councils operate from the same base of organisational
experience. This means that whilst a distinction is made between councillors and employees
for analytical purposes, in fact both are ‘managers’ of the tensions between indigenous
systems and the introduced council structure. Employee practices and council strategies
therefore are both attempts to ‘manage’ the same problem.
In such a situation, it is the everyday conditions and experiences of individuals which will
provide the illumination for their actions and the method of collecting information which will
yield the most benefit in this regard is that which will not impose too much restrictions on
the people and what they would like to say. This will involve maintaining alert attention
to and recording all accessible and relevant interpersonal and intrapersonal events, gossips
and general interactions in the communities.
The method of participant observation carries some risks which the researcher tried to
overcome. A major risk is that the introduction of an outsider as an observer of council
8

The terms ‘local people’, ‘councillors’ and ‘managers’ are used interchangeably in the study since
they refer to the same group of people constituting the legal entity of the council which is charged
with the responsibility for managing the allocated resources.

9
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activities may alter the processes the observer has come to study thereby rendering the
researcher's observations inaccurate. This obstacle can be overcome by building trust through
good inter-personal relationships. The researcher has been known to the communities covered
in this study for more than twenty (20) years. He was employed by the Ramingining
community council which is one of the councils included in the study as an Administrative
Officer for three years. The researcher also lived and worked in similar positions in five
other communities in the Northern Territory and the Kimberly region of Western Australia
for a total number of eight (8) years. The researcher is presently an officer of the
Northern Territory Government and his job responsibilities include working and liaising with
Aboriginal community councils in the top end of the Territory. During the course of this
study, the researcher made a total of twenty (20) visits to the communities covered in the
study and participated in twenty two (22) council meetings. The total number of days spent
in the communities amounted to sixty (60). Participant observation based on this type of
relationship is known to be best suited to the study of indigenous communities and is very
dependable in terms of accuracy of information (Bailey, 1994).
The other critical issue concerns the situation or setting where a behaviour is to be
observed. And since the place and time surrounding a behaviour have some consequence
for the behaviour, this creates the problem of accessibility to the location and number of
observations necessary to validate an observation. In other words, the problem is actually
that of the amount of time needed to make an appropriate number of observations and the
ability to access a variety of settings for the observations in order to provide reliable data.
This problem was overcome through the researcher's official employment which allowed
the researcher to make regular visits to the communities and take part in council activities
and meetings as indicated above. Regular visits to the communities provided the researcher
the opportunities to make observations in a variety of settings both in the workplaces and
other informal settings.
There is also the risk of observer bias which can produce errors particularly where extreme
cultural differences exist. The risk of this in Aboriginal communities can occur in situations
where a researcher identifies too closely with a group. This has the possibility of cutting
the researcher off from the rest of that community thereby restricting the researcher's
complete understanding of an observed situation. The risk is largely overcome by a careful
building of personal relationships within a community. This is done by the researcher
maintaining neutrality in inter-clan or group rivalry in the communities. This researcher's
10
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personal conduct of probity and fairness also enhanced his acceptance by all sections of
the communities. The observational method when used with care and in appropriate settings
can provide good insight into how community councils relate to their environments through
observation of the behaviour of individuals within that community.
Informal discussions and interviews: Informal discussions and interviews were easy to
conduct during the course of this research. Individuals particularly council officials were
easy to access due to the small population sizes of the communities. Local people were
very friendly and willingly cooperated for discussions and interviews. The researcher has
a good knowledge of the local culture of the communities involved in the study through
his association with the communities over many years. This enabled him to freely engage
in discussions and interviews without violating cultural sensitivities and causing offence to
local people. Informal discussions and interviews were employed in this study mainly to
collect background information on informants to be included in the survey interviews and the
internal relationship between councils and their local constituents.
Informal discussions and interviews are extremely useful in this type of research where an
important objective is to gauge as far as possible local peoples' perception of what councils
are actually doing in their communities and how they are doing them. Because this also
relates to the question of acceptance and/or legitimacy, the depth of information received is
extremely important and informal discussions and interviews allowed the researcher to reach
as many people as possible within a community.
Informal discussions and interviews can give too much scope to the personal influence and
bias of the researcher because the researcher can determine the form of the interview, the
questions asked and the details that are recorded. As a result the informal interview method
requires good skills particularly with indigenous communities. Constant questioning may
become unproductive in some Aboriginal communities for example in East Arnhem Land
where people are less likely to speak their minds openly in the presence of non-Aborigines
from outside their communities. The best technique which was adopted by the researcher was
to first listen and record what people said and did to each other and the process involved
in carrying out things in a particular council and the community in general. It is when the
researcher was not clear on what was being said or done that he asked for explanations
in informal discussions or interviews. The obvious advantage of this technique is that the
researcher was as unobtrusive as possible in that his questioning was mostly related to events
11
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which he had witnessed and this created a willingness on the part of local people to give the
necessary background information on the events witnessed9 .
Documentary sources: Documentary materials were particularly valuable to this research.
Fortunately documents concerning the communities studied and on the history and
development of Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory were available and easily
accessible. A large number of these documents are catalogued and available in Northern
Territory libraries. Those that are not catalogued are available through the relevant agencies
such as the church organisations and Government departments. These agencies were very cooperative in granting access to the required documents.
The historical information obtained from documents was very useful in mapping out
the social and political context within which communities and councils were established.
Documents also provided some statistical background such as community populations and the
available services in a community. Whilst documents can provide a mass of information for
research use, care must be taken to ensure varied sources are consulted to cross-check the
accuracy of information and to present a broad spectrum of opinions for a balanced analysis.
Survey interviews: A survey interview is a conversation between the interviewer and the
informant with the purpose of eliciting certain information from the informant. This method
is more complex than it seems on the surface for in order to achieve a successful interview
and obtain accurate information, the informant must have a good knowledge of the subject
of the interview and must be very motivated to contribute the information sought. As a
result, an important skill for the interviewer is the ability to try and reduce the effect of
factors which tend to decrease the level of motivation of the informant whilst building on
those which tend to increase motivation. The major obstacles in this regard in Aboriginal
communities are embarrassment of ignorance, fear of the consequences of information
given and lack of trust of the interviewer. These obstacles can be overcome first by a
careful selection of what researchers (Deniston, Rosenstock and Getting, 1968) refer to as
‘knowledgeable individuals’ who occupy strategic positions across the whole spectrum of
stake holders in the subject of the study.
This was accomplished in this study by selecting informants not only from within the
communities but also from those agencies with which the councils interact in their
9

The ‘listen and ask’ technique of interviewing has been found to be very effective in studies of South
Pacific and Aboriginal communities. See Myers, F. (1974) and Borsboom, A.P. (1978).
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operations. An important point particularly in survey interviews with Aboriginal people is to
avoid equating poor English with lack of knowledge as English is a second language for
most community people. Due to these obstacles, the survey interviews for this study were
carried out in three stages allowing one stage to be completed at a time, (see Appendix
C). The first stage was the sample selection, that is the selection of people to be included
in the survey interviews. This was accomplished by first conducting informal interviews
with a total of 130 local Aboriginal residents of the five communities in the study. The
residents were asked to identify individuals in their communities with direct experience in
council operations, either through employment or as councillors/presidents, who could be
included in the interview surveys. These informal interviews provided 64 local Aboriginal
residents and 28 non-Aboriginal officers of other agencies (named ‘strategic organisation’
staff in this study).
The next stage was the development of the survey instrument. This was done by conducting
semi-structured interviews with the selected informants. These interviews yielded 27
performance items or criteria and 9 strategic council objectives. Based on these performance
criteria, the last stage involved holding interviews with the selected informants in which they
were asked to rate the performance of councils by using the words “council has difficulties”
and “council has no difficulties” to express their opinions on each performance criterion.
One of the aims of this study is to compare the results obtained from all the communities
and to enhance this comparability and accuracy of information, the same performance criteria
were checked with informants with similar background in council experience across all the
communities. Due to this overriding necessity for accuracy of information in this type of
study, gender, age, education, or other socio/cultural factors were not the main consideration
in the selection of informants. Rather the primary consideration, as indicated above, was
relevant or direct experience in council operations. Another important reason for adopting
this method of selecting the informants is the problem of language. The survey interviews
were conducted in the English language and as noted earlier, English is a second language
for local Aboriginal people. However the words used in the survey interviews were the
words in everyday use in council activities. All selected local Aboriginal informants therefore
were already very familiar with these words thereby negating the need for interpreters and
increasing accuracy of information.

13
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It is always useful to bear in mind that interviews are a social process and the outcome
of the interview will depend largely on the type of interaction which takes place between
the interviewer and the informant. It is therefore important that the interviewer must avoid
expressing his views during the interview and to phrase questions which are impartial and
which will not embarrass the informant.
The integration of these methods in a complementary fashion has been found to be extremely
useful in the study of small entities like community councils (Sieber, 1980). One advantage
is that the research is not set on one rigid method of data collection and is thereby able
to profit from information obtained through other methods. The integration also gave the
researcher greater flexibility particularly in relation to time scheduling for data collection.
Since the methods described above can be employed concurrently, it allowed the researcher
to collect information whenever the opportunity presented itself using the appropriate
method. For example when the researcher learned during field visits that a survey interview
was too obtrusive in a certain setting (i.e. in the presence of non -community members). This
method was quickly substituted with the informal interview format thereby regaining the trust
and co-operation of the informant and the result was a productive use of the time available.
The other significant advantage of this approach relates to the question with which the
research is concerned. The Thesis question concerns the incidents and histories of the
councils and also their present management practices. If adequate information is to be
obtained for the investigation, various methods of data collection will have to be employed
so that the inherent weakness of any particular method as shown earlier is compensated for
by the adoption of other complementary methods.

Limitations
The combination of these methods in one study however has a significant limitation which
must be pointed out. As they are employed in a supplementary manner, their frames of
reference tend to be restricted to that portion of the study for which they are employed. As
a result the conclusions and the interpretative aspects of the study are drawn from different
methods of data collection. Thus not all of the conclusions can be readily confirmed by
other investigators because of the difficulty that will be involved in duplicating the exact
procedures on which the conclusions are based. In addition to this limitation, it will be seen
that the survey interview in the research is based on single or simple ‘poll-type’ questions
which survey experts (Moser and Kalton, 1990) indicate may not be sufficient when complex
14
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attitudes are involved. They suggest the use of ‘attitude batteries’ and ‘scaling devices’
involving a large number of questions which they believe are more likely to give a wider
picture of an attitude than could be obtained by simple single question type surveys.
As this study was conducted in remote Aboriginal communities, setting out to collect the
amount of quantitative data suggested by Moser and Kalton poses a problem which can put
the whole data collection procedure at risk. The problem, which also was acknowledged by
other investigators in Aboriginal communities (Myers, 1990; Borsboom, 1978), is that going
around in communities and asking questions repeatedly, often raises community suspicion
about an investigator's real motive. And since the success and accuracy of information
sought by the investigator is dependent on the level of trust and the willingness to offer
such information by the informants, a break down of trust can put at risk the whole data
collection procedure.
Due to this inability to collect large quantitative data, it can be said that the information
collected cannot be generalised for all Aboriginal communities because, at this stage, there
is no established specification of the types of data which are necessary for the measurement
of a given variable in remote Aboriginal communities. A table summarising the collection of
data for the study is presented in Appendix E at the back of the Thesis.

Organisation of Thesis
As stated earlier, community councils are alien organisations introduced to Aboriginal
communities by Europeans and the process whereby responsibility for their management was
finally transferred to local Aboriginal people went through many stages. Owing to these
historical and political factors in the development of the responsibility in remote Aboriginal
communities in the Northern Territory, management in this study has a wider focus. It brings
into consideration the multiple layers of attitudes, relationships, and beliefs all of which must
be examined in order to get a complete picture of not only how councils behave but why
they behave the way they do.
As a result of this, a number of the Thesis chapters are devoted to the examination of
these stages of council development in Aboriginal communities. These chapters are organised
so that each chapter examines each of the different stages of development while at the
same time showing how they are interrelated. By organising the chapters this way, factors
underlying each stage of development are identified to determine any aspects which support
or disprove the hypotheses developed for the study.
15
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Chapter two starts by examining the current trend of management research in Aboriginal
communities and the controversy which surrounds the application of Western management
techniques in tradition oriented communities. In Chapter three a historical perspective on
the study of organisations in tradition oriented areas is examined to highlight the theoretical
foundation of organisation management in the process of change in these societies. This
is necessary, as the title of the chapter suggests, to bring into focus the knowledge of
organisation management which influenced those frontier agencies responsible for promoting
the idea of community management and responsibility at the time. This is followed by
brief accounts of the attitudes of the initial contact agencies starting from the missionary
establishments, pastoralists, and finally Government departments. This is an important aspect
of the study for it is known that the initial contact attitudes between alien agencies and
indigenous people often lay the foundation for future transactions and interactions (Hogbin,
1970).
Chapter four of the study starts by presenting brief background descriptions of each of the
communities studied and the historical developments leading to the establishment of present
councils. In dealing with this aspect of the study, the chapter emphasises the analytical
significance of the history of each community for understanding particular patterns of council
behaviour. The study has been carried out at Millingimbi and Ramingining communities in
East Arnhem Land and in the Tiwi communities of Ngiui (Bathurst Island), Purlarumpi or
Pirlangimpi (Garden Point), and Milikapiti (Snake Bay). Figures 1 and 2 show the different
areas in which the communities are located in the Northern Territory.
By basing the study on two different geographical areas of Aboriginal population, chapter
two is able to compare and contrast some important cultural elements of the two areas to
determine if differences exist in the cultural beliefs and practices of the two areas and the
analytical points which can be drawn from them.
Chapter five continues with presentation of data by focussing on the observed management
practices of the councils. It begins with the examination of the design of the established
councils with their prescribed structures. A review of the literature which will highlight
the various structural patterns observed in the councils and their environments will be
undertaken. This is followed by details of the observed management practices of the councils
including leadership styles, methods of decision-making and other management practices.
Chapter six focuses on the issue of council performance and how to measure it, particularly
16
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as it relates to council effectiveness. Interview survey data is presented to further test the
validity of field observations and findings and in relation to the hypotheses of the study and
show perceptions of the effectiveness of council practices.

Figure 1: The Tiwi Communities
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Figure 2: East Arnhem Communities

Chapter seven is the concluding chapter and is devoted to data analysis, discussion and
implication of findings both for the direction for future research and the development
of strategies for enhancing effectiveness of councils and service delivery to Aboriginal
communities. This involves consideration of the explanatory variables for the patterns
observed and their consequences for the performance of councils. The ‘community’ or ‘late
developers’ model which has so far been used for organising all the findings in the Thesis
will be re-jigged to accommodate the suggested strategies in a comprehensive manner.
The Thesis outline is particularly suitable to this type of study in that it provides a more
systematic and coherent knowledge of management practices in the two areas studied.
Because the plan allows for the consideration of both historical factors and the present
needs and inspiration of local people, a current management practice, once empirically
established, can be traced to its roots thereby providing a wider perspective through which
18
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that information can be explained. In other words a particular management practice cannot
be fully understood in isolation from the influences which shape the practice. It is by
studying how the councils started and developed and the interactive map which underlies the
perceptions of those charged with the responsibility for managing them that present council
patterns and practices can be fully understood. The other significant advantage of the plan
is that strategies for management development in the councils can be better targeted since
the various conditions under which a factor may have primary influence can be identified
and explained.

Summary of Chapter
This chapter sets out the question and argument which are pursued in the study. The question
and argument then lead to the hypotheses developed for the study. The question is based on
the controversy which surrounds the transfer of responsibility for management of councils
to local Aboriginal people. In setting out the question and argument, the chapter highlights
the significance of this type of study particularly for Government policy development and
effective management of Aboriginal community councils. The chapter concludes by setting
out the methodological approach adopted for the study, the limitations of the approach, and
how the Thesis is organised.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
The nature of this study requires that current available literature be reviewed at different
levels. The study encompasses the colonial frontier agencies relationships with local
Aborigines from which the structures of local administration (councils) arose. It is perhaps
due to this history that the development of councils, as instruments for delivering local
community services, has generated a strong controversy among observers of Aboriginal
community development. The study therefore has to address this controversy in order to
provide a clear understanding of current management practices in the councils.
In dealing with council management practices, it is inescapable that the issue of the role
which culture plays be addressed since local Aboriginal people have a distinct culture of
their own. To provide a coherent explanation of these aspects and how they are interrelated,
the literature review commences with the current trend of research on Aboriginal community
councils and progresses to the wider theoretical perspectives in cross-cultural management.

Current trend of research on Aboriginal community councils
In reviewing the available material on Aboriginal community councils in the Northern
Territory, it would seem that no comprehensive work on the management of community
councils or other locally managed organisations has so far been carried out. The most
extensive to date is Jackie Wolfe's (1989) ‘That Community Government Mob: Local
Government in Small Northern Territory Communities’ published by the Australian National
University North Australia Research Unit in their monograph series. She has also published
other articles (1990 and 1996) and her work is cited several times in this study solely
because it draws on the views of other well known observers of Aboriginal communities and
her views are representative of the available material so far.
Wolfe's work focuses on the NT Community Government Legislation as part of NT
Government's policy in the administration of Aboriginal affairs, and questions the legitimacy
and effectiveness of the councils due to the wrong assumptions on which they are based.
She states:
The assumption on the part of Government agencies which underpins this
interpretation of community is that the geographic Aboriginal community
20
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is not only coincident with politically organised community, but is also
a cohesive social community. Further, there is an implicit assumption that
the community of locality, the community of contemporary politics and
administration, and the community of social interaction, is a community of
common culture and shared values
- - - - - Smith (1989); Ross and Elderton (1991) and Lea and Wolfe (1993)
argue that the assumption is misplaced and that many negative consequences
flow from it” (Wolfe, 1993:.2)
Wolfe believes that the objective of the Legislation was the extension of NT Government's
jurisdictional authority through establishment of Government. controlled local councils.
(Wolfe, 1993:171). She concludes:
Despite the way in which it is possible to adapt the electoral scheme to
the social structure of a community, community government may not be a
particularly viable option for complex, multi-clan groupings, with satellite or
independently serviced outstations” (Wolfe, 1993: 174).
Loveday (1989) provides a fairly detailed historical development of community councils in
the Northern Territory focussing on the effects of these developments on local Aboriginal
people such as the tension between ‘white authority’ and ‘traditional authority’ (p.32).
Gerritsen (1982), in his observations in the Katherine region communities, used the terms
‘dominant men’ and ‘prominent men’ and their followers who took over the political control
of the community councils, to indicate one of the negative outcomes of the introduced
council structure.
Commentators such as (Mowbray, 1990; Rowse, 1992) take the question of the benefits of
councils and contend that councils are a replication of the experience of administering precolonial and post-colonial New Guinea and therefore believe that councils were introduced
to Aboriginal communities purposely to serve the interests of the Government (Rowse p.63,
69). Other observers (Kirby, 1997; Kicket, 1994) dwell on the incompatibility of councils
with local Aboriginal culture because local people perceive ‘legitimate authority’ as deriving
from a different source namely traditional knowledge, land, and kinship affiliations. The
result according to them, is that council functions and programmes are neither understood
nor accepted by local people. (Kirby p. 25).
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Other observer opinions on community councils exist in various studies particularly in the
fields of Education and Anthropology10 and the above are only a sample to indicate the
current stance in the available material. And in reviewing them, it becomes immediately
clear that none of the material actually examines what is it that local people expect from
the councils, how they perceive councils' relationship not only with the outside agencies
but also with their own internal environment, and practices adopted by the local councillors
to actually deal with the problems that have been alluded to by the commentators. In
short, how local councillors are experiencing this relationship with their internal and external
environment is left out of their analysis.
All these commentators do not deny that community councils now exist in almost all
Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory and that local Aboriginal people continue
to work in them and regularly run for councillor positions which are unpaid positions11 . Yet
the main focus of the commentators remains the initial factors of European domination and
the loss or erosion of traditional social organisation. As a result, contemporary councils as
experienced day to day by local people, remain largely uninvestigated and unanalysed.
The only known views contrasting those of the observers cited above come from Turner
(1986) and from the Northern Territory Government. Turner, an anthropologist, was actually
employed as a consultant by the Northern Territory Government to prepare a report for the
Government on the establishment of the Community Government model of local government
in Aboriginal communities. In his report, Turner stated his belief that the community
council concept was analogous to Aboriginal traditional social organisation and system of
government. According to Turner:
What the non-Aboriginal reader has to understand about Aboriginal culture is
that it was inherently a municipal culture…..

10

Other available materials on Aboriginal Community Councils can be found in for example:

Shimpo, M. ‘The Social process of Aboriginal Education’ Report prepared for Northern Territory
Department of Education, Darwin, 1978.
Harris, S.G. Millingimbi Aboriginal Learning Contexts. Ph.D. Thesis, University of New Mexico, 1977.
Tonkinson, R. ‘Councils, corporations and the Aboriginal polity’, Anthropological Forum, Vol. 5, No.
3, 1985, pp. 377-381.
11
At the time of this study, different remuneration arrangements exist in the community councils
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Aboriginal clans……are like European local government type jurisdictions.
Aborigines can easily translate one into the other (Turner, 1986:9-10)
The Government, produced a document titled ‘A Guide for Community Government
Councils’ which was published by the Office of Local Government in 1990 to set out the
procedures and processes of operating a Community Government council. In the document,
the following statement from the anthropologist Meggitt (1966) was quoted to support the
applicability of community councils to Aboriginal communities:
Although the local communities that made up the Australian tribes were
significant political and administrative units, they had no formal apparatus
of government….. In a real sense the Aborigines exercised self-government
(Meggitt on Hobbin & Hiatt, 1966: in 'A Guide for Community Government
Councils, 1990:4)
It can be seen that the views expressed above are based on the notion of the similarity
of community councils as apparatus for local administration to traditional local social
organisation and system of government. These views, however, may be assuming something
that may not be necessarily so. Implicit in the views is the assumption that the successful
establishment of community councils was made possible only as a result of the similarity
between council structure and traditional system since councils were simply a duplication of
the traditional system. The views therefore are just as restrictive as the ones cited earlier
in that their conclusions seem to be derived from a pre-determined position based on the
observers' analysis of Aboriginal culture.
It is not enough to assume that unless an introduced structure is similar to or can be ‘fused’
with indigenous systems, local people may be incapable of adapting such structures for their
own use. The lacking material is that which presumes that local people are quite capable
of identifying their own goals, and making choices in terms of how to achieve those goals
that reflect their interests and aspirations. Such material would take as its focus not only
the context but also the content of Aboriginal response to the introduced structure and in
so doing may make it possible to draw a general conclusion about the similarities and/or
differences which may exist in their overall approach to socio/economic development.
It is the objective of this study to provide this kind of information which has been lacking
in the available material to date. If one accepts that councils have multiple objectives as
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the observer opinions cited above suggest, and that the options available to the councils
may vary with any particular objective, then the problem becomes complicated and requires
deeper investigation. It is for this reason that the Thesis question posed above is very
important both to local Aborigines themselves and Government policy makers.

Current Theoretical perspective in cross-cultural management
Hirsch (1990) believes that two opposing theories of how local people respond to change
introduced to their communities can be located in Scott's (1976) ‘moral economy’ approach
and Popkin's (1979) ‘political economy’ approach. In Hirsch's account, Scott relied on
evidence from his study of some peasant communities in Burma and Vietnam to suggest
a ‘morally-based’ world view of local people in which the principles of reciprocity and
assured subsistence was the foundation (Hirsch p. 150). Popkin on the other hand strongly
questioned Scott's assertions and used evidence from his own studies in Vietnam to show that
local people are in fact “forward-looking, self-maximising individuals with a universalistic
investment logic” (Hirsch, 1990:150).
Scott developed his argument by looking at the basis for the ‘subsistence ethic’ in the
communities he studied. According to him, the local household as both a consumption and
a production unit places assured subsistence before long-term income maximisation. This
leads to norms of reciprocity and exchange relationships that may appear exploitative but
nevertheless form the moral basis for their society. In other words, what individuals sacrifice
for their community in status and long-term income, they gain by way of insurance against
starvation. Thus through this indebtedness to one another, every member of the community is
entitled to call on the resources of the community in times of need. However if these norms
are infringed upon, for example by colonial administration and introduction of new structure
of organisation and management, thereby shifting the risk of subsistence from the community
to individuals, local people will rebel against the introduced changes (Hirsch, 1990: 150)12 .
Popkin on the other hand rejects the ‘moral economy’ analysis on the ground that
by placing too much emphasis on the safety and assurance aspects, the analysis takes
insufficient account of investments and risks taken by local people when opportunities
12

It is important not to confuse Scott's ‘moral economy’ approach with the concept of traditionalism.
Scott's moral economy refers to those norms which are at the basis of the structure of a group or
community. Traditionalism refers conceptually to cultural theme of time orientation, that is, the degree
to which a group or community still sustains or preserves those norms at any point in time. See
Tansuhaj, P. et.al. pp. 7-20.
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present themselves. He used his own study to demonstrate that local communities were not
harmonious and that individual maximisation preceded community-level strategies. Rebellious
activities, according to Popkin, are therefore a response to opportunities in the specific
context of strong leadership rather than attempts by local people to regain lost harmonious
arrangements (Hirsch, 1990: 151).
These two theories thus differ fundamentally on how local people would respond to change
introduced to their communities. For Scott, local people would respond in a negative way
as the moral premise of subsistence guarantees has been subjugated. For Popkin local people
are astute respondents who often will look for ways to maximise the opportunities presented
to them by the change.
What should be borne in mind is that the two opposing theories stated above are still based
on the examination of the same subject namely, how local people of a community would
respond to change but each theory relates to an underlying assumption about the structure
of that community. While Scott sees a collectively organised and harmonious community,
Popkin questions both characteristics and believes local people are motivated primarily by
‘individualistic investment logic’ (p. 151). In other words the assumptions of collectivism
and individualism underlie both theories.

Collectivism and Individualism
Analysing communities in terms of the characteristics ‘collectivism’ and ‘individualism’ has
remained very popular especially following some major research such as that of Hofstede
(1980); Triandes (1979). These characteristics are summarised in Table 1 below:

Table 1: Elements of Collectivists / Individualists Cultures
• Collectivists

• Individualists

• People are born into extended or other in-

• Everyone grows up to look after him/herself and

groups, which continue to protect them in

his/her immediate (nuclear) family only

exchange for loyalty
• Identity is based in the social network to which • Identity is based in the individual
one belongs
• Children learn to think in terms of ‘we’

• Children learn to think in terms of ‘I’

• Harmony should always be maintained and

• Speaking one's mind is a characteristic of an

direct confrontation avoided

honest person.

• (Source: “Cultures and Organisations” by G. Hofstede. 1993 p.67; and “Understanding
Cultural Differences by T. Hall and R. Hall. 1990 p.15)13
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• Collectivists

• Individualists

• High-context communication

• Low-context communication

• Trespassing leads to shame and loss of face in

• Trespassing leads to guilt and loss of self-

self and group

respect

• (Source: “Cultures and Organisations” by G. Hofstede. 1993 p.67; and “Understanding
Cultural Differences by T. Hall and R. Hall. 1990 p.15)13
13

Other dimensions identified in Hofstede's research are what he refers to as Power distance, Masculinity versus Femininity

and Uncertainty avoidance. For Hofstedes definition of these, see Hofstede, G. (1080) pp 23-139.

There have been some attempts to categorise Aboriginal communities in the collectivist
model. For example, Kicket (1994) lists three core values which he claims are common
to all Aboriginal communities:
• The well being of the family
• Care of the land and seas and
• The establishment and maintenance of proper relationships between people and between people
and the environment.
Some Aboriginal opinion leaders have also expressed the view that Aboriginal people are
more concerned with those who are related to them than the pursuit of private gains or
interests (Dodson 1994). However it is widely recognised that both local and historical
circumstances can have significant effect on how local people receive and respond to change
(Potter 1976; Chatthip and Suthy 1981; Johnson 1975). If these factors are all considered
in the debate, it may in fact not be possible to cast communities such as Aboriginal
communities entirely in one model or the other.

Convergence and Divergence theories
The controversy, which surrounds the search for an integrative principle, or theory of
management parallels that which exists among cross-cultural management researchers. In
both cases the controversy stems from the identification and interpretation of variables
which account for employees' responses to management actions as indicated earlier. Another
version of the controversy which has received some attention in cross-cultural management
research, is essentially whether organisations share similar characteristics across cultures (the
convergence theory) or that organisations do reflect the cultures of the area or location in
which they operate (divergence theory)14
14

The divergence/convergence debate has remained unresolved in cross-cultural management research
largely due to the difficulty of collecting the type and quantity of data that would be needed to confirm
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The convergence theory rests on the notion that the relationship between certain variables
which produce successful organisational outcomes are replicable across societal and cultural
boundaries. Divergence supporters on the other hand believe that there are distinctive cultures
and social structures which determine management practices or styles and as a result
relationship between variables which produce organisational success cannot be generalised
across all societies or cultures (Whitley, 1993).
As is often the case in this type of debate, there are several authors who present research
evidence to support the latter position for example Triandis (1987); Hofstede (1988); Seddon
(1985); Heady (1984). Authors such as Hickson (1974); Leonard (1977); Crozier (1964);
Friedberg (1980); Bourgoin (1984) are equally noted for their support of the former view.
The debate becomes even more complicated when Vengroff, Belhaj, and Ndiaye (1991) cite
some research evidences which suggest that organisations do in fact display characteristics
which cut across national and cultural boundaries but that the behaviour of people within
organisations shows considerable variation. Summing up these findings to highlight the
difficulty in resolving the controversy, Jones (1989) concludes that:
The limited empirical data have not produced conclusive evidence either for
or against the argument that management is culture bound. There does appear
to be evidence of some commonality of views and practices among managers
in different parts of the world; there is also evidence that in some respects
managerial behaviour varies significantly in different countries (or regions);
and there is evidence to suggest that the level of economic development of
industrialisation is a factor in management practices (Jones, 1989:.69).
Given Jones' summary above, it is difficult, at least in the present limited stage of
management research in Aboriginal communities, to reach a conclusion that the communities
fit neatly into any of the models described. So the different assumptions about the nature
and structure of local communities held by researchers persist and the search for an
integrative principle or theory in cross-cultural management remains unconcluded. In view of
this continuing controversy then, how can management practices in Aboriginal community
the cultural determinents of the differences that exist. Some researchers, Rayman & Norling (1991);
Whitley (1993), have questioned the desirability and indeed the possibility of ever resolving the debate
because of the methodological difficulties. This Thesis attempts to discover the responses of the two
cultural groups studied in order to assess their receptivity to organisational concepts without delving
into highly specific differences between the two groups.
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councils be explained and understood? What framework or model can be used to provide this
explanation in a coherent and readily understandable way?

A useful theoretical perspective for Aboriginal Community Councils
In trying to explain the selection process behind management practices adopted by local
councillors (i.e. the council managers), the ‘community’ or ‘late development’ model
espoused by Ratliff (1994, 1998); Cornell and Gil-Swedberg (1995) has been found to be
very useful. The latter authors, in their study of three American Indian community councils
found that these councils exhibited difficulties similar in nature but that the difficulties
emanate from a variety of factors. They put the Indian communities in the ‘late development’
model which is described as follows:
For less developed nations trying to catch up with earlier developers,
development itself often becomes a conscious, purposive, collective task.
In various ways and to varying degrees across late developing societies,
the effort to accomplish this task has been guided not simply by market
forces but by the state itself in pursuit of explicit national goals. Further
more, these goals have tended to be political as well as economic in
nature including the assertion of influence or independence in a world
dominated by earlier developers. The leadership of latecomers in pursuit
of such goals faces challenges unknown, for the most part, to earlier,
more spontaneous developers, among them deliberately selecting appropriate
development strategies from a number of options, dealing with an external
environment heavily dominated by much more advanced developers and
above all, mobilising and directing the energies of group members in pursuit
of consciously selected strategic development goals. The late development
phenomenon thus focuses attention increasingly on policy decisions and
the social and political institutions through which they are implemented
(Cornell&Gil-Swedberg 1995:.242).
It would seem that the community councils studied broadly fit the ‘late development’ model
as described above. As economic development has moved to the top of community goals and
councils have become the centres for the pursuit of those goals, management actions in the
councils, have increasingly followed the description offered by Harvey-Jones (1997):
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Management in particular is not about the preservation of the status quo, it
is about maintaining the highest rate of change that the organisation and the
people within it can stand (Harvey-Jones, 1997:7).
If the term ‘community’ is substituted for organisation in Harvey-Jones' description, it will
show that change which is inherent in council actions, is not necessarily achieved only in
terms of a community's values and view of the world but also in terms of choices which
will reflect the requirements of its relationship with its environments and the needs and
expectations of local people.
Ratliff (1998) in using the model, which he says was first developed by Alexander
Gerschenkron (1965), to study the development of the Japanese Telecommunication Industry,
made the point that the historical situation of late development is that economic development
is seen as a political priority. According to Ratliff:
Economic development is seen as an issue of national prestige, autonomy,
even social and cultural survival, rather than primarily an issue of individual
enrichment (Ratliff, 1998: 6)
Using the ‘late development’ model for this study, instead of looking at councils as
fully integrated into the NT Government administration system and therefore are agents
of the Government, it allows councils to be conceived of as loosely integrated with
the NT Government administration system in which different and sometimes competing
configurations of actors (‘strategic organisations’, communities, councillors) are operative.
(Ratliff, 1998) These groups of actors can be taken as engaged in a struggle for control,
that is to say each group of actors is seeking to impose its own definition of goals and
the means for achieving them (Lamars,1983). Even if there is agreement on the goals,
there may still be disagreement on the choice of means or priorities. Prescribed means can
therefore be surreptitiously opposed and discreetly altered for effective management of the
tension that is generated.
There are two main aspects of the ‘late development’ model in the description offered
by Ratliff (1998); and Cornell and Gil-Swerdberg (1995) cited above. These relate to the
concepts of ‘interaction’ and ‘selection’. The model implies that local communities, as late
developers, are faced with various options for action from which they select and that this
selection is derived from their interaction with an external environment dominated by the
29
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already developed societies. However the authors caution against falling into a mistaken
belief that ‘causal’ conditions or factors are only to be found in this external environment:
Most Indian tribes either occupy or have occupied similarly subordinate
positions in the larger political economy, deal with a common federal Indian
policy and have experienced similarly constrained access to financial capital
and high quality education, yet some are more successful at development
than others (Cornell & Gil- Swedberg, 1995:241)
The interaction of the configuration of actors across boundaries and the ensuing relationships
will then become a vital focus of examination in the study of council management in the
‘late development’ model. Since the idea of integration remains open and becomes part of
the transactions across boundaries, the notion of rational decision making as the only basis
for effectiveness is rejected in the ‘late development’ model. Instead decision making and
leadership or management styles are located in the interaction across boundaries resulting in
the adoption of different configurations to deal with emerging problems (Meyer and Rowan.
1977; Quarles van Ufford, 1987)
Finally the ‘late development’ model rejects the dilemma of having to chose between
Western based techniques of management and indigenous models positing that local people
will adopt any means or configurations that can lead to effective management of tensions and
service delivery. (Ratliff, 1998: 2) This will then force actual roles to be examined against
the background of the different forces that are at work in the interaction.
The concepts of interaction and selection which are central to the ‘late development’ model,
then, contain certain process which provides the key to understanding how Aboriginal
community councils as ‘late developers’ might operate. Whilst the authors connected with
this model cited above do not provide a precise explanation of this process or how it
works, their sketch is very similar to the process described in the interactionist perceptive
particularly as reviewed and modified by Meltzer et. al. (1980) and the approach developed
in Turner and Bruner (1986) in the aspects of inter-cultural interaction. The usefulness of
the review offered by Meltzer et. al. is that it takes the interactionist perspective from its
origins as principally a framework for investigating person to person or micro-sociological
concerns in a given society to a perspective equally inclusive of macro-sociological matters
and historical factors. Thus rather than the two aspects being exclusive of each other, Meltzer
et. al. see the interactionist perspective as taking the two as complementary (Meltzer et.
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al, 1980: 120). As a result, the authors consider the perspective as probably providing
the most suitable framework for investigating inter-cultural encounters (Meltzer, Petras and
Reynolds. 1980; Quarles van Ufford, 1986). The interactionist perspective views options for
action which local people select as ‘social products’ or ‘creations’ (Meltzer et. al.,p.2) and
this, it will be suggested, is at the heart of how an introduced structure will be locally
managed. These options for action undergo an evaluation process in which costs and benefits
are carefully checked in light of the perception of the prevailing situation. This process,
according to Meltzer et. al. (p.5) has two distinct steps. First local people (or actors) must
indicate to themselves the things toward which they are acting. The second step is the
handling of this indication by checking and arranging/re-arranging costs and benefits in light
of their perception of the prevailing situation. Accordingly the perception is not something
that is fixed, it is a formative process which can be revised each time action is required.
The ‘late development’ model using the interactionist processes described above is therefore
an attempt at providing understanding of how local people receive and respond to events
from the point of view of the local people themselves. It is the objective of this study to
make a strong and plausible case that management practices adopted by local people are not
only based on what they were, but also on their present day to day experience of the world.
In testing the hypotheses developed for this study therefore, one must necessarily refer to
how local people are experiencing this relationship and the actions which flow from it. It is
here that the work of Turner and Bruner (1986) becomes useful mainly through their concept
of ‘experience’ and its ‘expression’. The authors define experience as:
By experience we mean not just sense data, cognition, or in Dilthey's phrase,
the diluted juice of reason but also feelings and expectations (Turner &
Bruner, 1986:.4)
In this Thesis, council management is analysed through the various practices adopted by
local councillors which indicate their perception of their relationship with their environments
as they are experiencing it. The method of participant observation used in this study
is therefore seen as crucial to the ability to convey this local experience. However, as
mentioned earlier, the ‘late development’ model also recognises what Fay (1975) has referred
to as ‘quasi-causal’ conditions which may exist in the ‘conditionship relations’ between
actors and their external environment (Fay, 1975:.84). Fay was careful to point out that he
did not intend the word ‘causal’ in his use of the term ‘quasi-causal’:
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Men act in terms of their interpretations of, and intentions towards their
external conditions, rather than being governed directly by them, and
therefore these conditions must be understood not as causes but as warranting
conditions which make a particular action or belief more ‘reasonable’
‘justified’ or ‘appropriate’, given the desires, beliefs, and expectations of the
actors. (Fay 1975:.85)
One such quasi-causal conditions in relation to the Aboriginal communities covered in this
study is the colonial history from which the councils have their origins. And because of
the ‘warranting’ effects of these quasi-causal conditions, according to Fay, they become
part of the explanatory device for actions taken by actors (p.85). Consideration of the
historical account relating to the communities therefore becomes a vital part of the study.
Another implication of the ‘late-development’ model is that it has end products. It sees
local organisations as striving to achieve some end products15 . Thus investigation of local
organisations using the ‘late development’ model must include these end products and the
extent to which they can be measured. This study also seeks to gain information on local
people's view on the performance of the councils and the criteria they use to gauge that
performance. It is in seeking to ensure the reliability of information on these vital aspects
of the study that the supplementary methods used in the collection of data as explained
earlier were adopted. A diagrammatic representation for the study of the ‘late development’
model is presented in Figure 3 below.

15

Whilst the intercectionist perspective has been put to use in organisation theory, e.g. Thompson
J.D. & McEwen, W.J. (1968); Lamners (1983), it has not been widely used in development or crosscultural studies. The processes in the interactionist perspective, in particular, as reviewed by Meltzer,
B.N. et.al (1980) is adopted for this study due to the belief that it is perhaps the most suitable for the
particular investigation of Aboriginal communities. For further evidence of this, see Quarles van ufford
(ed) (1987) pp 12-15.
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Figure 3: Model for the study of Aboriginal Community Councils (Late development)

It can be seen that the study begins by first considering the communities in relation to
both their local characteristics and the characteristics of the introduced pattern (as derived
from its history) and to try and understand how councils interact with these to determine
if and how they affect management practices in the communities. In doing this it becomes
possible to find out how local people perceive their relationship with the environments and
the variables which underlie the perceptions.

Summary of chapter
Chapter one sets out the question and argument for this study. The question arises from
the controversy which surrounds the transfer of responsibility of management of councils to
local Aboriginal people. The essence of this controversy is captured in the literature review
of Chapter two with particular emphasis on the current trend of research on Aboriginal
community councils. The chapter also considers current theoretical perspectives in crosscultural management research due to the fact that this study is in management in a crosscultural setting. The chapter concludes by introducing a theoretical perspective which is
deemed the most appropriate for the study of Aboriginal community councils.
The purpose of introducing the theoretical perspective used for the study early in the opening
chapter of the Thesis is to provide a frame of reference which will help to organise the
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range of data gathered from field observations, informal interviews, documents and survey
interviews which are carefully documented throughout the study. Each chapter therefore uses
the perspective as a means of explaining the range of practices identified through field
inquiry and observations and linking these to the factors which may have an influence
on such practices.
It can be seen that the model highlights the importance of treating what can be
termed macro-social and micro-social factors as complementary rather than as exclusive of
themselves for a better understanding of management practices in Aboriginal community
councils. The main reason for this is that Aboriginal community councils are external
European creations introduced to Aboriginal communities and therefore have a history behind
them. The next two chapters then are devoted to exploring these macro-social factors
beginning with the stages of council development and attitudes of those initial contact
agencies which had responsibility for Aboriginal community management at the time.
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Chapter Three
Stages of Council Development & The Promotion of Responsibility
In the Northern Territory, community councils are created under any of three legislative
frameworks - the Commonwealth Aboriginal Councils and Association Act (1976), the
Northern Territory Incorporation Act, and the Local Government Act (1978) which is also
known as the Community Government Legislation. The Local Government Act was intended
to allow the community to assume control over a wider area of local government and to
make by-laws in relation to refuse collection and dog control. In 1985 there were 13 councils
established under the Community Government Legislation but this number has grown to a
total of 35 councils in 1998. The number of councils under the different legislation are
presented in Figure 4 below.
Community councils under any of these legislative frameworks now exist in almost all
Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory

16

. Initially the councils were seen by both

the Territory and Commonwealth governments as administrative necessities with delegated
responsibility for delivering public services to remote Aborigines. These councils have since
assumed fuller communal responsibility for managing local affairs and resources through
elected representatives.17

16

Councils, as already noted, can be constituted under three different legislation but all councils
are referred to under the generic term ‘Community Council’ since they all have the same prescribed
structures, objectives and functions.
17
In addition to prescribed functions, councils now have more communal responsibilities such as
granting permits to enter Aboriginal land, negotiating non-service contracts and agreements on behalf
of their communities such as with Television or Film organisations, settling inter-clan or inter-group
disputes and other law and order problems.
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Figure 4: No of councils according to different schemes or legislation (Figures obtained from OLG)

This development however has not occurred overnight. It has gone through many periods
and stages of national development and policies. In fact many observers of Aboriginal
contemporary social development (for example Markus 1990 ) believe that community
management began with the establishment of settlements and missions in the coastal areas
of the Northern Territory. These settlements and missions have continued to exist and
now constitute the major centres for Aboriginal populations in the Northern Territory and
are frequently referred to as Aboriginal communities. (Appendix A shows these major
communities and their populations).
All the councils depend on government funding and payments to provide services and carry
out their functions. The Territory government department responsible for coordinating the
activities of the councils is the Office of Local Government (OLG) of the Department of
Lands and Housing. It has powers under the Local Government Act to inspect council
records and initiate investigations if there is suspicion of fraud or impropriety in the use of
Government funds and equipment. Councils are also required under the legislation to provide
annual auditor's report of their accounts. In addition councils may receive grants or funds
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from other agencies such as ATSIC or other Government departments for specific projects
with guidelines set out for the acquittal of such funds.
Auditors' reports on the councils included in this study from 1992 to 1996 were examined
as part of the investigation for the study

18

. The reports did not show any fraud or

impropriety for these years. However in 1996 the Ramingining council which is one of the
councils included in the study went through a period of council ‘inactivity’. The council did
not function as an administrative unit as council meetings were not held regularly and the
position of council clerk was left unfilled for some time. The Milikapiti council, also one of
the councils in the study, experienced a similar difficulty in 1995/96. In providing the reason
for this inactivity, the Ramingining council president stated that the European Town Clerk
failed to get the support of local people and eventually was asked to leave the community
before the end of his contract. He described the situation thus:
He (the Town Clerk) was trying to be like a black fellow. He tried to
interfere too much in Yolgu business. He did not do his council job. That
is what he is paid a lot of money to do. To do his job and not look at
Yolgu business. So we Yolgu left everything to him and stop having council
meetings. (Ramingining council president, 1995)
A similar sentiment was offered by a councillor at Milikapiti on why the Council Clerk there
failed in his job which led to council inactivity for some time. According to the councillor,
the Town Clerk was seen by councillors as ‘not knowing what his job was about’ and that he
(the Town Clerk) tried to prove he ‘knew blackfellow way than local people’.
Whilst the researcher was unable to contact the Town Clerks concerned in these incidents to
get their own side of the story, the explanations provided by local people were corroborated
by officers from OLG and Office of Aboriginal Development (OAD). Informants from
the OLG stated that the level of council activity fluctuated within each community. The
fluctuation, according to the informants, can range from high level of council activity to
non-functioning or inactivity. The informants regarded this as the major problem for council
management and development in the communities.
18

Weber used the term ‘bureaucracy’ to describe the new form of organisation and although he
recognised the depersonalising effect of this new form on society, he nevertheless predicted that its
proliferation was inevitable. For a good review of the aspect of Weber's work, see Andors, S. (1977)
pp 8-10.
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How can this fluctuation between high and low functioning and activity be explained? Is
it a symptom of incompatibility of the imposed council structure with the local culture as
claimed by the observers cited earlier? Or is it a question of organisation and management
which goes to the root of the development of the councils in the communities?
Most comprehensive studies conducted in Aboriginal communities are by anthropologists for
example Altman (1987); Borsboom (1978) whose main interests are to record traditional
and cultural practices in order to gauge their resilience in the face of prolonged contact
with an alien European power. What is often overlooked is that in this contact, there have
been continuous European activities of organisation and management development in the
communities and understanding of present council behaviour cannot be complete without
reference to these activities.
The history of organisation and management in the contact between Europeans and
indigenous communities has one common element and that is the institutions created were
designed to effect social and economic changes in the host communities. A good way to
begin the analysis therefore will be to look back and examine some examples of earlier
analyses particularly of the role of the organisation in this process of change.

Organisation studies in Developing Areas in Historical Perspective
Studies in this area arose historically within the essentialist view of socio-cultural evolution.
In this view, ‘modernisation’ is closely linked with the particular development of the
European capitalist civilisation and the organisation is seen as the means by which this has
been achieved. The intellectual foundation of this view which has the most influence is
perhaps that of Max Weber (1930). For Weber, ‘modernisation’ was only achieved through
the growth and development of technology and economic interdependence brought about by
the search for maximum production with the least cost.
In the process, the old communities based on traditional relationships were replaced by new
organisational forms which drew their power from legal-rational authority or written rules
and regulations. (18) Weber thus produced not only a theory of organisation but also of
society which set out a system of human relationships, values, behaviour, education and work
to indicate how a society moved from ‘traditional to industrial complex society.
Schumpeter's (1959) theory of the ‘carrying out of new combinations’ is another example of
the importance some earlier researchers placed on the role of organisations in the process
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of change. For Schumpeter, ‘change’ or development is the creation of new ‘combinations’
of new materials and forces that disturb previous equilibrium states and result in new and
better ones, and organisation is the ‘carrying out of new combinations’. The organisation
is therefore a critical factor in the Schumpetarian process of change or development
(Schumpeter, 1959:27).
Whilst these writers were providing the theoretical foundations of organisation and
development, managers of firms were confronting a new problem.19

The technical and

administrative demands of the new bureaucratic organisation meant that only a few policy
makers would be located at the top of the organisation hierarchy whilst other workers were
at the bottom carrying out orders from those at the top. Workers therefore appeared helpless
and passive participants and this was seen by the new industrialists at the time as hindering
workers to perform to maximum production levels and efficiently.
The development of management strategies for addressing this condition saw a split between
organisation researchers on the approach to the issue. For example Fredrick Winslow
Taylor, the American engineer, believed in the diffusion of more ‘rationality’ throughout the
organisation as the solution to poor productivity by workers and came up with his ‘scientific
management’ approach (Taylor, 1947). On the other hand were the ‘human-relations’
theorists which began with the famous Hawthorne studies of Elton Mayo (Mayo, 1947)
and his colleagues. This group saw the perfection of the network of human organisation
as the only effective way of integrating employees with the organisation, allowing them
to perform at their peak.
What is important to bear in mind is that the two approaches still saw organisations as
moving in the same direction which was the obtaining of maximum output (efficiency) from
employees but only in terms of different crucial factors. The goal of research remained the
same which was to find out how organisations and therefore individuals in them contributed
to ‘modernisation’ or ‘industrialisation’ of the western nations and to formulate models for
future development.
However and very importantly, studies in organisations took a different turn in the
formulation of organisation models for tradition-oriented societies which were labelled
19

The practical management problems confronting the new industrialists at the time concerned mainly
workers apathy, low morale, absenteeism and laziness which were seen as directly linked to low
production output. See Andors op.cit.
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‘backward’ or ‘underdeveloped areas’. Instead of seeing the organisation as a means of
moving (the backward or underdeveloped) societies toward new, yet unknown equilibrium
states, as described above, the conception was of the ‘underdeveloped’ societies striving to
catch up with the ‘developed’ or ‘advanced’ ones. In fact there were warnings from eminent
analysts at the time that unless ‘underdeveloped’ areas copied the ‘industrial revolution’ of
the West, they would remain backward. This warning was typical of the thinking at the time:
There are today on the plains of India and China men and women, plagueridden and hungry, living lives little better, in outward appearance, than those
of the cattle that toil with them by day and share their places of sleep at
night. Such Asiatic standards, and such un-mechanised horrors, are the lot
of those who increase their numbers without passing through an industrial
revolution (Ashton, 1948: 68 )
There was therefore no need to search for and formulate new or unknown models of
equilibrium states for the underdeveloped areas since the developed societies served as
models. Given this formulation, the practical management question became how to move the
backward societies and their institutions along the path already travelled by the developed
societies.
David McClelland's ‘n’ Achievement model was probably among the first to focus on
this question (McClelland, 1961). The ‘n’ was used in McClelland's equation to denote
the level of achievement within a given society. His aim was to discover why the
developed societies of the west had more efficient organisations than the ‘backward’ or ‘lessdeveloped’ societies. McClelland concluded that the socialisation process in these societies
was responsible for producing the ‘n’ Achievement. For McClelland, the desire to achieve
was the crucial determining factor for the success of the technologically developed societies.
According to him, the level of achievement (represented by ‘n’ in his equation) is expressed
in terms of the level of innovation and entrepreneurship:
men with high achievement will find a way to economic achievement given
fairly wide variations in opportunity and social structure…….. These results
serve to direct our attention as social scientists away from an exclusive
concern with the external events in history to the internal psychological
concerns that in the long run determine what happen in history (McClelland
1961: 121).
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The significance of McClelland's theory was that it shifted emphasis away from the “events
of history” (in contrast to Weber) as the crucial factor for technological development to
socio-psychological factors. This meant there was no longer a need to examine individual
society's “events of history” to formulate a model for its technological development. In
tradition-oriented societies therefore, McClelland recommended that change agents should
seek to:
a. break orientations toward tradition and increase other directedness. (by this he meant more
incentives to be placed on conformity to ‘n’ Achievement rules);
b. increase ‘n’ Achievement, that is increase room for high ‘n’ achievers or expand industry;
c. provide for a better allocation of existing ‘n’ Achievement resources, that is a formalisation
of the process and structures for the allocation of ‘n’ Achievement resources (McClelland,
1961:122)
McClelland's aim was therefore to find the process which will facilitate the development of
organisations in tradition-oriented societies similar to those found in developed societies. In
other words, the task changed from the development of a model which will take the societies
to a new equilibrium state to that of convincing, or motivating people in the underdeveloped
areas to follow the example of the developed societies. This process has been described
in various terms but the most commonly used term is the ‘developmental’ model. The
assumptions underlying the developmental model can be put as follows:
1. there are noticeable differences in terms of ‘industrialisation’ between the developed and the
underdeveloped
2. the differences indicate that one state is superior to the other at different time series
3. the succession of these implies the inferior is moving to the superior
4. the inferior cannot achieve the same state as the superior unless it undergoes the same processes
which the superior has already undergone
With such assumptions, policy makers with responsibilities for the underdeveloped areas saw
organisation and management development similar to those of the developed societies as
the only pre-requisite for ‘modernisation’. But how do local people view or respond to this
western-based structure of organisation and management with its concept of ‘development’
or ‘modernisation’, as formulated above introduced to their communities? Hogbin (1970),
using his extensive study of Melanesian communities, has said that the attitudes and
approaches of those with responsibility for developing these institutions are very important
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to the understanding of how local people respond, for the initial approaches often lay the
foundation for future interactions.

Approaches to Organisation and Management Development with
Indigenous population of a Developed Country: the Australian example
The ‘developmental’ model and its underlying assumptions as enumerated above obviously
had a great influence on agencies and governments in their approaches to organisation and
management development in Aboriginal communities. And since the acceptance of new
responsibilities is inextricably linked to the process of change, all these will directly affect
management development in the host communities. As noted above, previous analyses of
indigenous peoples' experiences, for example by Mair (1964) in some parts of Africa and
Hogbin (1970) in Melanesia, suggest that it is how change is promoted that is crucial to later
relationships and interactions with local people.
There is abundant evidence particularly in some parts of Africa that change was promoted
through local institutions and the recruitment of local agents (Adewoye, 1970). In Nigeria,
for example, the system known as the ‘indirect rule’20 was used extensively by the British
Colonial Administration at the time. Fredrick Lugard who was the High Commissioner and
Administrator for the province of Northern Nigeria in 1900 was quoted by Oyediran (1988)
as seeing the system as the:
rule through Native Chiefs, who were regarded as an integral part of the
machinery of government with well defined powers and functions recognised
by Government and by law and not dependent on the caprice of an Executive
Officer (Oyediran, 1988:33)
In some areas such as among Aborigines in Australia, however, the common attitude was
to feel that local people were inferior both in intellect and morals and that the role of
change agents was to ‘civilise’ and eradicate what they saw as the perverted ways of local
people and replace them with their own norms and values (Webb, 1938). The missionaries
were the first Europeans to have continuous and permanent contact with Aborigines living
in the coastal areas of the Northern Territory and this attitude was mostly revealed through
documents and papers of instructions issued by the missionary establishment at the time.
20

Margery Perham in ‘Native Administration in Nigeria’ (1937:346) defines ‘indirect rule’ as a system
by which the tutelary power recognises existing African societies and assists them to adapt themselves
to the functions of local government.
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This attitude will be discussed later in the study when missionary activities are specifically
examined with reference to the missionary documents and instructions.
Suffice it to say at this stage that this attitude required the missionaries to offer significant
inducements

21

to attract and hold people in the created mission settlements whilst in the

former approach of ‘indirect rule’ there was little value in offering inducements since local
people had already been convinced by their own people that institutional changes required
were for their own good.
In the ‘developmental’ model, the end goal as previously explained, required the authorities
(e.g. colonial governments, missionaries or central governments) to ‘develop’22

local

communities to standards similar to those of Europeans and since organisations are accepted
as the only means by which this can be attained, approaches of these authorities to
organisation and management and the processes they adopted can be summarised under
three broad headings:
1. encourage, convince or motivate local people to change their institutions and behaviour to a
particular pattern in order to achieve expanded production of goods and services
2. change local institutions and/or establish new ones and influence local people to change their
behaviour to fit the prescribed requirements to achieve expanded production of goods and
services
3. establish new institutions and/or organisations and provide the goods and services to induce
local people to change their behaviour to fit the established institutions.
For the purposes of this study approach 123 will be termed ‘imitation’ for it was generally
based on allowing local communities the choice of modelling their institutions along those
21

Tin foods, sugar and tea, blankets and tobacco are reported as the main inducements. Some early
observers believe that the inducement, rather than the threat of punishment, was perhaps mostly
responsible for attracting local people to the mission settlements. See Kyle-Little, S. 'Whispering Wind:
Adventures in Arnhem Land'. Boolarong Publications, Brisbane, 1993.
22
Standards such as GNP are normally used to measure the level of development because it includes
the total value of goods and services produced by a country. As a result, a country may be classified
as developed even if there are poor people living within the country. To develop to standards similar
to those of Europeans therefore refers specifically to industry and institution development in order to
expand the total value of goods and services of the underdeveloped areas. See Harrington, M. 'The
other America', McMillan, London, 1969.
23
These approaches were arrived at by the researcher after examining materials on Colonial practices
in some parts of Africa, Asia, Australia and the Pacific region. For a comparison of these practices
see Thomas, N. ‘Colonial Conversions: Difference, Hierarchy, and History in Early Twentieth-Century
Evangelical Propaganda’. Society for Comparative Study of Society and History. No. 10. 1992 pp
367-389.
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found in Europe because of the belief that it would lead to superior performance in the
production of goods and services. Approach 2 will be termed ‘animation’ since it was
based on the notion that institutions in these societies were either inactive or not having the
properties and capacities to produce the required goods or services. As a result new life or
properties would have to be injected into them. Approach 3 is termed ‘limitation’. In this
approach no attempt was made to recognise local institutions. Local people were limited
to just accepting whatever was handed down to them and had no say in the process of
organisation and management development.
Approach 3 of ‘limitation’ appeared to be the one adopted in Aboriginal communities
studied, and as noted earlier, all the approaches have elements of change which were
introduced to the local communities or areas in which they were practiced. The extent to
which this approach of ‘limitation’ contributes to present council management practices, or
to put it another way, how local people responded to these elements of change is a major
consideration of this study.

Attitudes of the initial contact agencies
In this section, analysis of the attitudes of the initial contact agencies is undertaken through
examination of documents, reports and other records of that period. A number of old
Aboriginal people were consulted but only two were able to provide any account of the
initial contact period from direct experience. Thus it can be argued that sources relied on for
this section may have presented a one-sided and limited point of view.
This is largely overcome since the sources used represent not one but a number of view
points which range from official government documents, missionary records, academics,
anthropologists, traders, pastoralists to informed general observers. Taken together, these
present a broad spectrum of opinions and provide a concrete base for the analysis of
attitudes of the period.
It is important to note also that the information presented is a general one and variations
may have existed in the attitudes of the initial contact agencies. Variations and their effects,
if and where they existed, will be accounted for in the sections dealing with the development
of individual communities. The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the
environment
in which communities and their councils started.
24

These historical accounts were obtained from Missionary documents on Goulbourn Island, Northern
Territory.
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Missionaries: Aboriginal community management initiatives probably began with the
establishment of missions in the Northern Territory from around the mid 1890's.24
Missionaries were attracted to the coastal areas of the Territory by southern clerics such as
Reverend James Watson in 1915 who on their visits saw the opportunities for expanding
their missionary activities
The coastal areas of the Territory were of particular interest to the missionaries because they
provided relatively easy access to locations where there had been little or no contact between
local Aborigines and Europeans. By the early 1930's, there were seven missions operating
in the Territory with the missions at Port Keats established by the Roman Catholic church
in 1934 and the Yirrkala mission by the Methodists in 1935. Four other denominations also
established missions at about the same period and these were the Anglican at Oenpelli, Roper
River and Groote Eylandt; the Methodists at Goulburn Island, Millingimbi and Yirrkala;
the Roman Catholics at Bathurst Island (Ngiui) and Port Keats; and the Lutherans at
Hermannsburg (Markus, 1990).
The missions thus became important centres of contact between local Aborigines and
Europeans. In 1928, it was reported that the largest mission was at Millingimbi with
a concentration of about 300 Aborigines. Similar numbers were later reported at the
other missions (Millingimbi mission papers 1976). There are many accounts of missionary
activities in the coastal areas of the Territory and these vary from mission to mission
depending on the orientation of the clerics in each mission settlement but all had a common
purpose. They were committed to a radical transformation of the lives of the Aboriginal
people who they considered to be living in ‘sin’. The basis of the missionary approach can
be summarised under the following headings:
1. the nature and experience of the clerics and other missionary staff serving on the missions at
the time
2. the belief of the mission that Aborigines should not only be ‘christianised’ but also ‘civilised’
and
3. the general belief in the intellectual inferiority of Aborigines prevalent at the time.
Thomas (1992) in his review of missionary activities in the South Pacific including Australia
noted that most of the missionaries working in Aboriginal communities had served in places
such as Papua New Guinea, India, South Pacific and Africa and their experiences in those
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places helped to reinforce the belief at the time that the Aborigines were at the lowest end
of the scale of human development.
The second factor is contained in instructions to all missionaries to meet the religious
and civil necessities of the Aborigines by ‘imparting to them religious instructions and
leading them to participate in the blessings of civilised life’. The instructions also enjoined
missionaries to ‘allow the retention of only the customs that are not degrading or
superstitious’ (Millingimbi missionary papers 1976)
Lastly, evidence of the missionaries belief and attitudes on the alleged intellectual inferiority
of the Aborigines can be gleaned from the various missionary papers at the time. For
example, Reverend T.T. Webb the chairman of the Methodist Mission to Aborigines of
Northern Australia stated in one of his reports:
These Aborigines are frequently referred to as a ‘child race’. This is true
the race mind of the Aboriginal is childlike in that it is underdeveloped
(Webb, 1938:.53).
The relationship between local people and the missionaries was therefore governed by a
sense of superiority of the white people. This sense of superiority was not only based on
the racial beliefs of the time but also on religion25 .
Employment of Aborigines in the missions: Local Aborigines were usually employed to
perform menial tasks in the missions, however the missionaries never believed in the
Aborigines' abilities to perform those tasks satisfactorily. The view of the missionaries was
that Aborigines were like ‘children and needed to be taught from cradle to grave’ (Webb
p.40).
The missionaries having taken for themselves the authority to run the missions as they saw
fit, set out to enforce their code of conduct and behaviour on their Aboriginal workers.26
These codes involved strict adherence to time schedules, European hygiene customs, and
general obedience to directions or orders from the missionaries and any transgressions were
severely punished. Many of the punishments meted out to Aboriginal employees and the
25

The alleged mental inferiority of Aborigines was sometimes linked to their religious practices which
were described as ‘lacking no vision for the future’. (See Rev. T.T. Webb, p. 39).
26
The historical accounts in this section were obtained from Missionary papers from the office of the
Uniting Church, Smith Street, Darwin.
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missionaries' general ‘style’ of justice are contained in various reports among them that of
Elkin (1939) who tried to bring to the attention of the Australian Board of Missions some
of the practices occurring in the field.
The relationship between the missionary employer and the Aboriginal employee from the
outset then was that of mistrust and hostility. It was often the case that missionary residences
were constructed with security in mind. Some houses built on stilts and the steps to the
houses were fitted into sluts which were removed at night after the missionaries had retired
inside. Outbreaks of violence were common which sometimes resulted in the deaths of
missionaries and Aborigines (Markus, 1990).
In this environment, the missionaries were unable to attract and retain many Aboriginal
workers in the missions and had to rely on the supply of food and tobacco for this purpose.
In the view of some government officials at the time, once the Aborigines acquired the desire
for tobacco, they would go almost to any length to obtain even a small quantity:
Once having successfully introduced the habit, the missionary may inflate its
value to the Aboriginal to a figure out of all proportion to the relative cost….
A week's work in the mission garden may be obtained for a stick and a half
of tobacco, over and above sustenance during the period. (Report of Chief
Protector of Aborigines, 1938: 5)
Although the missionaries used these material inducements to attract and hold Aboriginal
workers in the missions, their management approach was strictly authoritarian. They
prescribed and imposed their morality involving new standards of behaviour on local people
and those who transgressed were severely punished.
Pastoralists and Aboriginal employees: Pastoralists were attracted to the coastal areas of
the Territory in the 1880's from glowing reports that the region was good for the pastoral
industry. By 1893 a number of pastoral stations had been established in the area, including
the well-known pastoralist J.A. Macartney who with a herd of 6000 cattle set up the Florida
Station (Government Resident's Report 1905).
Whilst the pastoral stations subsequently became large employers of Aboriginal labour in
other areas of the Territory such as the Katherine region, the industry as a whole appeared
to be a failure in the coastal regions of the top end. Among the many reasons identified
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for this failure were: lack of markets; distance from those market that were available;
an unreliable climate with long periods of drought in most areas; and poor grazing soil
(Ramingining Missionary papers, 1976). Whilst these might be contributory factors, it is
probable that the most significant factor for the failure of the industry in the coastal areas
was the relationship between local Aborigines and the pastoralists. The Murwangi pastoral
station near Ramingining, for example, which was begun in the late 1960's and heavily
supported by the missionary establishment resulted in failure. The reasons for the failure
recorded in the Ramingining missionary papers were unfavourable climate and poor grazing
soil. However community elders from Ramingining and Millingimbi told the researcher that
the main reason for the failure was the hostility of local people to the project. It is also
well documented that the thinking of pastoralists and the general white public at the time
was that the development of the industry in the top end would be by white supervised
black labour (Bauer, 1964).
The racist view held in the general white population at the time also plagued the pastoral
industry. As noted in a commonwealth government report in 1929, Aborigines were held in
low regard and there were no attempt by the pastoralists to ‘elevate or educate their workers
(Aborigines) though this should enhance their value as machinery’. The report went on:
Aboriginal people were regarded as one of the natural resources of the
country, whose purpose in life was to serve the needs and desires of
Europeans No matter how capable or efficient they might become, they
received no recognition apart from a few words of careless praise. (Welfare
Branch report, 1964:14).
Other factors which impacted on the relationship were: the pastoral form of land use which
was in direct conflict with Aboriginal form and life style; and the exploitation of Aboriginal
labour with little or no reward. It is documented that this relationship was only sustained by
the general use of violence. One account indicated that the pastoralists believed that violence
and threat of violence was the only effective means of managing the Aboriginal workforce:
The authority of the European men was largely based on the threat or
force. Their ascendancy rested primarily on the maintenance of fear among
Aborigines. Any manifestation or even a hint of rebellion was met with
instant physical punishment (Berndt & Berndt,1987: 67)
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The pastoral industry's treatment of their Aboriginal employees did not differ from that of
the missionaries although its primary motive was the commercial exploitation of the land.
The pastoralists provided all the codes of conduct, work rules and infrastructure which the
Aborigines had to fit into. No room was allowed for local initiative or dissent.
Government Initiatives: Government directed activities in the coastal areas of the Northern
Territory can be traced to the 1820's when the British Colonial Office ordered the dispatch
of a warship to take possession of the Northern Territory coasts. There is evidence that
this action was precipitated by the advice of English merchants, notably William Bernes,
who wanted to protect the Northern Territory coastal regions for their trading activities
(Austin, 1986).
After this initial taking of possession, there was no account of any major government activity
except for three attempts at building settlements which failed. These initial settlements were
at Melville Island (1824-29); the Raffles Bay settlement (1827-29) and at Port Essington
(1838-49). The commission to establish the Melville Island settlement was given to the
captain of the war ship HMS 'Tamar', James Bremer, who was ordered to sail to Sydney to
obtain supplies and a military party and then proceed to Melville Island (Bauer, 1964).
Captain Bremer was also later to be commissioned to establish the Port Essington settlement
and the commission to establish the Raffles Bay settlement fell on the captain of HMS
‘Success’, James Sterling. The reasons for the failures of the settlements were clearly stated
in an order from Sir George Murray to the then head of the British Colonial Office in
Sydney, Governor Darling. The order was for the withdrawal of all troops and convicts from
the Raffles Bay and Melville Island settlements and in the order Sir Murray noted that:
the settlements had been founded on the hope that trade with the Malays
could be developed but this had proved a failure. Also the settlements had
proved unhealthy, difficulty was found in supplying them with provisions
and much annoyance was experienced with the natives (Commonwealth
Divisional Report, 1964:12)
By 1863, the Government of South Australia asked the New South Wales Government to
enact a law giving them ownership of the Northern Territory and this law was eventually
passed in that year. It should be noted that the South Australian Government's interest in
seeking ownership of the Territory was mainly for agricultural and pastoral purposes. Among
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other developments of note at this time was the enactment by South Australian Government
of the Northern Territory Land Act which gave full powers for making regulations governing
the administration of the Territory to the Governor.
This brief account shows that the policy makers on the Northern Territory at this time were
residing either in New South Wales or South Australia and their policies were based on
information provided by pastoralists and other sources such as the missionaries. The evidence
is that a great deal of this information came from pastoralists, land speculators and surveyors
(Commonwealth Divisional Report, 1964). The result was that the administration of the
Territory and in particular Aboriginal Affairs was based on policies which ultimately were
designed to serve the interests of the white community.
The initial focus of government policy was to absorb Aboriginal people into the white
Australian community27 . Government activities therefore centred on the promotion of
Australian institutional responsibilities involving the creation of local organisations, and the
provision of infrastructure and services which would accelerate this absorption. Dr Cecil
Cook, the Chief Protector of Aborigines wrote in 1938 that:
Once having interfered, we must admit the necessity of proceeding step by
step until existing social organisation has been completely demolished and
replaced by a new structure adapting the Aboriginal to an economic life in
the white community (Government Resident's Report, 1958: 8).
The practical aspects of this policy meant that the Government, represented by the Welfare
Branch at this time, embarked on housing projects, progress associations, and the setting up
of stores in communities. The Branch was also directed to foster sports and social clubs,
establish a variety of economic activities such as gardens; cattle enterprises, piggeries and
poultries; bakeries, forestry and timber milling projects. Having laid the groundwork for the
‘advancement’ of Aborigines in the communities, the Government began efforts in the 1960's
to establish community councils to assume responsibilities for these activities.28 By the mid
1960's, it was reported that there were councils in operation in most communities and that:
27

This policy is often referred to as the ‘assimilation policy’ based on the tenet that through direct
government action, Aboriginal customs and traditions will eventually die out. (For a thorough analysis
of this policy, see Austin, T. op.cit).
28
At this time, Government efforts were through funding arrangements with the missionary
establishments who were then responsible for administering the funds for the specified projects under
the missionary council structure.
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Aborigines were showing a great deal of interest in their operations and were
participating actively in managing settlements and mission affairs through the
councils (Welfare Branch Report, 1964:7).
The annual reports of the Welfare Branch provided detailed activities of the councils which
were usually on houses built, water and electricity supplies, sewerage, employment and
training of local people, roads, gardening and agriculture, all of which were operated on
government funding. The key management principles that these agencies were operating
under can be summarised in the following table:

Table 2: Initial contact management principles in Tiwi communities and East Arnhem.
(Note that the principles for the two regions are the same).:
Tiwi & East Arnhem
Establishing Principles Missionaries

Pastoralists

Government

of
Ownership

Community/ Councils

Cattle stations owned by Acceptance of

‘owned’ by missionaires pastoralists. Aboriginal

Ownership, by

of which Mission

employees are also

missionaries/ pastoralists

Aboriginal workers are

‘owned’

but acted as protectors of

members
Recruitment of workers/ By favouritism

Aborigines
At owner's discretion

Appointment

employees
Philosophy of

Benevolent / Autocratic Strictly autocratic and

management
Organisation structure

Benevolent

violent.
Centralised

Centralised

Highly bureaucratic

All decisions made

Decision making powers

by missionaries. No

by pasturalists. No

delegated according to

delegation of decision

delegation of decision

ranks

making powers

making powers.

and control
Formal decision making All decisions made

Reward system

Based on punishment and Based on punishment and Highly differentiated
reward / favouritism

reward

based on ranks and not
Individual contribution

In recent years, government policy on Aboriginal Affairs appears to have shifted to what
can be called ‘integration’ or ‘inclusion’ with terms such as ‘self-determination’ and ‘selfmanagement’ used to express the policy. Again it is the method of applying the policy
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that will be important to consider when examining the effects of such policy on council
management.

Early Development Tiwi and East Arnhem and aspects of their culture
1. The Tiwi Communities:
The Tiwi Islands are the Bathurst and Melville Islands situated about 80 nautical kilometres
north of Darwin. The two Islands are inhabited by the Tiwi people who belong to the same
tribe and share the same customs. The main communities are Nguiu situated on Bathurst
Island while Purlarumpi or Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti are on Melville Island.

Nguiu:
This is the main community on Bathurst Island and presently has a population of about
1600 people. It began as a Catholic mission settlement in 1911 when Father Gsell visited
the Islands and decided to set up a mission there. Father Gsell had earlier served in Papua
New Guinea for six years and at the time was serving as the vicar in charge of the
Palmerston (Darwin) mission which had been established in 1905 (Pye, 1987). Father Gsell
and a group of mission workers set sail for Bathurst Island in June 1911 and are believed to
have celebrated their first mass on the Island on June 8, 1911. They erected their first prefabricated house on the Island in the same month.
It was reported that Father Gsell and his men did not at first encounter any major hostility
from the Tiwi. The Tiwi at that time had had a long history of contact with outsiders
particularly with the Malay fishermen and Japanese trepangers. The earliest recorded Tiwi
contact with Europeans dates back to 1623 when it was reported that Dutch navigators
circled the Islands. Also known were the raids by Portuguese ‘slave-traders’ from Timor who
came to ‘snatch’ Tiwi young women. It was believed some of these women ended up in
the slave markets of Jakarta and Macau. There were reports that the Tiwi were themselves
heavily involved in this trade by bartering their women for goods such as axes, tobacco,
blankets etc which had become valued items among them (Pye, 1987).
It is therefore probable that the Tiwi initially regarded Father Gsell and his men as just more
temporary visitors who would eventually depart. However Gsell soon began to face strong
opposition from local people when it emerged he was preparing for permanent occupation of
their land (Hart et al, 1988). Facing this opposition, the mission intensified its efforts through
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construction of houses and provision of material inducements such as tinned food, blankets
and tobacco which at that time were highly valued and sought by the Tiwi.
With this method, the missionaries began to attract local people to the mission and by
1912, some local people were beginning to reside permanently at the mission. In the same
year a school was started by two sisters of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart on the mission.
The missionaries also started farming activities, they built a hospital and introduced various
sporting activities including the Australian Rules Football for which the Tiwi are now well
known. Father Gsell was also known as an ‘unbending fighter’ in his efforts to ‘christianise’
the Tiwi and to eradicate what he saw as pagan beliefs and practices (Pye, 1987).
One example of Father Gsell's efforts was his ‘crusade’ to eradicate polygamy among the
Tiwi. The tactic employed later earned him the nickname of the ‘bishop with 150 wives’.
The account was that Father Gsell would ‘buy’ young girls from their parents and later
marry them off to unmarried Tiwi men, thereby depriving the already married men the
opportunity of acquiring more wives.
In 1961, a ‘tribal council’ was formed by the missionaries to assist them in the running
of the mission and the mission received direct government funding for the first time for
the construction of new houses. By 1975 a community council was established under the
Commonwealth Association Act to enable it to receive direct government funding for the
provision of services to the community. The council changed its status to a community
government council under the Northern Territory Community Government legislation in 1978
with added responsibilities to make by-laws in respect of some local issues.

Purlarumpi/Pirlangimpi (Garden Point):
The community is situated on Melville Island, the other of the two Tiwi Islands. It has a
population of about 1200. The first white settlement on Melville Island was in 1824 when
three British ships on the order of the British Colonial Office took possession of the Island
and began a settlement at Fort Dundas which is very close to where the present community
is situated. This was in reaction to the perceived increase in the activities of the Dutch East
India company in the region. After five years, the settlement was abandoned due to disease,
malnutrition and hostile actions from local Tiwi people.
Prior to the establishment of Fort Dundas, the two Islands had been surveyed in 1818
by Lieutenant Philip Parker King who was the son of an early governor of New South
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Wales. Lieutenant Parker King named one of the Islands Melville after Viscount Melville,
head of the Admiralty and the other Island Bathurst after England's Colonial secretary at
the time (Markus, 1990).
There were no other major European activities on the Island until the 1930's and 1940's
when events led to the re-opening of the settlement. The major events surrounded the
activities of the Japanese who were frequent visitors to the coasts to gather pearl shells for
their Asian markets. However, the Japanese pearlers were also involved with the bartering
of Tiwi women for goods. Health officials joined with the missionaries to express concern
about the possible introduction of ‘Asiatic’ diseases to the northern parts of the country and
called for action from the government.
The government as ‘protectors of Aborigines’ finally acted in 1939 by stationing a police
(control) officer at Garden Point. More officers followed later with orders to stop the
activities of the Japanese. Houses were built to accommodate the officers and regular
supplies of provisions were shipped in from Darwin. As police activities intensified, the
settlement was declared a safe place where itinerant Aborigines living around Darwin could
be transported. About 89 of them were rounded up and transported to Garden Point on
a ship called the ‘Roselle’. These people eventually settled permanently at Garden Point
(Pye, 1987) (121).
Meanwhile Father William Connors was called upon by the Catholic establishment to set up
a mission at the settlement mainly to care for ‘part-coloured’ (i.e. mixed parentage) children
who they claimed had been abandoned by their mothers. The mission continued their
activities and through services provided by them (school, health, housing, farming and other
projects), the settlement became a major centre for the Aboriginal population on the Island.
In the later part of 1960, negotiation began for the handing over of the mission to the
government and in 1967, the mission was finally handed over as a government settlement.
The settlement was administered by the Welfare Branch until a community council was
established in 1974 under the Commonwealth Association Act to enable it to receive direct
government funding for the delivery of its services. The council changed its status to the
community government council under the Northern Territory Community Government Act in
1978 with expanded responsibilities to make by-laws.
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Milikapiti (Snake Bay):
This settlement is located on the east point of Melville Island. It began as a military base
during the second World War when in 1941 Patrol Officer Jack Gribble was sent there
to monitor Japanese activities in the area. It was there that Patrol Officer, later Lieutenant
Gribble, formed a group of Aborigines known as the ‘Black Watch’. It was recorded that
the Aborigines were trained in some military work and performed duties as regular military
personnel. (Welfare Branch Report, 1964). In the Welfare Branch report titled ‘Aborigines
Employed by the Royal Australian Navy (RAN)’ during the war it was reported that:
the natives were on active duty in potentially hostile waters and were
exposed to as great or greater dangers as personnel stationed in Darwin.
(Welfare Branch Report, 1964:18).
Mr H.C. Giese, director of Social Welfare in a report also referred to the Tiwi employed in
the RAN as being ‘in the same position as the Papuan and New Guinea natives with similar
discipline’. After the war, the Native Affairs Branch decided to continue with the settlement
at Snake Bay. The Branch continued to administer the settlement until a community council
was established in 1975 and later changed to the community government council scheme
with wider responsibilities. The importance of these historical accounts is to indicate how all
the efforts were directed at creating a new social order through the introduction of new work
regime and the strict regulation of the social life of local Aborigines.

Tiwi and their culture
The aim of this section is to identify those aspects of Tiwi culture which are considered as
relevant in the explanation of present council behaviour. In other words the cultural features
identified are only examined for their analytical value to the present study. Consequently,
they are not dealt with in the manner expected of an in-depth anthropological study. Most
of the aspects identified have been adequately dealt with in various anthropological studies
cited in this study.
There are a number of accounts on the Tiwi people and their culture, for example by Hart et
al (1988); Smith (1990); Murphy (1920) and Father John Pye (1987) who is believed to have
lived with the Tiwi for more than thirty seven years. Father Pye is still living on Bathurst
Island and was one of the informants for this study. Most of the accounts provided by these
researchers were corroborated by the Tiwi people and Father Pye in the course of this study.
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Kinship and social organisation: The Tiwi divide themselves into smaller tribes or bands
based on locations inhabited by each band or tribe on the two Islands. In addition, they have
totems or ‘skin groups’ as listed below:

Table 3: Skin Groups on Tiwi Communities
Name of tribe or band

Place inhabited

Maluilla

Malau

Rankuilla

Ranku

Tamelampilla

Tamelampi

Tjikaluilla

Tjikalarru

Manupilla

Manupi

Kuthapilla

Kuthatappi

Marrelauilla

Marrelau

Yeimpilla

Yeimpi

Wulirankuilla

Wulinranku

Minkuilla

Minku

Mandimpilla

Manduppi

Totems or ‘skin groups’:
Totem name

Name in English
1

Miyartiwi/Murrangipila

Pandanus

Tarnikuwi

Flying Fox

Milipuwila

White Cockatoo

Martupawi

Fly

Arikijingiliyipiwayuwi

Bamboo
2

Takaringiwi

Mullet

Murtangipila

Ironwood

Wilijuwila

Mosquito (female)

Pirrilawila

Mosquito (male)

Jilarruwi

Jabiru

Tungulunyuwi

Jabiru

Wurtungiwi

Ironwood

Yirrikipauwi

Crocodile
3

Arikutariwi

Woolybutt flower

Yarinapinila

Red Ochre

Wurajawi

Stingray

Purruliyangapila

Mud

Purkarinyuwi

Fire
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Name of tribe or band

Place inhabited

Wuruwipila

Sun

Walikuwila

Sun

Yilituwi

Red swamp or reed
4

Lorrula/Purtupila place

Special stone (at a called Partuwapura)

Arrikuwila

Stone (at Parmilinguwaliyi)

Jijiyiwi

Wren

Japitapiwi

Mash fly

Kuwurrawi

Bloodwood

The Tiwi claim the major function of this division is to ensure the continuity of the
whole tribe as each group is ‘given’ its own territory to ‘look after’. It also limits inbreeding and in-fighting over women as the Tiwi marriage customs forbid marriage within
the same ‘tribe’.
Tiwi people believe the totems or skin groups (which actually are songs and dances) were
created by their ancestors and handed down to be performed as a honour and remembrance
of the ancestors' great deeds. Tiwi people claim the ancestral rules governing these totems
and skin groups still play a significant role in Tiwi life. They believe that these rules must be
kept if they are to avoid misfortunes or bad consequences from the ancestor spirits. There are
rituals involving sacred songs and dances handed down from their forebears and performed
in ceremonies. Tiwi people say knowledge of these sacred rituals are kept secret and only
revealed to initiated men or custodians /leaders of the respective ceremonies.
Marriage customs: One aspect of culture which Tiwi people claim is still strong is their
marriage custom. The two most significant rules are the:
1. betrothal rule and
2. the rule that no female shall remain unmarried regardless of age or physical condition
The two rules are interrelated and although the Tiwi are not so forthcoming about the actual
reasons for these rules, some anthropologists who conducted research on the Islands (e.g.
Hart et al) believe the rules are connected with Tiwi belief about conception and birth. The
Tiwi do not believe or accept the role of the male in female conception but instead believe
that a female can only get pregnant when a spirit has entered into her. In order to avoid
children being born without fathers, the rule was adopted that all women must be married at
all times and hence Tiwi female children are betrothed before or immediately after birth.
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As most of the betrothals are based on reciprocal obligations that is a betrothal is often
a return of commitments arising from earlier betrothals, this usually results in young
girls being married off to older men, thus depriving young Tiwi men of early marriage
opportunities.

Figure 5: Tiwi Marriage Lines

Another important aspect to note is that there is no rigid marriage ‘skin’ or subsection rules
such as in East Arnhem land where marriage relationships are ascribed by birth. Although
among the Tiwi, the rules forbid marriage within the same totem or skin group (see Figure 5
for the marriage lines), it is still the female's parents who ultimately will approve and arrange
a betrothal. In the case of widowed females, which informants claim is fairly common due to
the significant age differences between husbands and wives as mentioned above, remarriage
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or re-betrothal is conducted by the female's family. Whilst this is only a brief account of
Tiwi marriage customs, the consequences of the rules can be clearly identified:
a. they give significant power to older people over younger men since the parents are responsible
for approving and arranging betrothals.
b. they allow older women to have more say in the choice of remarriage partners
c. the influence and prestige of older people usually rise in proportion to the number of wives and
daughters they have (i.e. influence and prestige grow with age).
d. the rules allow parents to ‘switch’ in-law families if initial betrothals prove unsuccessful or
unworkable.
Taboo: The most important aspect of taboo among the Tiwi people concerns how taboos are
enforced and violations punished. According to the Tiwi people almost all aspects of Tiwi
life have one form of taboo or another. Taboo among the Tiwi simply means things that are
forbidden, untouchable, or avoidance relationships. They use the word ‘purkamani’ for these
restrictions. Most taboos are around ‘death’ such as dead bodies, grave posts, those closely
related to the dead person, burial sites, ornaments and materials used.
The avoidance relationships are usually in marriages, for example, a son-in-law is forbidden
to speak to his mother-in-law and vice versa. Also avoidance relationship exists between
a brother and sister when they reach puberty. The avoidance relationships are probably
designed to minimise in-breeding as the Tiwi people are isolated from other Aboriginal
populations on the mainland of Australia.
One important element of taboo among the Tiwi is the absence of what Hart, Pilling
and Goodale (1988 p, 95) termed the ‘negative’ use of sorcery (such as bone pointing
or ‘singing’ in East Arnhem Land) although there are elements of magic in the form of
sacred ancestral names which can be invoked for protection and in medicinal preparations29
. Anthropologists have attributed the absence of this ‘negative’ use of sorcery to the long
period of stability in Tiwi society due to absence of hostile neighbours and the abundance
of food and water supply in their natural environment (Hart, Pilling and Goodale p.96).
29

During this study, two young men were killed when a tree branch fell on the vehicle in which they
were travelling on their way to an outstation. The deaths were not taken or believed to be an accident.
Certain families were accused of causing the deaths. It does seem that whilst the Tiwi may not possess
physical objects of sorcery such as bones or Talisman, they definitely believe in supernatural forces
and that these can be invoked to achieve certain ends. One informant told the researcher that only very
few people amongst the Tiwi know the secrets to these powers.
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The method of enforcing violations is therefore by public opinion and by rendering the
violator a ‘taboo’ (purkanami) resulting in loss of face, prestige and influence, and other
public benefits enjoyed by him or her. Conversely, strict adherence or observance of taboo
leads to more prestige and influence.
The effects of this aspect of Tiwi culture are that:
a. respect and influence are earned through strict observance of rules
b. there is chance for the rehabilitation of violators of taboos which gives the community more
power and control over individual members
c. prestige and influence are earned through sanctioned behaviour which means individuals can
accrue these rewards without disrupting present equilibrium state of the community
d. individuals can grow in prestige and influence based on their conduct
Initiation: The custom of circumcision or sub-incision is not practiced by the Tiwi people.
Instead the initiation of the young centres on certain rituals which mainly involve the
forcible removal or plucking out of pubic hair of the initiatee. According to Tiwi elders,
these rituals are actually contractual obligations owed to the elders and an opportunity for
the young initiatees (usually bachelors) to present themselves as suitable sons-in-law for
future betrothals.

Ceremonies:
The most illuminating are the ‘Illaninga’ and the ‘Kulama’ (orYam) ceremonies in that they
help explain, in part, how prestige, influence, and ceremonial leadership are gained and
nurtured among the Tiwi.
The Illaninga: This corroboree can be performed on different occasions but is mostly
performed after the death of an elderly person. The ceremony itself, according to Tiwi
people, consists mainly of singing and dancing in remembrance of the dead person. The
ceremony is initiated by the cousins of the dead person by sending out ‘invitations’ to people
in the tribe. These cousins will be in control of the ceremony until it is completed. They are
responsible for selecting the site of the ceremony and the procession of dances and songs.
The Kulama or ‘Yam’ ceremony: This corroboree which also involves mainly singing and
dancing is performed to remember ‘way back the people who have died long ago’. The
Kulama group which contains both men and women are chosen by the tribe to perform the
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ceremony. According to the Tiwi, the criterion for nomination is individual skill in dancing
and singing. This criterion is also used to select the leader of the Kulama but in addition the
leader must be vast in secrete knowledge. The Kulama leader is responsible for selecting the
ceremony site and those whose yams will be used for the Kulama. These are wild or ‘bush’
yams which require considerable efforts to obtain.
Tiwi elders say new songs and dances are composed during this ceremony. New painting
patterns are also said to be developed as participants are required to wash off old paintings
and repaint themselves each day for the entire duration of the Kulama which can be up
to one week. The Kulama leader has the responsibility of starting a new song after each
interval before other participants join in.
The ceremony is ended with the Kulama ‘feast’ which is the eating of the cooked yams
selected from the yams brought in by members of the Kulama group. The yams are eaten
in silence after which ‘farewell’ dancing and singing will commence and the Kulama is
ended with loud shouts from participants. From this brief account of the two main Tiwi
ceremonies, it can be seen that:
a. individuals can accrue rewards or ‘assets’ based on personal skills and connections, and these
assets can be used to win or increase prestige and/or influence
b. the ‘transfer’ of assets or rewards is voluntary (it is not based on fear of supernatural powers
or sorcery)
c. since it is voluntary, it can be withdrawn which means a person with prestige or influence must
continually ‘play the game’ in order to maintain his or her position
d. whilst there is no conception of a centralised authority, for example in kingship or chieftaincy,
there are publicly sanctioned avenues for individuals to acquire and use influence and prestige.
e. there are aspects of traditional knowledge which are kept secrete to preserve the purity and
power of their ceremonies and rituals
Exactly how these important elements of Tiwi culture affect or are used in current council
management will be examined in the relevant sections of the study. But now it is necessary
to turn to the other area where this study has been conducted.

2. East Arnhem Region - Ramingining and Millingimbi
These two communities are situated in North East Arnhem land as shown on the map
in Figure 2. As with most Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory, Ramingining
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and Millingimbi were established by missionaries. Mission work in the area began in 1920
with the establishment of the Millingimbi mission by the Methodist Overseas Mission.
This was made possible by the missionaries' successful application to lease the Millingimbi
Island (which they referred to as Crocodile Island because of its shape), from the South
Australian government.
Most local Aborigines in the North East area of Arnhem land had their first and prolonged
contact with Europeans at Millingimbi. In 1928, it was reported that Millingimbi was the
largest mission settlement in North Australia with 300 resident Aborigines. (Millingimbi
mission papers 1976). The missionary work was begun with the appointment in August 1915
of Reverend James Watson, a former missionary in British New Guinea to ‘investigate the
area in North Australia where the Methodist Church might profitably commence a new field’.
With two trips inland from Port Darwin in which he came in contact with local Aborigines,
Reverend Watson finally produced a report in which he remarked:
strange that the Methodist Church should have neglected such interesting
people all these years. I wonder why? (Uniting Church Mission Papers,
1976)
With such remarks, Reverend Watson stirred up enthusiasm among southern Methodists
who now looked to the North as the area in which their missionary activities could be
expanded. This enthusiasm grew directly from the failure with southern Aborigines and
the perceived successes of other denominations for example the Catholic mission in other
parts of the North.
Two such reported failures were the attempted mission started by Reverend William Walker
at Parramatta in 1824 and the Wellington Valley mission in New South Wales started by
Reverend John Oxley and later by John Harper in 1923. It was reported that both schemes
failed and John Harper was later to begin another mission in 1826 at Jervis Bay with a
similar result. Finally, according to a mission report in 1824, the mission to the:
black Aboriginal natives of New South Wales was suspended partly from
the numerous obstacles posed to its efficient operation by the habits and
circumstances of the natives and partly from the very great expense that
would necessarily be incurred by the adoption of the plan for localising
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the tribes and bringing them under constant and regular instruction (Uniting
Church Mission Papers, 1976:.2).
With such dismal experiences in the south, the Methodist missionaries welcomed this new
opportunity of expanding their activities among the ‘interesting people’. Their work in
the North began first with the establishment of Goulbourn Island mission on 23 June
1916 followed by the Millingimbi mission on 4 May, 1920. Mission work at Millingimbi
consisted mainly of enticing Aborigines to remain on the mission where they could be
subjected to constant and regular Christian instructions. Aboriginal housing, water supply
and community stores to ensure regular food supply were the main focus. The Methodist
Overseas Mission did not establish schools or commercial activities either on Goulburn
Island or at Millingimbi. However they attempted to set up a pastoral venture at Murwangi
near Ramingining which probably led to the establishment of the Ramingining community
itself.
The actual development of Ramingining commenced in 1961 when the Methodist District
Synod delegated Malcolm Buick, a pastoralist, to carry out an extensive exploration of the
area. The instruction given to him was to look for a site for the overflow population of
Millingimbi mission, and to assess the agricultural and pastoral potential of the area in
general. One of the reasons given by the missionaries for seeking to establish a new mission
at Ramingining was that the water resource at Millingimbi was inadequate to cope with
the population there30 .
A few weeks after completing his exploration, Buick's report and recommendations were
submitted to the Synod and it was decided in the Synod's meeting to act on the
recommendations. Buick's findings were:
1. agriculturally the whole area has very high potential both for cattle raising and eventually
cropping
2. there is abundance of water at Djapiti Djapin near Murwangi (see map Appendix B)
3. the potential of the Arafura area for cattle, and for irrigated crops in the latter half of the season
is excellent
4. there is a large area of good agricultural red soil country for wet season farming
30

Some community elders at Ramingining informed the researcher that it was the pressure from some
Aboriginal groups from Ramingining area which led the missionary authority to seek the establishment
of the Ramingining community.
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5. there is permanent water of good quality in widely scattered areas.
6. the four points essential for a permanent station site have not yet been found in any one place
(Ramingining Missionary Papers 1976).
Buick then recommended that:
1. a fence be erected from the Glyde River to enclose approximately 195 sq. miles
2. money be released to enable materials and necessary equipments to be purchased as soon as
possible
3. the road link connecting the lower Glyde River landing with Arafura should be included early
in any development programme
4. the shed recommended be built within a reasonable distance to the Glyde River landing so that
it could be used as a storage shed when the permanent settlement was established (Ramingining
Missionary Papers 1976).
Following acceptance of the Buick's report and recommendations, an application for an
extended mission lease to cover the Ramingining area was made and granted by the
government in 1963. Money was voted for the project by the mission and houses, workshop,
air strip, stock yards, abattoir and refrigeration building were all constructed on the site
recommended by Buick. Mission records show that the planning and construction work were
carried out by European workers with a few Aborigines employed on menial jobs in the
new mission settlement.
The site recommended by Buick was at Nangalala which was where the mission was initially
built until it was relocated to its present site at Ramingining in 1978. The two missions
at Millingimbi and Ramingining were administered by a missionary superintendent and in
August 1972, the superintendent made a submission to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
for direct funding for the missions. The submission was granted and the mission continued
to manage this funding to provide the required services until October 1974 when community
councils were constituted and incorporated in both communities and the responsibilities were
transferred to them.
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‘Yulgu’31 Culture in North East Arnhem Area:
The map in Appendix B shows the different areas from which the population of both
Ramingining and Millingimbi are drawn. The different language groups are also shown in a
census of the area conducted by the missionaries in 1978 in Appendix C. It can be seen from
the census that there are about 18 tribal groups, 21 languages and 22 types of ceremonies (or
totems) from which the populations of both communities are drawn.
Kinship and Social Organisation: The most important basis of social organisation of
Aborigines of this area is what is known as the ‘dual division’ or moiety. This is the division
of people into two distinct groupings, and as shown in the census cited above, the division
transcends tribal and totemic boundaries. The names of the two moieties are the ‘Dhuwa’
and 'Yirritja'. Although this dual division is also found among Aborigines in other parts
of Australia, there is another distinctive aspect of this division found among Aborigines of
this area. This is the division of people into eight groupings known as ‘subsections’ or
skin groups. In this division, people are not only classified into the dual kinship classes
like, mother, father, brother, sister, etc. In addition these classes of relations are divided
into eight groupings or skin groups, each of which includes two or three types of relations.
Thus if Joe is in one skin group, his children will be in another, his wife in a third, Joe's
mother-in-law in a fourth, his mother in a fifth, whilst his cousins will be in a sixth skin
group as shown in Figure 6.
Dhuwa Moiety
Men

Women

Wamut

Wamutjan

Balang

Balinyjan

Gamarrang

Gamarranyjan

Burralang

Burralanyjan
Yirritia Moietv

Gujuk

Gutjan

Burlany

Burlanyjan

Ngarrich

Ngarritjan

Bangardi

Bangardijan

31

The term ‘Yulgu’ is used by East Arnhem Aboriginal people to refer to themselves. They say the term
literally means Aboriginal people or we, us, our, etc.
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Figure 6: Moiety divisions in East Arnhem Land

This classificatory system determines all relationships, duties and obligations which people
have to one another including in the totemic and ceremonial spheres. As one elder has
put it to the researcher:
these totems, skin groups, and moieties were created so that every person
would be able to tell his own status with regard to every other Aborigine
(East Arnhem elder, 1997).
Thus for example, during the initiation rites for a Yirritja male, the position of ‘Jungayin’ or
‘manager’ (that is the person responsible for preparing the site and instruments to be used)
must go to a Dhuwa who stands in the right relationship to the initiatee according to ‘law’.
Marriage customs: Among Aborigines of this area, the rules prohibit marriage with one's
own cross-cousins but allow marriage with the daughters of certain cross-cousins of one's
parents. These marriage rules which are fixed by the skin groupings as shown in the diagram
are what is known as the ‘promised wife’ system. According to the rules, if a male and
a female stand in a marriage elationship as determined by the their skin groupings, they
are to become husband and wife.
As shown in Figure 6, the double-headed arrows indicate intermarrying pairs of skin groups
according to ‘traditional law’. To be able to follow the diagram, it is important to bear in
mind that a child's skin group is determined by the skin groups of the parents. That is
particular married skin groups will always have particular skin group children. For example:
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Figure 7: Marriage Lines – East Arnhem Region

The second point to recognise is that these rules were developed and adopted to sustain the
moiety division. The division of people into two moieties, according to their mythology came
from their ancestor creators and the rules of marriage enshrined in this division are therefore
unchangeable. To ensure this, subsections or skin groups were created. In the two moiety
divisions, membership of a moiety is through descent along the male line. This division
can be put in a diagram as follows:
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Figure 8: Descent line in East Arnhem

In the diagram, when a Yirritja (male) marries a Dhuwa (female) and they have a son,
the child reverts to Yirritja, and if a daughter to Dhuwa. This means brothers and sisters
would be in opposite moieties and therefore eligible to enter into marriage relationship with
each other. Such a marriage relationship would be too close, the effect of which would
blur or nullify the significant and distinctive characteristics necessary to maintain the totemic
and ceremonial aspects of the division. The subsections were therefore created to separate
cousins who a person can marry from those he/she cannot marry thereby ensuring a marked
distinction between the moiety division. By ascribing four subsections each to the two
moieties, four different subsections will have to be gone through before a man can stand in
a marriage relationship to his mother's group.
There are a number of avoidance relationships between particular categories of kin in these
groupings. Again, these are designed to maintain the divisions. The most important are
between brothers and sisters after they have reached the age of puberty and between a man
and his prospective mother-in-law. There is also speech avoidance between younger men and
their prospective mothers-in-law. These avoidance relationships are known to abate over time
and when the younger men have passed through some rites and ceremonies.
Land Ownership and Obligations: The concept of land ownership and the accompanying
obligations provides another insight on how Aborigines of this area try to fit into the
prescribed management requirements. According to their law, a certain territory is regarded
as belonging to a tribe who have received it from their ancestors. This does not mean
however, that this particular tribe has exclusive right to that tribal territory. Although
members of this tribe will be regarded as owners of the territory, there will be other tribes
which have certain rights and obligations to the same territory. These are mainly those tribes
which stand in the relationship of ‘mother’ to the owning tribe (i.e. opposite moiety). These
rights and obligations are regarded as very important because of the marriage responsibilities
which exist between the two moieties.
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Tribes and their territories are also linked through the totemic system known as ‘madayin’. It
is believed in the mythology of the area that totemic beings founded the different tribes and
their culture. Thus two different tribes may share the same totem, thereby creating certain
obligations relating particularly to sacred sites located in each other's territory.
Ceremonial Activities: As indicated in the census of the area cited earlier, there are about
22 different important ceremonies owned by the different tribes. It is not possible to describe
each of these ceremonies here, but there are basic principles common to all which will
increase awareness of their effects on behaviour.
Aborigines of this area, as mentioned above, believe their tribes, land and laws were
created by their ancestor creator beings. These mythical beings moved across the land in the
dreamtime creating rocks, trees waterholes and other sites and left these for the tribes as
signs of their spiritual creative power. The movements and incidents of these mythical beings
are handed down in songs, dances, and rituals which are commemorated in ceremonies to
affirm the power and splendour of the ancestor beings.
Thus every dance movement, song, body paint design, sculptures, ceremonial or sacred sites
and all other ceremonial artefacts belong in the dreamtime and the tribes are to maintain and
keep alive the affirmation of the ancestors' deeds through the ceremonies.
Belief in supernatural power /sorcery and hidden knowledge: One major influence on
relationships and behaviour in this area is the strongly held belief in spirits or supernatural
force called ‘marr’. According to their belief, this force or ‘marr’ can be invoked and used
through rituals or sorcery (galka djama). As one elder described it to the researcher, it is
a supernatural force that:
can make a man brave or strong-hearted, it can bring good or bad luck,
make the eye clear and far-seeing, bring success or failure to any undertaking
(Ramingining elder, 1996).
Anthropologists (Thompson, 1958; R.M. & C.H. Berndt 1974) believe this phenomenon
developed indigenously owing to the fact the tribes had to compete for land and defend
themselves from surrounding tribes. It is also probable that since avenues for accruing
influence and prestige (e.g. through personal skills and knowledge of dancing and singing in
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ceremonies) are subject to public opinion as described earlier, people resorted to other means
to enable them to exercise control over the behaviour of others.
The significant point to recognise is that ‘galka djama’ creates a certain relationship between
its practitioners and the rest of the population. Such relationship is that of control which
stems from the fear of the ability of the practitioners to bring harm to them. As a result,
most of the knowledge relating to ‘galka djama’ and other aspects of ‘madayin’ (the law) are
shrouded in secrecy and are jealously guarded to preserve their purity and power.
Another important point to note is that Aborigines of this area believe that Europeans also
possess ‘marr’ and that the European ‘marr’ is capable of accomplishing more feats and
procuring benefits for people with unfailing regularity32 . The European technology and their
ability to manipulate it are attributed to the power of their ‘marr’. From this brief account
of the relevant aspects of Yolgu culture at Millingimbi and Ramingining, some analytical
points can be drawn:
1. there is no conception of centralised authority such as in kingship or chieftaincy and accruing
status, influence and prestige depend on public opinion.
2. whilst members of a tribe are linked by descent or belief in descent, group or tribe interest is
restricted to observing and preserving sacred rules and rituals and not based on looking after
other peoples' interests
3. the underlying belief in sorcery or ‘marr’' means that no individual can be trusted in the position
of power due to fear that such power may be used in a destructive way
4. significant aspects of the total behaviour performed by members of a tribe are subject to public
negotiation whilst other aspects are insulated in the secrecy of sorcery and hidden affairs hence
individual interest and preservation are predominant over other considerations
5. the belief in European ‘marr’ means introduced requirements may not be resisted as long as
they reinforce individual self interest and preservation.
These descriptions and account of the local cultures and the development of the communities
indicate many aspects of the culture of the two areas still persist and importantly the two
areas can be contrasted as presented in the table in Table 4 below.
32

Aborigines of this area are not however forthcoming about whether they believe the Europeans also
practice ‘galba djama’ (sorcery). One of them replied “might be”. It does seem that, at least, they are
very suspicious that Europeans may have some form of ‘galba djama’.
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The table shows there are areas of differences between the two groups but there is similarity
on the central issue of ‘authority’ and ‘knowledge’. The crucial question is do the differences
lead to different responses of local people to the introduced structure in the two areas? In
other words does culture play a role in local peoples' responses? if so, how? In addition, do
the cultural characteristics fit either of the models of collectivism or individualism described
earlier?, in other words, do the characteristics signify the predominance of one of the cultural
dimensions identified in the literature?

Table 4: Contracting aspects of Tiwi and East Arnhem cultures
Tiwi

East Arnhem Land

a. individuals can accrue rewards or ‘assets’ based a. there is no conception of centralised authority
on personal skills and connections, and these

or such as in kingship or chieftaincy and

assets can be used to win or increase prestige

accruing status, influence and prestige depend

and/or influence

on public opinion.

b. the ‘transfer’ of assets or rewards is voluntary b. whilst members of a tribe are linked by descent
(it is not based on fear of supernatural powers

or belief in descent, group or tribe interest is

or sorcery)

restricted to observing and preserving sacred

c. since it is voluntary, it can be withdrawn which
means a person with prestige or influence must

rules and rituals and not based on looking after
other peoples' interests

continually ‘play the game’ in order to maintain c. the underlying belief in sorcery or ‘marr’ means
his or her position
d. whilst there is no conception of a centralised
authority, for example in kingship or
chieftaincy, there are publicly sanctioned

that no individual can be trusted in the position
of power due to fear that such power may be
used in a destructive way.
d. significant aspects of the total behaviour

avenues for individuals to acquire and use

performed by members of a tribe are subject

influence and prestige.

to public negotiations whilst other aspects are

e. There are aspects of traditional knowledge

insulated in the secrecy of sorcery and hidden

which are kept secrete to preserve the purity

affairs hence individual interest and preservation

and power of their ceremonies and rituals.

are predominant over other considerations
e. the belief in European ‘marr’ means introduced
requirements may not be resisted as long as
they reinforce individual self interest and
preservation.

The argument which will be presented in this regard is in two parts. First is the point that
‘authority’ is the key to the management process and unless two groups differ significantly
in the way authority is perceived and how it can be acquired, they are not likely to differ
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in any significant way in how they receive or respond to an introduced management pattern
based on an authority structure. The second part of the argument is that where culturally
different groups are under extended influence of an alien power, they are likely to confront
similar organisational problems and adopt similar strategies due to the fact that in such
situation, local culture will become a reactive force and part of the adjustment process in
the interaction between local people and the alien power. There is therefore a likelihood that
collectivist and individualistic characteristics can both be displayed in the same community.
The result will be that variations will occur from time to time in the way local people
respond to the introduced structure and these variations will be common to all the groups
because responses will be heavily influenced by the external environment dominated by
agencies of the governing power. Any local strategy or pattern that emerges will be that
which is developed to deal with conflict of priorities and the effect of local culture will be
the extent to which it can accommodate the chosen priorities.
A corollary of this will be that the introduced structure, whilst on the surface may look as
an instrument of external (or Government) control, will gain the consent and be supported
by local people because of the belief that reliance on traditional authority arrangements
alone will actually reduce (not increase) control exercised by the community as a whole
and may likely result in increased outside control. The argument (e.g. by Wolfe, 1996) that
community/cultural ‘homogeneity’ is a pre-requisite for an effective council therefore will
not hold true because people will accept and support the introduced structure (council) not
because it is ‘normal’ or ‘right’ in the traditional/cultural sense but because it is a mechanism
through which they can gain more control over their internal cultural affairs.
The way the above argument can be tested is to examine the role which culture plays in this
interaction and later to consider actual management practices adopted by local people which
will hopefully demonstrate how it (culture) plays this role. This will involve consideration of
some field observations and statements made by community leaders and these are considered
in the next pages.

The role of culture in the interaction and development
The purpose of considering this aspect of the study early in the analysis is twofold. The
first is to provide a theme which will help to understand and organise the material provided
in all the other aspects covered in this study. The second is to show the procedure through
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which the cultural hypothesis developed for the study is tested in field observation. The role
of culture is worth considering because questions about whether management practices are
devoid of cultural influences which make them applicable everywhere or whether they are
culture bound and therefore unique still remain a major source of debate among researchers
as indicated earlier.
According to Rahman and Norling (1991), the debate has seen culture treated in four ways.
First is the study of organisation members' values by and from their responses. Second is the
study of particular features of organisational structures, processes, modes of production and
rewards which looks at culture as it is uniquely revealed through these features. Third is the
use of culture to explain variations across national boundaries when conventional behavioural
and structural variables fail to account for them. And the fourth way is to treat culture as
that which is revealed through general attitudes and beliefs about normative organisation and
behaviour concepts across numerous national boarders. This arises due to the researcher's
interest in peoples’ responses from many nations as the researcher attempts to gain a sense
of their receptivity to universal concepts (often western in basis) without delving into highly
specific differences between national/societal groupings or collecting the type or quantity of
data that would be needed to capture the cultural determinants of such differences accurately
(Rahman and Norling:113).
This latter stance tends to be more applicable to the present study. It should be remembered
that Aboriginal community councils and their present structures are a direct result of
European colonisation. And as western management practices continue to reinforce these
structures through direct government funding and legislative requirements, it may be safe
to assume that such influences will permeate council structure from the higher levels to
the operational levels. Further and very important to note is that the management principles
being established in this relationship as depicted in Table 2 provided no role for traditional
leadership.
This probably signalled to local people that the relationship being developed would not bring
affairs relating to traditional culture under the direct supervision of councils and therefore
would enable them to have greater control over their ceremonial business and kinship
obligations and to keep these distinct from community management (later council) business.
However local culture cannot be omitted from the analysis of council management because
as indicated above significant aspects of it still persist. As it is very difficult to analyse the
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degree to which local Aboriginal attitudes themselves have been affected by this western/
European contact due to the methodological difficulty in collecting the quantity of data that
would be required to accurately gauge this degree of change, as indicated above, a more
appropriate treatment of culture may be to focus on the process by which culture may
make a difference in the receptivity or otherwise of introduced patterns. This is likely to
provide solid foundation not only for understanding council management practices but also
for theory development.
Explanation was provided earlier on how community councils developed and acquired their
socio-economic goals/objectives. It was also stated how that historical development changed
the perspective of culture into a ‘reactive force’ or what can be termed a ‘filtering device’.
Viewing culture this way provides a different perspective to some of the perspectives in
cross-cultural management research. For example, in cross-cultural communication, Adler
(1993); Kroeber & Kluckholn (1952); Guth & Iaguiri (1965) used culture as those set of
attitudes and beliefs used for translating meanings into words and behaviours, and back again
into meaning. In other studies, it is used to link the variations in work behaviours to the
differences in attitudes and values which are determined by the different cultures (Hofstede,
1980; Hall, 1976; Child 1981).33
The position adopted by Adler et.al., as cited above, is that culture consists of a set of beliefs
used for translating meanings into words and behaviours and back into meaning. However,
Adler et.al fail to add that this ‘translating’ also can involve a selection process which will
allow people to modify, discard or replace meanings particularly in a situation of interaction
between two cultures. In other words, for local Aborigines, elements of culture (beliefs) have
become a device for evaluating and selecting the value requirements of the imposed socioeconomic goals in relation to the cultural price (values) to be paid.
One useful way this selection process can be illuminated in relation to Aboriginal
communities is to conceive of their local culture as based on a distinction between
secrecy and revelation or what Yuninpingu (1991) termed “inside knowledge” and “outside
knowledge”. Secrecy (inside knowledge) is what distinguishes and divides members and
groups within a culture while revelation (outside knowledge) provides the glue for bringing
them together (Buckley, 1985).
33

It is the depiction of culture as internal programming (Hofstede, 1980) that is at the centre of the
controversy of culture as the determinant of organisational behaviour.
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Outside knowledge is typified in dances, animals, birds, rivers, songs, medicinal ingredients
food production and sharing or kinship obligations and relationships etc. (or ‘raw nature’:
Buckley p. 180) and is in everyday experience. This knowledge is open to everyone and
is acquired through the socialisation process. What is not open to everyone however is the
abstract interpretation or how to transform these experiences (raw nature) into cultural objects
to satisfy their needs for security, well-being and self worth. Inside knowledge is typified
in sacred rituals, sorcery, magic, sacred objects and incantations, and situated between inside
knowledge and outside knowledge is land which provides the means by which ‘raw nature’
is transformed into cultural objects.
Secrecy (inside knowledge) is therefore designed to create a self-sustaining cultural unit in
control of its destiny. This is because inside knowledge which is used to transform raw
nature into cultural objects remains secret or arcane. Inside knowledge is guided jealously
because to lose it will be a loss of power and integrity. Revelation (outside knowledge) on
the other hand is to be openly encouraged for it brings people together. It is the songs,
dances, kinship relationships etc. which mould the discrete units into a compact whole.
Outside knowledge is therefore subject to constant empirical scrutiny and public opinion and
aspects of it can be traded or exchanged by those concerned without loss of face. As a result,
outside knowledge is prone to modification or even replacement.
While outside knowledge is necessary for social interaction and cohesion (without it there
would be no social units or tribal groupings), it carries significant risk. The risk is its
tendency to destroy inside knowledge, the very mechanism through which raw nature is
transformed into cultural objects which gives the discrete units their identities, power and
integrity. In other words without inside knowledge outside knowledge would be meaningless.
The pre-occupation with inside and outside knowledge in Aboriginal social life both in East
Arnhem Land and the Tiwi Islands has been well documented (Berndt and Berndt, 1996;
Lockwood, 1979; Spencer and Gillen, 1969; Elkin 1940; Radcliffe-Brown, 1930; Sharp,
1934). Among the Tiwi, anthropologists (Hart, Pilling and Goodale, 1988) found an absence
of what they termed the ‘negative’ use of sorcery (p. 95). However they still found a
widespread belief in spirits and a secret knowledge of the sacred world as expressed through
‘pukimani’. Violations of these secrets would render a person to become a pukimani (ie
taboo) and would be subject to various sanctions (p.97) The secret knowledge expressed
through pukimani therefore impinges on all aspects of Tiwi life.
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Whilst the anthropologists cited above acknowledge the distinction between matters of the
sacred world and that of social interaction of kinship among Aboriginal people, there is
tendency in their work to over-emphasise the influence of kinship (outside knowledge) on the
behaviour of members across different groups. Speaking of this influence, Elkin noted:
Thus the kinship obligations and responsibilities are significant throughout
a persons life, stipulating what he (or she) should or should not do in
respect of the people he calls relatives of one kind or another - which means
everyone in his social perspective - in matters of everyday routine and in
crises, major or minor, such as when they are born or initiated or marry
or die” (Elkin, 1974: 335).
As can be seen, the significance of inside knowledge is omitted from Elkin's analysis. But
kinship is simply an articulation for social interaction, the force behind that articulation is
in the inside knowledge. This force is derived from the belief in the existence of a body
of knowledge of the sacred world, hidden from the general population, and can be used
to affect the physical world. As a result, kinship does not reflect the actuality of everyday
life. Instead what pervades all aspects of social living is the pre-occupation with inside
knowledge and this pre-occupation can be regarded as more of the general reflection of
social life of that group.
The distinction between inside and outside knowledge as explained provides a valuable
tool in the consideration of choices or selection which local people make in relation to
the introduced practices or structures. The introduced structure may serve to insulate inside
knowledge from the sort of constant public scrutiny and opinion to which outside knowledge
is subjected. It may have the opposite effect. It is this reason which makes every exchange
to be subject to close scrutiny and assessment of its potential effect for a group pre-occupied
with inside knowledge.
The insight gained here is that while hidden knowledge is the force which gives effect
to outside knowledge within the local culture, it is not incompatible with the ability of
local people to disagree or pursue other interests. The questions that face local managers
(councillors) then are: how far can they negotiate and bargain so as not to weaken the
force (authority) of inside knowledge to transform new experiences into cultural objects?
How much revelation can inside knowledge sustain before it loses its force? It is suggested
that negotiations or exchanges which have implications for inside knowledge will be more
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cumbersome and difficult to manage than those which do not. Further, preference will be
given to patterns which tend to insulate inside knowledge or which have no implications
for inside knowledge. And lastly, cultural groups with similar pre-occupation with inside
knowledge will respond in a similar way to introduced patterns of similar authority structure.
What a study of this nature can hope to achieve therefore is to attempt to identify those areas
of pre-occupation in everyday life (that is those critical characteristics) through which the
movement of local peoples’ interests can be observed (the ‘cultural filters’)34 and provide
explanation on how they are used for selection. Another benefit of this distinction between
‘inside knowledge’ and ‘outside knowledge’ is that actual examples can be used to illustrate
this selection process which will provide a very reliable way of testing the cultural and the
other hypotheses developed for the study.

Identifying the ‘cultural filters’
The distinction between inside and outside knowledge is also employed to identify the
cultural filters used by local people when considering the choices which they make. In many
interviews held with Aboriginal elders both on the Tiwi Islands and East Arnhem Land,
they consistently listed to the researcher seven elements which they claimed represented their
culture. The elders used terms such as ‘the law’ and ‘our way’ to denote those elements
in hidden knowledge and another term ‘the way we live together’ to denote those relating
to outside knowledge.
One element which was given prominence in the elders' list is the land and cultural rights
and obligations to the land. It can be argued that this prominence given to cultural issues and
obligations to the land is as a result of the mixing of different groups in the communities.
It seems that this prominence of cultural rights and obligations, is linked to local peoples'
attempt or desire to preserve ownership rights.
The list provided by the elders is presented below but it should be pointed out that the elders
refused to put the elements in any order of importance or priority:

34

It is important not to confuse the concept of ‘cultural filters’ with the ‘dimensions of culture’ cited
in the Thesis. Whilst the latter pre-dispose a pattern of behaviour, in the former behaviour it's not
fixed. The filters act as guides for the selection of a behaviour pattern in a selection process.
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Table 5: Elements of Inside and Outside Knowledge
Inside

Outside

• sacred sites, totems and sacred objects

• kinship and marriage relationship

• the law (as laid down in ceremonies)

• hunting and food gathering rights and

• magic (our way)

ceremonies
• bush firing operations
• People movement
• the land (the story is in the land and the land is
the mother)
• cultural rights and obligations to the land

The importance of beliefs as the force in hidden knowledge behind kinship or social
interaction was alluded to in previous pages. Also anthropologists who worked in Aboriginal
communities in North Australia pointed to the importance of the natural environment
particularly the land in the constitution of cultural values of the people due to the fact that
it is through these that abstract knowledge can be transformed into cultural objects (Berndt,
1951, 1954, 1970; Chaseling, 1954; Hart, Pilling & Goodale, 1988 ).
The system of beliefs, on the one hand, is the force which influences religious practices,
traditions and customs all of which constitute the culture and handed down from one
generation to another. It is the system of beliefs which regulates what is forbidden and
acceptable, and also forms the basis of the group's world view. The importance of the natural
environment, on the other hand, is found in their relation with that natural environment.
Earth, water, flora, fauna are believed to constitute the heritage of the group while
also providing them with food. The relation is therefore imbued with myths, roles and
responsibilities of members of the group. The crucial point, as explained earlier, is that the
force (or authority) which gives effect to these roles and responsibilities is expressed in
hidden knowledge and therefore provides the actuality of everyday life.
These elements, as expressed in hidden and outside knowledge, are the ‘filters’ against which
all negotiations and introduced patterns or experiences must be subjected for responses. The
responses constitute what local people are willing to give up (several examples given in
the study) for council requirements as opposed to ‘what they ought to give up’. In other
words what they are willing to give up is the standard (norm) which underlies the practices
adopted for meeting council requirements/objectives and can therefore be identified as it
relates to practical matters.
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The notion of culture as a ‘filtering device’ suggests there is constant re-evaluation of costs.
It may be tempting to see this as an indication of chaos or instability in the communities.
On the contrary, there is stability and culture is seen here as an important stabilising force
to the extent that it is the yardstick for evaluating an introduced experience or pattern for
its potential benefit to local people.
The first element in the list relates to issues of secrecy or ‘hidden knowledge’ whilst
the second relates to kinship or social interaction. From the table it can be hypothesised
that transactions which relate to the first element will demand higher ‘cost’ than the other
elements due to its propensity to implicate hidden knowledge. However this is not static as
re-evaluations occur from time to time for example, dropping of opposition to the building
of a road through a sacred site35 . Accordingly, it may not necessarily follow that hidden or
‘inside knowledge’ is always implicated in council transactions.

Summary of chapter
The chapter first explores the historical background of general management research but
in particular the role of organisations in the development of what was termed ‘backward
societies’ at the time. The purpose of this exercise is to consider the knowledge of
organisation management which might have been available to those initial agencies and those
responsible for the policy for management of Aboriginal communities at the time. This then
provides an understanding of the policies pursued at the time and the methods of application
of these policies in each community in more specific detail.
The chapter then takes up the socio-historical development of each of the communities
covered in the study. It was shown that the development took place in an interaction between
local Aboriginal people and Europeans - the agents of an alien European power. It was noted
that in the interaction, local Aboriginal people were subjected to various actions designed to
eradicate most of (if not all) their beliefs and practices (culture).
However, a closer examination of how local people organise themselves and the day to
day life in the communities, indicates that significant aspects of the local Aboriginal culture
still persist in each of the communities studied. This raises the question of the effect or
exact role of the local peoples' culture in the interaction. The argument which is pursued
35

This occurred in one East Arnhem community not covered in this study. The officer involved in the
negotiation provided the information.
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in relation to this question in the study, again, appears pertinent. This is that in the context
of this interaction as described in the chapter, local Aboriginal culture became a reactive or
‘filtering’ device for guiding their responses in the interaction.
The conclusion drawn from this chapter then is that in the case of Aboriginal communities
covered in this study, it is the process by which their culture actually has an impact that is
crucial to the understanding of how councils behave. This process involves a complex and
frequently shifting evaluation and selection of cultural costs and benefits. But how does this
filtering process work? and how can the frequently shifting of cultural costs and benefits be
observed in council operations? The chapter indicates that the best way to understand how
this works is to examine the actual experience of local Aboriginal people themselves.
Organisation analysts when examining similar problems of management often look at how
organisations solve problems (Cleland & King 1978). This is because management is a
process dealing with group activity, that is, it involves objectives that are accomplished
through working with other people in the organisation. There are therefore some aspects of
management which are considered crucial in the process. These aspects are:
1. How people arrange and co-ordinate their efforts to accomplish council task (i.e. structure)
2. Those who lead and how they behave (i.e. leadership and leadership styles)
3. How they make decisions (Cleland & King p.8).
These issues will be taken up in the next chapters. In essence, the next chapters are an
attempt to discover how local people deal with these issues of management. In the earlier
chapters, the focus was on the early developments of the councils and the approaches
and attitudes of the missionaries and the initial Government agencies, which largely were
directed at creating a new ‘social order’ for local Aborigines and prevented local people
from participating in the processes of council management (i.e. the “deciding” and “doing”
processes). As responsibility for council management has now shifted from the missionary
establishment to local people, it is important not to be fixated on the early missionary
history part to the exclusion of present council management practices for, in both of these
contexts, management is still the process of leading organisational effort in the pursuit of
council goals.
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Chapter Four
Council Management in Local Hands
In the Northern Territory, community councils are established under two main forms of
legislation which are the Commonwealth's Aboriginal Councils and Association Act (1978)
and the Northern Territory Local Government Act (1978). At the time the Northern
Territory obtained self-government in 1978, it had inherited much of its legislation from
the Commonwealth and from the earlier South Australian Administration. Thus at selfgovernment in 1978 all Aboriginal community councils in existence in the Northern Territory
were established under the Commonwealth Act. On gaining self-government, the new
Northern Territory government amended the Local Government Act to create a new scheme
under which communities could establish Community Government Councils.
According to the Government, the scheme was designed to allow communities to assume
expanded functions in the delivery of services to their communities and to make by-laws on
some localised issues such as dog control, refuse collection and disposal etc. This was in
pursuance of the policy of ‘self-management’ of both state and commonwealth governments
at the time and community councils were seen as the most effective means of delivering
services to communities at the local level.

Structure and Design of Councils
The debate among commentators on Aboriginal Affairs about the real motive of the
Northern Territory government for introducing the Community Government scheme in direct
competition with the Commonwealth's Association Act was cited earlier. Whilst the cited
commentators used different arguments to challenge the scheme, a common view expressed
in their material is that councils lack the support of local people and are ineffective in
meeting their needs.
Is this view valid or is it just part of the usual debate about state versus commonwealth
rights and not on the actual performance of the councils in the communities in which they
operate? The validity of the view cannot be ascertained without referring to how local
people themselves are experiencing or operating the councils. What the commentators seem
to ignore is that whichever legislation is applied, councils are still European creations with
prescribed requirements for their establishments and operations. The prescribed structure
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as represented by the Community Government scheme is reprinted from a Government
directive below:

Figure 9: The Government prescribed structure of councils

The directive also lays down the specific requirements for gaining the minister's approval to
establish a Community Government council. These are that the community must specify:
1. the boundaries of the area in which the community council will have responsibility
2. the name of the community council
3. when and how elections will be held
4. who may nominate for elections and who can vote
5. how many councillors the community council will have
6. how often the community council holds meetings
7. where and how meetings will be held
8. what functions the community council will carry out in the community
Their functions will cover:
• Communications
• Community amenities (e.g. swimming pools, sports grounds, parks)
• Education and training of local Aboriginal employees
• Electricity supplies
• Garbage collection and disposal
• Health
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• Housing
• Unemployment relief
• Roads and associated works
• Commercial development
• Sewerage
Presently there are thirty three (33) councils established under the Commonwealth Act,
whilst twenty five (25) are under the Northern Territory Local Government Act. However
under the Grant Commission agreement the Northern Territory Government is responsible for
providing funds to all the community councils and hence is also responsible for coordinating
their activities. The Government department responsible for coordinating the activities of
the councils is the Office of Local Government which is a division of the Department of
Housing and Local Government Among the major statutory functions of this Department are:
a. to provide policy advice to the Minister with respect to all matters within the field of local and
community government and to advise the Minister on the operation of the Local Government
Act
b. to administer the legislation for which the Minister is responsible and to coordinate the activities
of relevant committees
c. to provide legislative administrative and financial advice to Local Government and to support
services for councils
d. to provide an advisory and regulatory function in respect of the work of local authorities (Field
Officers Resource Manual, OLG, 1995: 23).
This means all the councils are prescribed the same structure even when they may be
established under different legislation.
The first signs of council structures in Aboriginal communities which included local
Aborigines actually began with the missionaries after World War 2. These structures have
been put under different names, for example it is known in the Tiwi communities as the
‘Village council’ while it is usually referred to in East Arnhem Land as the ‘Missionary
Custodial Superintendent’ structure. Missionary documents show that the structure was
similar in all the missions and settlements and across religious denominations. The structure
is represented in the diagram below.
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Figure 10: The missionary superintendent structure of councils

Most communities in existence prior to self-government in 1978 were constituted under
the Commonwealth's Association Act and operated this missionary structure. With the
introduction of the ‘self-determination policy’ by the Whitlam Commonwealth Government
in 1973, emphasis began to shift to ‘Aboriginalisation’ of the councils. The structure derived
from this ‘Aboriginalisation’ served as the blueprint for the present structure.
The question is whether the prescribed design for Aboriginal communities is appropriate and
therefore effective in achieving the set objective/s. To answer this question, two important
points must be considered:
a. the design of the councils (structure)
b. the major forces which influence that design (or structure) and the contribution of research in
understanding the link between the design (structure) and performance of the councils.

Organisation design
The idea of design actually has many underlying notions amongst which are:
1. there is someone who has the power or authority to design (in this case the Minister)
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2. the designer has pre-determined objective/s for which he/she is designing and has some idea
of how to achieve the objective/s
3. the designer has some control over the shape/pattern of the design but may be constrained by
other forces such as budget restrictions
Council design therefore concerns how the designer arranges all the elements of the structure
which he/she has in mind to achieve the designer's pre-determined objective/s. It can
therefore be seen that the structure of an organisation is a crucial variable in the designer's
armory of options to make the organisation achieve set objective/s. The amount of work and
resources devoted by the Government to the design and promotion of its prescribed structure
show the importance of this organisation variable to the management of the councils36 .
There are two principles behind the government prescribed structure which must be
mentioned. The first is the division of labour or arrangement of people in sequences
to carry out the tasks of the councils; and secondly the co-ordination of those tasks to
accomplish council work. Thus it is the method/s of co-ordination adopted that is crucial
in accomplishing council work.
However the fact that the designer cannot precisely know in advance the consequences that
are likely to flow from the design choice is a significant constraint on the choices that may
be available to the designer. This is what research in this area has been trying to address.
In other words what are the factors that influence the structure of an organisation; and what
effects are these likely to have on members of the organisation?
Major influences on organisation structure: In the case of the councils, the designer (i.e. the
Minister) is not involved in the co-ordination of tasks which means he/she must rely on
other people in the councils to carry out the ‘coordinating’ on his behalf, effectively creating
an administrative layer in the council (refer Figure 9). Similarly, the expansion of functions
resulted in an increase in the number of technical staff employed by the councils with the
effect of another layer. (Figures for the number of technical employees for 1978 and 1997
are given in Appendix D at the back of the Thesis). The building up of these layers of coordination is what organisation analysts refer to as hierarchy or line of authority.

36

About eleven different pamphlets and other publications exist which are directed to the promotion of
the Government prescribed structure.
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These examples show there are factors which the designer must consider in determining
the method of coordination suitable for achieving the intended objective/s. These factors
are within the power of the designer to manipulate for the intended objective/s. However
coordination actually refers to how people are arranged, in other words who does what. And
as councils continually engage in transactions both within the communities and with outside
agencies, different and new problems are encountered which may require different methods
of coordination to effectively deal with them. As a result, a new coordination may acquire
features which are different from those intended by the designer and may therefore be subject
to various other factors which will force the designer to reassess the original structure.
This researcher's observation of the councils studied is that the uniform structural prescription
of the government has not produced a fixed operational outcome. But more importantly
variations that were evident occurred in all the communities and were not peculiar to any
one area or community. Also they occurred at different times in the communities. This
observation is consistent with the view in the general management literature, namely that
due to the various pressures acting on the organisation, the method of coordination adopted
at any particular time may not reflect the original design choice (Khandwalla 1984). It
will therefore be helpful to examine the general management literature for guidance on the
attempts at resolving this problem.
A survey of management literature shows there are two related orientations in organisation
research directed at this problem. These are the ‘systems’ and ‘contingency’ approaches.
Both approaches emphasise the importance of the ‘task environment’ and the need for the
organisation to adapt to its task environment in order to survive and function effectively. In
the literature the task environment is defined as that portion of the ‘total setting’ which is
relevant for goal setting and goal attainment (Dill, 1968; Thorelli, 1967).
The systems approach to organisation research stems from the analysis of von Bertalanffy
(1962); Boulding (1956). Whilst organisations were not the focus of these initial systems
studies, organisation researchers particularly Johnson, Kast and Rosenzweig (1973) began to
apply the analysis to organisations in the early 1960s. Their analyses view the organisation
as an open system with characteristics which enable it to interact with its environment. In
addition the environment is viewed as an ‘ecosystem’ and as it becomes more complex
the organisation must adjust its internal processes in order to cope effectively with the
new complexity.
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The contingency approach also gives a great deal of weight to the interface between the
organisation and its environment but is primarily concerned with identifying the variables
which have major impacts on the design of the organisation such as size, technology, and
the nature of the environment and then in predicting the differences in the structure and
functioning that arise because of the differences in the variables. This approach is based on
the idea that the nature of the organisation's technology, size, and other environmental factors
such as markets, the economy etc. all have major impact or even sometimes determine the
structure of the organisation.
The contingency approach has a wide support among researchers and research in this
area probably began with the work of Woodward (1958). Through her study of 100
industrial firms in the south of England in the 1920s, she was able to demonstrate that
technology was a major determinant of organisation structure. A number of studies have
since been conducted which are claimed to confirm Woodward's findings. Among the notable
contributors are Perrow (1967); Thompson (1967); and Form (1972).
Another of the factors which has received significant attention is the link between the
amount of formalisation (i.e. rules, procedures, instructions, and other information which
exist in written form in the organisation); and the size of the organisation. Hickson et al
(1981) found that the amount of formalisation in an organisation usually increased with its
size as measured in the number of employees.
Other factors have been identified as having links with an organisation's structural
development. Child (1972, 1984) pointed to the role of senior managers in the process. He
indicated that managers interpret the same contextual factors differently and these differences
are usually reflected in organisation structures. Senior management, according to Child,
therefore act as a mediating variable between contextual factors and organisational structure.
In this way the strategic choices they (senior managers) make will be significant in shaping
the organisation.
Emery and Trist (1965) argued for the consideration of what they termed the causal texture
of the environment. They postulated four ‘ideal types’ of environment which, according
to them, are conducive to the development of certain organisation structures. The first
of these is a ‘placid, randomised’ environment in which “goods and bads” are relatively
unchanging in themselves and are randomly distributed. The authors used the examples of
the environment of an amoeba, a human foetus or a nomadic tribe to illustrate this type of
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environment (Emery and Trist, 1965: 21-31). The second is placid, clustered environment
in which “good and bad” are still relatively unchanging in themselves but clustered. (e.g.
the environment of plants that are subjected to the cycle of seasons, of human infants of
extractive industries).
The third ideal type is disturbed-reactive environment which constitutes a significant change
over the simpler types of environments. It is an environment characterised by similar systems
in the field. The last ideal type of environment identified by Emery and Trist is the
“turbulent” environment. This is a rapidly changing and complex environment characterised
by multiple connections between resources and other elements within that environment.
And because of this interconnectedness, what affects one organisation affects all others and
changes in society in general also affect the organisation, for example changes in consumer
demand in certain goods and services. As a result, organisations operating in this type of
environment will need to be extremely flexible to be able to react quickly to changes.
Emery and Trist's ideal types of environment do not fit neatly to the environment of
local community councils with which this study is concerned because they generally relate
to market-oriented organisations, that is organisations which have to compete in the open
market for survival. However the analysis is very instructive in an important way. It shows
that the environment is a source of constraints, contingencies, problems and opportunities
that can affect the terms on which an organisation transacts business with its environment. In
other words the environment has direct impact on organisation processes and outcomes.
This is perhaps the reason organisation environment has received significant attention in
organisation research and it is this area that will be of particular guidance for examining
Aboriginal community councils due to the fact they must continually interact with their
environment in order to survive.
The studies on the environment and its impact on organisation processes and outcomes
conducted by Lawrence and Lorsch (1969); Perrow (1967); Duncan (1972) focussed on
environmental complexity and there is acceptance that as the environment becomes more
complex the organisation must adjust its internal structure and processes to survive.
Environmental complexity is thus considered as the most important variable in the
organisation environment. One of the most important tasks facing a researcher in crosscultural management therefore is the investigation and identification of the relevant
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‘complexity variables’ which will adequately explain how organisations such as Aboriginal
community councils respond or interact with their environment. The task has an element
of urgency because research is not very clear in giving guidance as to how the different
environments in a cross-cultural setting can be distinguished and construed, or more
specifically what portions of the total environment may be of primary consideration in
the analysis.

Conceptualising the relevant environments of Aboriginal community
councils:
In this study, two areas of the total environment of Aboriginal community councils are
considered to be of primary importance. These are the task environment and the community/
cultural environment.
The task environment: It was noted earlier that councils depend almost entirely on outside
resources to survive and are obliged to compete for such resources with other centres of
power in the wider community. These resources include material, manpower, goodwill and
support from the larger community, and to some extent patrons and supporters.
This means there are a number of ‘strategic’ organisations with which the councils must
interact and the interaction is crucial for the councils' survival and functioning. Examples
of these strategic organisations are the Northern Territory Department of Housing and
Local Government, Aboriginal and Torres Islander Commission (ATSIC), and other major
Northern Territory Government departments such as Education, Health etc. Together, these
organisations provide all the funding and other resources such as equipment and machinery
to the councils. For the purpose of this study these organisations and agencies are termed
“strategic organizations”.37 Using the definition of the ‘task environment’ cited earlier and
the process involved in how councils' objectives are set and attained (explained below), it is
not difficult to identify these ‘strategic organisations’.
How councils' objectives are set: There are two parts of this process which can be put as:
a. budget preparation and allocation and
b. special purpose submissions
37

Councils can sometimes receive one-off funding from other agencies such as the Arts Council of
Australia. These do not constitute permanent relationships and such agencies are not counted as part of
the ‘Strategic organisations’.
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In both parts, the process begins with a series of meetings between officers of the strategic
organisations and the councils in which the service needs of the communities identified both
by the strategic organisations and the councils are discussed. The aim is to ensure that the
identified needs comply with the rules and guidelines governing the allocation of funds as
set out by each strategic organisation or agency.
These rules and guidelines also include how the objectives are to be met. To use a case:
Example
In the provision of health services, an officer of the strategic organisation dealing with one
of the communities studied identified the need for the construction of a new sewerage pond.
After discussing the need with the council, the capital work item was included in the budget
preparation after it was agreed that a certified works contractor would be brought into the
community to build the new pond. This was to ensure that health regulations and therefore
funding rules and guidelines were not breached.
As this example demonstrates, it is not uncommon that officers of strategic organisations
participate in the actual compilation of budgets or special purpose documents. After
compilation, the objectives in the form of the documents mentioned above are submitted to
the relevant Minister or his/her delegate for modification and/or approval. This process helps
to identify that portion of the total environment where councils' objectives are set and met.
For Aboriginal community councils, at least in the cases studied, the task environment
therefore consists of all these ‘strategic organisations’38 with which they must interact to
survive. With this conceptualisation of Aboriginal community councils' task environment,
it becomes possible to analyse separately how other influences such as those stemming
from the ‘culture’ or history of the communities affect the councils. Another advantage is
that it allows a first-hand observation of the interface among cultures since it brings into
the analysis the interaction of local Aborigines and non-Aboriginal officers of the strategic
organisations.39
38

The sense of restricting the task environment to these organisations is to be able to separate out
those organisations which are directly relevant to the councils' operations and performance. Whilst
councils interact with numerous other organisations and agencies in their day to day operations, it
is those organisations with which they must interact to survive that are taken to constitute the task
environment. See Osborn & Hunt (1978:232).
39
The task environment is not geographically bounded which therefore allows the effect of crosscultural interfaces to be observed and included in the analysis.
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The community/cultural environment: is the general cultural and historical context of a given
geographical area in which a council operates. Since the community council is an alien
institution, this environment is characterised mainly by the responses of local people to the
requirements of the institution in view of the objectives sought and the impact on local
beliefs, customs and traditions (culture). This conceptualisation means that any movement in
the culture of the people will affect council operations. Having distinguished the relevant
environments of the councils, the next important step will be to identify the variables which
will explain adequately how councils respond or interact with these environments. It is
important to note that the term ‘variable’ is used here in a ‘nominal’ or ‘crude’40 sense
only to denote a characteristic which local people employ to indicate to themselves the
state of a council's interaction with its environments. The weight of each variable is simply
derived from how local people feel or the views expressed by them about that variable. The
identified variables described below therefore are the variables employed by local people in
the two steps involved in the selection process described earlier on pages 63 to 65.

The relevant variables
Two variables have been identified in the literature in the analysis of environmental
complexity. These are the ‘risk’ and ‘dependency’ variables. With appropriate modification,
these can be applied to the ‘late development model’ used for this study and to explain the
various features of councils' operations. Another important variable will need to be included
in the analysis which will be termed 'relationship’ in view of the conceptualisation of the
task environment employed.
Risk has been defined in terms of changes in the environment which destabilise the
existing equilibrium state of the organisation (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967); (Terreberry, 1968).
For Aboriginal community councils such changes could be from the policies of strategic
organisations (task or external environment) or movements in cultural values (community/
cultural or internal environment).
The other variable which has received some attention is the dependency relationships in
an organisation's work-flow. Thompson (1967) identified three types of relationships which
he called ‘reciprocal’, ‘sequential’ or ‘serial’ and ‘pooled’. Reciprocal dependency refers to
when two individuals depend on each other for their work such as between a buyer and
40

The term ‘nominal’ or ‘crude’ only refers to the method of data collection, i.e. not based on
manipulation of large quantitative data. The term does not affect or refer to the validity or accuracy of
the information.
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a seller. The serial dependency is when an individual depends on another who depends on
another and so on. And lastly the pooled dependency refers to when many individuals rely
on or share the same resource. The importance of Thompson's analysis is his argument
that whenever there is a situation of dependency, activities must be coordinated and each
type of dependency relationship requires different method of coordination. Dependency in
relation to Aboriginal community councils seems to be closest to the serial dependency
type due to the fact that they depend on ‘strategic organisations’ for their resources and
‘strategic organisations’ depend, in turn, on the NT Government which in part depends
on the Commonwealth Government and on the tax collected from the general population.
But it is the degree to which councils rely on strategic organisations for survival (Osborn
& Hunt 1974) and the relationship which is the extent to which councils and strategic
organisations agree on council objectives and the method of achieving them that are crucial
to the analysis.41 The relationship is the result of the interaction which must occur between
councils and the strategic organisations.

How environments and councils interact, and perception of relationships
In the preceding chapter, a conceptualisation of councils' environment was undertaken leading
to identification of the ‘task’ and ‘community/cultural’ environments of councils as the areas
of the total environment which are the primary focus of analysis. The task environment was
further shown as dominated by other organisations or agencies (the ‘strategic organisations’)
which provide the funding and resources to the councils. The ‘late development’ model
posits interaction between these different configurations of actors and the next important
step in the analysis is to examine how councils and these environments actually interact for
it is the interactive effect of councils and the environments (i.e. the task and community/
cultural environments) which will serve to condition the perception of their relationship
with the environments.42
Interaction with the Task environment: In relation to the task environment, the interaction
consists mainly of exchange of information and two factors can be identified:

41

The dependency here refers only to task environment dependency and not to the forces in the larger
political system. Task environment dependency is directly linked to the socioeconomic development of
the councils and therefore positively associated with council performance, see Kelley 1969.
42
In the real sense, it is the configuration of actors (i.e. individuals) in the environments who interact.
It is through these contacts that exchanges between councils and the environments take place. It is
therefore reasonable to consider the question of councils' interaction with their environments, through
the perceptions of such exchanges.
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1. the kind and quality of environmental information reaching local councillors (managers)
2. the interpretation and use of the information by them
It was shown how strategic organisations play significant roles in the formulation of council
objectives which are then handed to councils with the estimated resources required for
attaining the set objectives. It can therefore be said that councils' external environment
represents both threat and opportunity since actions by strategic organisations directly affect
their resource capabilities. As one councillor from Millingimbi put the situation:
From this money story (Figure 11) we know where all the money come from
and unless we (the council) do the right thing, we may not get the support
of the Government. That means the council will have no money to do its
job (Millingimbi councillor, 1998).43

Figure 11: The “Money Story” Councillors' understanding of ‘accountability’ put in a diagram by councillors in East
Arnhem (Courtesy of the Remote Area Management Project of LGANT)

It follows that accurate analysis of the environment and an understanding of their resource
capabilities (ie. resources under their control) by local councillors have implications for
council performance. Environmental and resource capability analysis by local councillors
is based on information they receive from strategic organisations, hence the quality and
interpretation of information become very important.

43

The assistance of LGANT in pursuing this aspect of the investigation is appreciated and
acknowledged.
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Some organisational analysts, in particular Boulton et.al. (1982), point out that those charged
with gathering information from the external environment act as ‘gate keepers’ in that they
will ‘filter’ or select information to be passed into the organisation. Strategic decisions are
therefore based on information about the environment received and interpreted by the ‘gate
keepers’ rather than from direct experience with aspects of the environment.
The above analysis can be used for community councils since the council is the body directly
involved in the receiving and interpretation of information from strategic organisations.
‘Gate keepers’ in this case, are individual councillors or their employees. Interpretation of
environmental information therefore will be based on the councillors' perception at the time
of interpreting the information.
Ansoff and McDonnell (1990) (166) note at least three kinds of ‘filter’ which managers use
to select information from the environment. The first they call ‘surveillance filters’ which
are the forecasting and analysis techniques employed by the organisation, that is the data
collecting methods employed by the organisation. The second type of filter is the ‘mentality
filter’ which is based on the ‘mental success’ model used by managers to identify those parts
of the collected data which they perceive to be relevant. And finally the data will go through
the ‘power filter’ based on the threats the collected data represent to managers' positions.
Ansoff and McDonnell's types of filters also provide a useful tool of analysis in relation
to how environmental information is processed before it is transformed into action on the
ground. In order to fully grasp what Ansoff and McDonell are trying to say, the relationship
variable identified earlier as one of the three key variables in councils' interaction with
their environments must be considered. The importance of the relationship variable was
alluded to, but perhaps this is more so in councils' interaction with their task environment
because the relationship variable has three elements which are considered to be essential
in the development and acceptance of responsibility amongst local people. The following
will clarify this statement.
One of the main, albeit not explicitly stated, objectives in the transfer of responsibility for
council management to local people is that this will also entail or lead to a change of
attitude on the part of local Aborigines. Instead of being passive recipients of services from
missionaries or Government agencies, it is believed that local people will assume a position
of partnership with the Government in the administration and the delivery of services to
their communities. This involvement however will not only relate to the coordination and
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management of resources, it also means they will be answerable to their constituents for
accessibility and effectiveness in the delivery of those services.
As this new responsibility is not designed to replace or interfere with traditional social
organisation or kinship roles and responsibilities, it means that local people are presented
with a choice. They could choose either to get involved in the new responsibility or
they could decline to be involved or not give their support to it. This would allow them
to embrace the new responsibility when they perceived conditions to be favourable and
withdraw when conditions became unfavourable. This outward ambivalence is perhaps partly
responsible for the observer opinion cited earlier to conclude that councils are inappropriate
to the requirements of local Aboriginal communities.
The agreement or involvement of local people in the new responsibility has a critical
requirement. It demands an assessment of the introduced structure in relation to the concept
of authority because of the need for the acceptance and involvement in Government
authority (to prescribe the rules, processes and guidelines in the relationship). In other
words, Government authority requires accountability which must be considered alongside
the benefits which will be accrued. This means that there must be a degree of voluntary
acceptance of this involvement by local people before the relationship can transform into
action on the ground. Several examples of the options selected by councils which are given
in various sections of the Thesis indicate to the researcher that there are three elements
which local people use for validating their acceptance and the value of the relationship.
These three elements in the relationship variable are referred to in this study as:
• desirability
• communicability
• effectiveness
In effect, the filters in Ansoff and McDonnell's analysis are the elements contained in
the relationship variable which are employed in the two-step process (see p.36) of how
perception of the environments is derived and applied to selection of options for action. The
variables are identified to denote the characteristics which local people employ to indicate
to themselves the state of council interaction with the environments. Having indicated to
themselves the state of this interaction, the elements of the relationship variable (filters) are
then employed to check, mark up/down existing cultural values (validate) the selection of
options for action and maintain the value of the relationship.
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Desirability: As far as community councillors (as managers) are concerned, information from
the external environment represents change due to the nature of the objectives sought and
the manner in which they were introduced into the communities explained in chapters one
and two. Acceptance of change is often accompanied by the expectation that the change
sought will be to their advantage. Acceptance of change also implies all the information from
the external environment has been thoroughly examined before the change and consequent
requirements are seen as desirable and accepted. Councillors from both Tiwi and East
Arnhem told the researcher that the method they use for environmental analysis (i.e. what
they expect to happen) is to carefully examine what has transpired in the preceding period.
This is how one of them put it:
Our way of thinking of the future is to look what happened in the
past. Someone will say (in the meeting) look what happened (in another
community) when it was done like that. We don't want like that to happen to
our council. That's why we look at different ways sometimes so that we can
do the right thing (Tiwi and East Arnhem councillors, 1997).
However this method may be inadequate leading to the distortion or oversimplification of
environmental reality because of failure to take into account factors such as change of
government and/or changes to government economic policy.
One occurrence observed by the researcher can be used to illustrate the importance of the
type and quality of environmental information on the desirability filter and how this can
affect actions on the ground:
Example:
In 1992 some councils accepted the transfer of responsibility for the management of
electricity and water services from the government agency of Power and Water Authority
(PAWA) for their communities. This was initially seen as desirable by councils for it
would give them the control and ability to allocate the resources to meet their needs
as determined by them. However management of these services also entailed significant
financial contribution by users to supplement government funding for the services. This
meant the councils would need to levy and collect electricity and water charges from all
users in their communities who up to that time had not paid for the services. This was
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strongly resisted by the communities and councils experienced difficulties in fulfilling the
responsibility.
Communicability: What is important to note here is communication does not consist solely
of the ability to speak words understood by the listener. It implies, in addition, a knowledge
and interpretation of words and phrases that are understandable to the parties concerned.
This is due to the fact, as mentioned earlier, that English is a second language to the
councillors in the communities. To what extent then is this criterion met by information
from the external environment? Significant number of councillors told the researcher that
information from the external environment is not always well understood by local councillors
because of technical terms employed in some transactions. Councillors from all the councils
and strategic organisation officers confirm that this is an area of difficulty for council
management. The main areas of difficulty are often in the misinterpretation of information
and sometimes councillors resort to absenting themselves from crucial council meetings
to avoid exposing their limited understanding of information. Agencies in the external
environment on the other hand usually employ the methods of simplification (often resulting
in the distortion of information because of exclusion of technical details which sometimes
may carry significant implications) and repetition as evidenced by the countless pamphlets,
tables, charts and other display materials used for communication.
Effectiveness: How soon and well is information from the external environment likely to
lead to the achievement of local peoples' needs? Councillors are often under pressure to
provide tangible evidence to vindicate the wisdom of their decisions. And information that
they filter through the ‘effectiveness filter’ may sometimes lead them to make unrealistic
promises to their constituents. The following statement from a respected community council
leader sums up the situation:
Community only support us (the council) if we do things quickly. But
sometimes because we have to do it proper way, it may take some time so
we have to explain it to the community. Sometimes they listen to us but
sometimes they are not happy with us (Purlarumpi council president, 1995).
In looking at effectiveness therefore two elements are to be considered. The first is the
time it would take to provide tangible results for decisions taken, and the second is the
quantity and quality of the results. Since councils receive all their material resources from
strategic organisations (the external environment) the above elements become crucial in their
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evaluation of information received. Also the crucial role of the councillors in this interaction
is evident since they are responsible for receiving information from the environment which
the council will then act upon.

Interaction with the community/cultural environment:
The interaction here consists mainly of representation of information. That is how councillors
represent the feelings and attitudes of local people on community/cultural factors which
influence their expectation of the councils. Again two factors are crucial in this interaction:
a. accuracy of information; and
b. authenticity of information
Contrary to the view in some quarters cited in the early chapters that Aboriginal communities
are characterised by ‘high context’ communication, people are not always aware of the
personal motives of other members of the community. This is one of the reasons the decision
process of community councils can present difficulty of understanding to a casual observer,
for, what an individual says in public or in council meetings, for example, may not actually
represent his/her true feeling and attitude to the issue concerned.
Councillors, in interacting with their communities therefore tend to rely on informal
gatherings, ceremonial activities and person to person contacts to ensure that their
information reflects, as far as possible, community feelings and attitudes which they would
take as guide in carrying out their functions. As this information relates to the ‘filtering
process’ described earlier, that is the evaluation of cultural price and benefits, it is essential
that councillors do not misread information from their communities so as not to over or
under-estimate costs or benefits.
At this stage, a word of caution about the description of councils' interaction with their
environments presented above is in order. The description seems to indicate a form of
environmental determinism in which people may be locked into some practices based on a
formed perception because management practices adopted may tend to reinforce the original
perception (Glaister and Twaites, 1993). But management practices adopted by the councils
studied are a response to both of their internal and external environments described earlier.
Due to the intervening variables as described, conflicts sometimes arise in the selection of
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priorities.44 Council management practices therefore are actually designed to manage the
tensions emanating from the conflict. Thus the practices are the creative efforts of local
people and not based on conformity to a structural configuration derived from any particular
perception of the environment. The best way to illuminate this further is to examine the
perceptions of councils' relationship with their environments that were observed and the
practices adopted by local councillors to deal with the conflicts as they arose. It is the
perceptions which will underlie how they will respond to the information received from the
environment. In other words, management practices adopted by councils will reflect how
councillors perceive council relationship with the environments.

Perception of relationships
Why perceptions are very important in the study of Aboriginal Community Councils: As
suggested earlier, the best way to understand council behaviour is to examine it from how
local people themselves are experiencing it and not from a pre-determined point of view.
This is due to the fact that councils did not originate from within the communities but
were introduced by an outside agency. Perception has been defined as a process by which
people organise and interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their
environment (Robbins, Waters-Marsh, Cacioppe and Millett, 1998: 163). The important thing
here is not whether perception is close or different from reality but that it is what gives
rise to the options that are selected for action. Attention therefore needs to be paid to those
factors which tend to influence perception
From the explanation given in the previous pages, it will be suggested that council
actions flow not only from perceptions about the nature of ‘their world’ but also from
perceptions about the nature of councils' relationship with the external environment. But
more importantly, that the perception of their world draws from what Barker (1993) has
referred to as the ‘local social circumstances’ of the received culture (p.217). Barker's study
was carried out in Papua New Guinea and he believed that local peoples' perception of
their internal world was actually based on how they felt the internal world was coping or
accommodating the received culture taking into account the costs and benefits.
Barker's observation is similar to the situation in the Aboriginal communities covered in
this study. So, when perception of ‘their world’ is used in this study, care should be taken
44

Also, new problems may arise from the transactions across the boundaries which will require a new
set of co-ordination (structural pattern) to deal with.
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not to confuse it with ‘their way of seeing’. Rather it is more of ‘how they are seeing’
their internal world. There is an important distinction between the two modes of ‘seeing’
which must be explained to further provide clarity of the issues. Kelvin's view (1977:
357) can be considered that the community/cultural environment (in which these modes of
‘seeing’ occur) does not have any inherent properties except those which may be imposed
by geographical conditions. Therefore the social order which a community has is actually
created by members of that community. But more importantly, this order will only exist as
long as members of the community accept it, and acceptance or rejection of the existing
order will depend on the evaluations of the members. This order is achieved through the
basic processes of social behaviour such as attitudes, values, norms, roles, status, power,
reward and punishment. Together these will represent ‘the way of seeing’ for a community
because according to Kelvin (p.357), the important criterion for stability for a community is
its potential to generate predictions which can be fulfilled.
On the other hand, ‘how they are seeing’ refers to individual characteristics, tastes and
preferences which individuals bring to the evaluation of the state of his or her community
at any particular period. Whilst the two modes of seeing may sometimes become blurred in
day to day living, they must be kept distinct to get a better understanding of management
practices adopted by the councils.
When this is done, it becomes clear that council actions are not directly influenced by
their notions of the nature of their world but rather by the needs of local people in the
accommodation of the received structure (councils) and by implication, their notion of the
needs and mission of the councils. This is in direct contrast to many observers of Aboriginal
communities (e.g. Kicket 1994; Barnett 1996) who tend to limit explanations of how events
are received by a group to the internalised values (their way of seeing) of that group and fail
to take into account the feelings, needs and expectations of the group.
For Aboriginal communities who are recipients of introduced management structures,
perceptions of the task and internal environments are related in a form of an orbital
arrangement which means that similar problems are experienced in all the councils. However
these perceptions and the resultant problems change from time to time within each council.
This is due to the fact that the perceptions are part of the process of evaluation and
adjustment described earlier or an indication of an influence. It is not something that is fixed.
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This has significant implication for the understanding of how councils operate for it forces
a careful examination of individual council action in relation to its underlying perception
of the council's relationship with its environments at any particular period or circumstance.
But more importantly, because the interaction of the two environments concerns the issue of
influence as mentioned above, that is, a community/culture under the influence of another,
the analysis should begin from how local people view this external influence, rather than vice
versa, for it is this perception which will give them a feeling of how they think the internal
system is holding up. Another issue that needs to be considered in this context is perhaps
the issue of responsibility itself for the notion of responsibility which people hold may be
important in the interactions which take place.

The issue of responsibility
The transfer of responsibility for the management of community councils to local Aboriginal
people, as an NT Government policy in 1978, was partly based on the premise that
responsibility for the development of their communities was something ‘new’ to local people
because they had up until then been excluded by the missionary establishment. Speaking of
this issue, an ATSIC commissioner (1998) made the following remark:
Too often in the past, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander residents were not
included within community development frameworks. The challenge ahead
of us is to strengthen local communities so as to improve service delivery,
better target resources and improve outcomes (NT Council and Community
News, March 1998 p.34)
The principal issue for the achievement of these developmental goals thus revolves around
who should be responsible for the achievement of the goals. However, responsibility can
mean different things to different people and can be used for different political purposes. In
the debate on Aboriginal affairs, the issue of responsibility is pitched at two levels.
Policy statements on Aboriginal affairs from the two opposing sides of politics in the
Commonwealth can be used to show these two levels of responsibility. The first is contained
in the self determination policy introduced by a Labor Government the basis of which
was to give:
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Aboriginal communities power to decide the basis and nature of their
future development within the legal, social and economic constraints of the
Australian society (Selected Policy Statements 1973-74, DAA, 1975: 12).
The second is in another policy statement by a Liberal/Country Party coalition Government
which saw:
Aborigines, as individuals and a community being in a position to make the
same kinds of decisions about their future as other Australians customarily
make, and to accept responsibility for the results following from those
decisions (Self-management: The Key to Aboriginal Development, DAA,
1975: 5)
Whilst these two policy statements do not differ in the position of Aboriginal communities
as an integral part of the Australian-state polity, there is a major difference in the notion
of responsibility for Aboriginal community development. The former policy statement sees
responsibility in a compensatory sense, that is restoring to local Aboriginal people the power
and means to decide their own future development. The latter sees it as accountability, that is
being prepared to be held accountable (responsible) for decisions or actions taken.
These views of responsibility is similar to the distinction made by Kent (1981)
(146) between “passive recipients” and “formulators, planners and doers of development
programmes”. Devolution of responsibility to local people to play active roles as
‘formulators’, ‘planners’ and ‘doers’ is held by some development management analysts as
a more effective approach because local people are believed to know their own social and
physical environment and can be expected to use the knowledge to increase the effectiveness
of decision making (Kent, 1981: 185). Yet, Mehta (1981) has warned against accepting
the ‘active responsibility’ approach as a universal prescription for all communities and
programmes. He noted the failure of many structures designed on the ‘active responsibility’
approach such as ‘council of elders’ and ‘village councils’ in rural communities in Thailand
to support his view. It therefore seems that the issue of responsibility is not only affected
by the context in which it is applied but also what local people perceive their needs and
interests are at any one period of time. But how do local people respond to this issue of
responsibility? Do they attach different levels of responsibility to different council functions
and if so under what conditions?. These issues will become clear in the following pages
when the actual perceptions and practices adopted by local people are considered.
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Perceptions of councils' relationship with the task environment
The only experience and knowledge of outside organisations that local people of the two
areas studied had was through the missionary establishment. Also missionaries in the two
areas followed the same approach of ‘limitation’ described earlier in the study. And since
these experiences and knowledge were obtained from a similar source, it may be valid to say
that the views or perceptions formed by local people of the two areas about their relationship
with this external environment will be similar since there are no other previous experiences
or knowledge with which to evaluate or compare the new experiences. The crucial thing to
note however is that the selection of options for action is not simply an application of the
perceptions so derived and therefore that only one type of perception of the relationship is
possible. Perceptions are relation or situation specific and are products of evaluation, and the
steps described earlier on page 65 can be invoked to explain the process involved before
perception translates to the selection of options for action.
The process in short involves that, firstly, local people (councillors) must indicate to
themselves what they stand to lose/gain from the interaction. This is dependent on how they
value or what value they place on the things in their immediate environment and is therefore
an internalised social process. The second step is the handling of this indication which may
involve ‘marking up/down’ the values in light of the situation in which they are placed and
the action required. As a result different perception of the relationship is made from time
to time because it is a formative process which is used and revised as instrument for the
guidance and selection of options for action. The following different perceptions as illustrated
in Figure 12 below were observed during the course of this study and the terms given are the
same terms used by local people to describe the perceptions.
Task environment seen as dictatorial or the ‘government mob’: This occurs when the
relationship between the councils concerned and officers of ‘Strategic Organisations is at a
low ebb and local people view the council as something which is deliberately set up by
outside ‘owners’ (strategic organisations) to achieve or accomplish a specific goal or policy
objective such as implementing a particular health or education programme. The goal is seen
as imposed, and to local people, its pursuit is the reason for the councils existence. The
important aspect of this perception is that the fulfilment of the goal is seen by local people
as for the benefit of the ‘government mob’ or officers of ‘Strategic Organisations’ and not
for local people. Local people are not expected to identify with the goal or the reasons for it,
they are only expected to treat it as an objective of their activity.
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Figure 12: Perceptions of relations from interaction with environments.

Since the ‘government mob’ know best, there is no perception that local councillors who
are charged with the implementation of the objective are ‘contributors’ to the formulation
of the objective. They are simply employed to carry out the prescribed activities for
extrinsic rewards. Conclusion of tasks and decision-making are fused under a climate
of ‘authoritativeness’ and councillors do not participate in all decisions. One councillor
described the perception in the following way:
We had the Town Clerk who thinks he is boss of the council. He did not
listen to us and started to do things we (the council) did not know about.
We told the OLG officer but he did not believe our story and so us mob
(councillors) just left everything to him, the ‘government mob’ (East Arnhem
councillor, 1996).
Task environment seen as provider - ‘look after’: To understand this perception held by
local people, the traditional form of ‘authority’ should be considered. It was stated earlier
that elders on Tiwi Islands can accrue more status than those in East Arnhem Land because
of the limitations imposed by ceremonial and kinship obligations such as in marriage rules.
However elders in both areas still have a common aspect in which they enjoyed similar level
of authority. This concerns what local people call ‘looking after’ which entails the notion
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of ‘ensuring’. Elders are the custodians of the sacred knowledge which is hidden from the
general population and are therefore the guarantors of the continuity and strength of the
group. They ‘look after’ young adults and children to ‘ensure’ the survival and continuation
of the tribe. Authority is therefore represented in adults or elders for the nurturing of young
adults and children. However as a person becomes an adult and starts to acquire hidden
knowledge, the relationship changes and that person will progressively go on to be an elder
with responsibility and authority over young adults and children. In the meantime, the ‘new’
elder owes no allegiance to his/her earlier elders since there is no chieftaincy or kingship
to formalise this allegiance.
The implication of this is that due to this absence of formalisation of allegiance, it is easier
than would otherwise be for an outside ‘agency’ to come in and assume the role of ‘looking
after'. And when outside agencies, first the missionaries and then the Government through
community councils began to occupy the roles traditionally reserved for elders, it constituted
a signal to local people that the relationship being set up was that of ‘looking after’.
Although the transfer of council responsibility to local people in 1978 was aimed in part
to change this initial perception of the relationship between local people and Government,
this perception still surfaces from time to time particularly when the ‘dependency’ variable
is strong. The perception of ‘looking after’ is similar to the ‘unitary goal model’ described
above but with an added dimension. This is the view that the resources of government
which supplies funding to the councils are unlimited. One councillor put it this way to
the researcher:
the government is lying for saying it has no money, the government has
a lot of money, they just don't want to give us more money? (Milikapiti
councillor, 1996).
Task environment seen as helper - ‘work together’: This view of the relationship is similar
to that of the ‘systems model’ of organisation in some major respects. It is when the
‘relationship’ variable is high45 and local people see the councils as an interrelated parts
which form the functional entity. It also involves the perception of the council as an open
system which must interact with its environment for survival. The implication therefore is
the concern with the ‘requirements’ to be met if the council is to continue surviving. It is
45

This is to say that the elements for the validation of acceptance described previosly have been gone
through in the process.
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these requirements which frame the objectives of the councils and also become issues of
importance to councillors. Fulfilling these requirements is based only on a kind of contract
between councils and Strategic Organisations which in turn is based on the commitment
and the feeling of ownership and control by all those involved. This is to say that those
who want to be involved in council management will include those who are emotionally
involved in the councils and who also receive ‘intrinsic’ reward for their participation. This
is how one councillor put it:
Sometime some people don't like what we are doing in the council. But
we like to help our community, that's why we are in the council. It is a
difficult job but we still like it because we want to help the community
(Nguiu councillor, 1997)

Perceptions of relationship with the community/cultural environment
As noted earlier, the perceptions of both the internal and external environments are part
of the same process of evaluation and accommodation as described in various sections of
this Thesis. It follows that the two perceptions can occur simultaneously and in examining
the perceptions of councils' relationships with their external environment, one can also
identify the corresponding perceptions of their community/cultural environment from the
statements of councillors since these relate to how local people view their culture's strengths
and weaknesses in this relationship. The same variables are also used to indicate these
perceptions as shown below. There are three corresponding conditions which local people use
to view their community/ cultural environment in this interaction. These are:
a. community/culture seen as strong or weak (high/low dependency)
b. community/culture seen as changing too fast or too slow (high/low risk)
c. community/culture seen as stable/unstable (high/low relationship)
In order to have a clear understanding of how these conditions are derived, it is necessary
to first consider how local people of the two areas view some areas of their world which
will be useful for this analysis. These views described below were evident in the section
dealing with the cultures of the two areas.
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Table 6: Relevant World Views and Their Relationships
Tiwi
• People can only alter the balance of nature by
violating taboos (pukimani)

East Arnhem
• People can alter the balance of nature by direct
intervention (galka djama)or sorcery

• People don't expect harm from others as long as • People cannot be trusted and can cause harm
they observe pukimani
• Work is hard. Production is work and it is
rewarding
• Knowledge (PuyinPuyin) has two distinct
aspects - the hidden and the open and they

• Work is hard and production is through
‘sweat’ (wuburr)
• Knowledge (rom; madayin) has two distinct
aspects - the hidden and the open which should
be kept separate at all times

should be kept separate at all times

The first and important point to note is the similarity in the perceptions of those factors
which are central to local peoples' approach to council management in the two areas. These
relate to the perception of work and knowledge from where their conception of ‘authority’
is derived. It will be suggested that the distinction between inside and outside knowledge
employed in this study presents a more coherent way for understanding other aspects of
social life particularly how local people perceive their world and their relationship to it. The
distinction affords the understanding that while hidden knowledge accounts for most of social
life it still leaves an avenue through open knowledge for creativity in council management.
Thus when local councillors respond to the introduced structure, their actions will flow from
how they see ‘inside knowledge’ coping with the pressures (i.e. the needs of local people) of
the introduced structure and the needs and mission of the introduced structure.
Community / culture seen as strong or weak: When local people refer to the strength/
weakness of their community or culture, what they are hinting at is the relative strength or
weakness of the mechanism for insulating inside knowledge. This is the oath of secrecy to
which initiates to sacred ceremonies or rituals are sworn. The fear here is that revelation
of the secretes will eventually lead to the desecration and weakening of their culture. One
council elder put it this way:
This is the same for all Aboriginal people. We think about the new way. We
like the new way. But we worry for our law, I mean our secrete law. If the
law is broken (revealed) we will be finished. We want to keep going in our
law as (Aboriginal) people. We want the young people to learn the law and
be strong in the law, our law (East Arnhem council elder, 1997).
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It was suggested in earlier sections that inside knowledge is the mechanism through which
raw nature is transformed into cultural objects which gives the people their identities, power
and integrity. This knowledge is preserved in secret stories and ceremonies, incantations,
rituals and medicine. The ability of inside knowledge to fulfil its function of maintaining the
power and integrity of the group rests on the strength of the belief in the stories, incantations
rituals and medicine. It is for this reason they are forbidden to be told or performed openly
and it is documented that transgressors in earlier times are instantly put to death (Roberts
1980). According to a high ‘Djungayin’ informant from East Arnhem Land:
In the old days, a Djungayin will say ‘that man has told a secrete to his wife,
he should be killed’ (East Arnhem ceremony man, 1996).
As local people no longer have access to this form of sanction to secure the secrecy of
inside knowledge46 , they can only rely on the strength of belief that still exists as the
measure of the ability of inside knowledge to fulfil its function. In turn, the strength of
belief will be governed by the amount of control people in charge of the sacred knowledge
have in safeguarding the secrets. Weak or strong community/culture therefore refers to
this amount of control. This is perhaps one of the major reasons for the acceptance of
councils as the preferred instrument for local administration due to the fact that secrete
knowledge or ‘business’ can be kept separate from council ‘business’ thereby affording
the communities a measure of control over the secrete knowledge. This was confirmed by
the president of the Ngiui Community Government Council Mr Barry Purruntatamerri in
a short interview in 1996:
Researcher: Some people have told me that many people in the community do not like
or support the council, they call them the ‘government mob’ and think they are not good
for Aboriginal people.
Barry: That's not true at all. Aboriginal people don't like to say what they feel inside to other
people or in public. I know that all Aboriginal people in this community like the council. For
the council, it is like we are our own boss. We still have our law and ceremonies and it is
the council which allow us to remain strong in our law.
46

There is presently a debate in the Northern Territory regarding the recognition and acceptance of
traditional Aboriginal law and enforcement into the Northern Territory legal system. At the time of
conducting this study, Aboriginal law is not recognised in the Northern Territory legal system and
traditional sanctions are illegal. (See Television ‘60 Minutes’ programme on Channel 8, Northern
Territory, 2 May 1999).
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Researcher: What do you think about the future, the young people, do you think they want
to follow your law?
Barry: The young people are like young people in other places. They like new things. But
because we have our own council, we teach our young people our ways too, our law, so
that they can also be strong in our law.
Community / culture seen as changing too fast or too slow: One of the key things here is
the confidence with which local councillors approach their functions as decision makers and
managers of council activities. This confidence, in turn, is built on self esteem generated
from a sense of understanding and control of councils' activities. The root of all these has to
do with the history of the communities, their make up and the level of outside intervention
in councils' decision making processes.
On the one hand, a community may strive to engender a sense of unity and coherence in
order to limit internal council squabbles and achieve more effective decision making. On
the other, councillors may seek to take advantage of what they see as a beneficial council
activity for their communities which may not be favoured by a group or individuals in
the community. Thus while councillors may want some continuity with the past to provide
coherence and unity in decision making, they also need individual contribution and creativity
in order to take advantage of what they see as beneficial to their communities. When local
people speak of fast or slow change in their community/ culture, what they are referring to
is their relative ability to control the flow of events and make relevant decisions which will
attract support from members of their communities.
Community/culture seen as stable or unstable: To be effective councils must not only strive
towards community coherence and ability to make decisions as units, they must also be
technically efficient which means they must be organisationally capable of implementing
their decisions. This refers to the ability of the councils to coordinate and channel individual
activities to the accomplishment of councils' objectives without creating a conflict of interest
among groups or individuals and employees or workers.
Stability in the eyes of local people therefore relates more to agreement on outcomes. As
is demonstrated in several places in this Thesis, local people have shown an inclination
that they identify with a community not because it is ‘normal’ in a traditional sense but
because it has an apparatus of the councils in place which works for them or through which
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their needs can be met. So when local people talk of stability, what they are referring
to is the level of contentment or satisfaction which exists in the community. A stable
community therefore will be one which is characterised by a broad consensus on the role
of the council and which limits competition for resources among the various groups in
the community. Stable communities in this sense are ones in which councils can deliver
high levels of service.

Summary of chapter
This chapter looks at the processes involved in the design of the councils in their
introduction to Aboriginal communities. It then conceptualises the environments of councils
and, as the model of ‘late development’ used for this study emphasises the importance of
environments for understanding council management practices, the chapter identifies three
variables which are considered to be important in the interaction of councils with the
environments. How councils actually interact with the environments or the process involved
in this interaction is then examined in detail.
The chapter considers the important elements which local people use to validate their
acceptance of the imposed council structure in their interaction with their task environment.
The importance of perception and how it applies to this study is highlighted to make the
point that it is not whether perception is close to or different from reality that is important
in the case of Aboriginal community councils but that it is what gives rise to the options
or practices selected by local people in the management of their councils. The chapter then
details the perceptual patterns observed in the councils during the course of the study. The
model of ‘late development’ is again used to highlight that the patterns are located in the
interaction of councils with their identified environments.
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Chapter Five
The Practice of Responsibility
The relevant environments of the councils and key variables have been identified above.
Explanation has also been provided on how the environments and variables interact. From
this interaction, perceptions of their relationship with the environments are derived. It is the
effects of these interactions and perceptions which bring out the creative efforts of local
people. It should be noted that local councils not only exist to carry out duties of the
imposed objectives but also to express opinions on behalf of their constituents.
This representative function has two forms. Firstly they can urge Governments through
their agencies to carry out policies which they think will benefit them. Secondly, they can
be asked by Governments to encourage certain activities in their areas such as mining
activities. They often, in addition, receive requests from other organisations, bodies, groups
or individuals for various promotional activities in their communities. And because the
interactive effects of the environments and the identified variables can result in conflict of
priorities for councils, local people try to adopt strategies which will allow them to carry out
these functions with minimum stress and costs to their communities.
During field observations the following structural configurations put in the diagrammatic
model of the councils below were noted:
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Figure 13: Structural outcomes

From the diagrammatic model which is termed the ‘late development’ or ‘community’ model
in Figure 3, the arrows show the flow of effects. The councils try to maintain stability
through the counter-balancing forces of the environments but they too are susceptible to
change due to the influences from the environments.
As was explained earlier, the introduced organisational form in Aboriginal communities
underwent processes different from those of other communities. The processes led to the
observation that council behaviour can be located in the interaction of councils with
the ‘task’ and the community / cultural environments, that is from perceptions of their
relationship with the environments. Also the observation was made that the perceptions can
occur simultaneously but more importantly, Barker's (1993) notion of ‘internal influence’ was
employed to indicate that in the case of Aboriginal communities, perceptions of relationship
with their community/cultural environment actually draws on the local circumstances of the
received management structure. In other words, by first considering the relationship of local
councils with their task environment, a better understanding can be had of the community/
cultural environment.
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It is necessary to remember the two steps involved in the application of perceptions to
actions of local people as described earlier on page 65. The critical point alluded to was
that the process is not an automatic application of perception to the selection of option for
action such that a relationship perceived as friendly and engendering community participation
(‘Work Together’, p. 139), for example, will result in a ‘flat’ council structure. It will be a
mistake to assume this to be the case, particularly in Aboriginal community councils where
they are often faced with various options for action in any particular instance or period. Thus
structural outcomes and practices described below represent the options for action selected
after the two-step process and they occur or are adopted to deal with perceived specific
problems when they arise.
Figure 14 shows an outcome when the variables of dependency and risk were high and
relationship between council and the task environment was poor resulting in low council
activity leading strategic organisations to entrust and appoint outside European staff to take
over the general operation of the affected council. This occurred at Ramingining in 1995
during field work for this study. All the effects in Figure 15 were evident and an added
disadvantage was that this configuration was very wasteful since external workers were
required to carry out most of council work. To correct this situation, the affected council
selected the practice as depicted in Figure 17 on Page 219. This practice and other practices
adopted by respective councils are described in detail in the next chapters.
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Figure 14: Dependency and risk are high and poor relationship between task environment and council

Figure 15 outcome was observed when the variable of ‘dependency’47

was very strong

whilst the remaining two variables remained weak. As a result the level of trust between
councils and strategic organisations became low and strategic organisations considered that
European staff were more likely to provide effective coordination. Cultural prices were
raised; council employees morale, community interest and participation all fell and there was
fear the situation could slide into the configuration represented in Figure 14.

47

The dependency variable as applied to this study was defined on page 121. The crucial element
of dependency here is the degree to which councils rely on Strategic Organisations to perform their
functions. For example, when councils cannot have access to certain resources without the support or
agreement of Strategic Organisazation officers.
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Figure 15: Dependency variable is strong and relationship is weak.

Again a corrective option was taken as shown in Figure 17 (Page 219).
Figure 16 occurred when the relationship variable was seen as strong whilst the other two
variables are weak resulting in the lowering of ‘cultural prices’ (as explained earlier on pages
146 to 147). This in turn intensified community interest and participation in council activities
and the tendency to reduce the layers of control and coordination consistent with the actual
knowledge of employees as well as the technical necessities of operations.
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Figure 16: The relationship variable is strong whilst dependency and risk are seen as weak.

A major consequence of this configuration when it was observed was that it tended to
be wasteful since council employees became much in control of themselves and tended to
divert council resources to their own personal interests. However, this was balanced by the
reduction in cultural prices and intra-community conflicts.
These are the configurations that were observed in the community councils which could be
clearly distinguished and explained. Other variations were also observed but these appeared
to be minor reactions to a variable in isolation from the other variables. The situations were
corrected quickly and did not produce any lasting effects. These configurations are consistent
with the overall perspective of this study that whenever one is looking for explanations in
organisational outcomes in a cross-cultural setting where a society is under strong influence
from another society, the relationship which exists between them will be fundamental in
the organisational outcomes.

Management Difficulties
The different relationships and the diagrammatic representation of council pattern in
operation during the predominance of a particular relationship was presented in Figure 13
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(Page 207). As indicated, there are council management problems associated with each
type of relationship. In several in-depth interviews with local councillors to get a better
understanding of what they see as areas of difficulties for the councils when confronted with
choice of priorities in a particular relationship, councillors consistently repeated some terms
which pointed to the issues. These terms are:
“what we want”
“which way we do it”
“who is boss”
It would seem that although initially the conflict of priorities over these issues was between
a council and its external (task) environment, the attempt at integration and the resultant
creation of hierarchy in the design of the councils has gradually moved this conflict inwards
because community councils would now have to address the added conflict of priority of
‘who is boss’. The conflict of ‘what we want’ and ‘how we do it’ versus the cultural price
to be paid relates to the whole community whilst the conflict of ‘who is boss’ relates to
individuals or groups within the community.
In the former, the desecration of a totemic object or site which might belong to a particular
clan group in a community, for example, will be felt equally by all other clan groups within
that community. In East Arnhem Land, the communities of Ramingining and Milligimbi
comprise different clan groups but all the groups are linked through the moiety system as
detailed in the opening chapters of the Thesis. The Tiwi Islanders are linked through the
same cultural practices and language.
The conflict of ‘who is boss’ on the other hand, concerns individual satisfaction in relation
to the price paid for determining issues of ‘what we want’ and ‘how we do it’. The conflict
of ‘who is boss’ therefore is a consequence of the other conflicts and all must be addressed
together for the council to continue to survive and function.
Figure 17 (Page 219) also shows the practices adopted by councils to deal with these
conflicts which were observed at particular periods in councils during field work for this
study. The following chapters will examine these practices in detail and provide data on
the perceptions on their effectiveness.
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Management practices
One of the features of the ‘late developers’ model used in this Thesis as explained in the
opening chapters is that the determination of the objectives (or goals) of the councils did not
evolve through the ‘matching’ of community needs as specified in their value prescriptions
and the expectations of individuals as developed in the internalisation of those values. Rather
the objectives were imposed by an external power. This means council strategies cannot
be based solely on the manipulation of internalisation process (or psychological traits) in
order to achieve effectiveness but must encompass the ‘reality’ of the relationship of local
people and their environments.
Further, this model allows other explanations to be explored instead of relying solely on
the issues of ‘voluntarism’ or ‘resistance’ to explain council management actions as some
observers such as those mentioned below have tried to do. Wolfe, (1989); and Coombs,
(1979) have both argued that there is widespread resistance to bureaucratic control exercised
by councils in their communities. They claim this resistance is illustrated by the high
employee turnover rate of councils and the high absenteeism of councillors at council
meetings. Scott (1985) has also observed that what may look as voluntary participation of
indigenous people in imposed structures may just be efforts to satisfy other needs. In his
analysis of the ‘adjustment’ of Malaysian peasants to bureaucratic control, Scott argued that
the peasants “conformed in their actions but resisted in their thoughts and ideas” (p. 168).
This is to say that whilst the peasants conformed to bureaucratic control to satisfy their
material ‘addiction’, they rejected the control in their thoughts and ideas (i.e. minds).
Evidence such as that of Scott and others cited above may lead some to believe that
Aboriginal community councils are in fact characterised by mistrust and resistance, but on
closer examination however, this is not so due to the fact that the difficulties of high
turnover rates and absenteeism at council meetings mentioned by Wolfe and Coombs as
cited above are:
a. confined to individuals and not collective;
b. when they seem collective, it is usually a form of protection against a perceived threat (i.e. they
occur spontaneously and not pre-conceived or planned actions);
c. the practices do not last long and are easily resolved; and
d. when resistance fails to reflect or generate a sense of community and interdependence, it is
usually not a genuine reflection of resistance.
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Thus the practices observed and described below may not resemble the usual management
prescriptions such as increasing employee participation in decision making or focussing on
the material needs of employees. The reason for this is that the overriding management
objective of councils, from the point of view of local people, seems to be how to increase
their autonomy by meeting the ‘objective demands’ of the imposed structure while at the
same time maintaining their kinship and ceremonial responsibilities with limited damage
to hidden knowledge which gives each group its identity and power. There is therefore
no plan in the systemic sense of management action as mentioned earlier, rather there
are ‘improvised’ actions which allow councils to ‘manage’ the clash of priorities when a
particular relationship is perceived to be operating as shown in Figure 17 (Page 219).
Management actions will change from time to time as each community grapples with the
objective requirements of the imposed structure and the internalised and shared values within
the community. Council management practices described below therefore apply to specific
periods when the related interactive effects and relationships are prevalent within a particular
council. The practices are designed to cope with the difficulties inherent in the relationships
whilst trying to preserve the advantages. The observed practices are:
• separation of responsibilities
• one-man management; and
• community responsibility
Separation of responsibility: Organisation analysts agree that organisations consist of two
different networks of organisations within them and these are the human and technical
networks. While it is still not resolved in research which network ultimately leads to unity
and effectiveness, it is known that either of the networks can be manipulated to achieve
certain desired goals sought by organisation leaders.
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Figure 17: Perceptual effects and Practices

The council structure introduced to Aboriginal communities (see Figure 10 Page 157) is
modelled on the technical organisation which emphasises the placement of employees into
positions based on skills and experience relevant to the position. Underpinning this model is
the assumption that if Aboriginal communities are to have the same facilities and services
similar to those available in urban European centres, technical organisation will be the
effective and efficient means of achieving the objective.
However the placement of employees in positions based on skills and relevant experience
also means that work processes are subject to specific division of labour and responsibility
with the commensurate authority of each position in a hierarchy with authority concentrated
at the top of the hierarchy in a superior/inferior relationship. But for this model to work
smoothly, it must permit:
a. maximum or optimal flow of information upward and downward the hierarchy and
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b. effective channels of command. In other words all the activities of the various positions must
be coordinated.
During the missionary superintendent period, local people were shielded from this aspect of
organisation. Those who were employed by the missionaries believed their work was for the
benefit of the missionaries and not part of the ‘coordinated work’ for achieving a certain
objective. To local people every employed person ‘worked for himself’. Thus whilst local
people saw and experienced the network of technical organisation, they were shielded from
the network of human organisation. In other words organisation concerns did not:
diffuse throughout the organisation gradually involving its members
consciously and with commitment to the system (Selznick, 1952: 52).
Local people recognised this deficiency when responsibility for council management was
transferred to them in 1978 and one of the practices they adopted to overcome it, for
example in the cases of Milligimbi and Ramingining, was to retain the missionary staff
in the council even when they were pressured by the NT Government to discontinue with
the services of the missionary staff. This practice of preferring ‘outsiders’ to occupy some
strategic council positions is still employed to deal with certain circumstances when they
arise. The position of community council clerk is the focal one to consider in this situation.
It is often the case that sometimes councils prefer local Aborigines to occupy this position
and at other times non-Aborigines or Europeans are recruited to fill the position. This is to
say that local people, because they did not experience the network of human organisation
in the missionary superintendent period also did not experience the human problems of
technical organisation and therefore are still in the learning stage of the perfection and
manipulation of the network of human organisation in the management process. As a result
one of their practices is to ascribe these functions to an outside ‘expert’ when it is perceived
the network of human organisation is not solid enough to guide council actions.48
Thus it is not the case that it is due to lack of educated or skilled local people which
still allows Europeans or outsiders to be recruited to the council clerk positions, rather it is
a practice often deliberately employed to overcome a management problem when it arises.
In fact a survey of skills and level of education available in the communities presented in
48

But at other times when they feel they are competent in the manipulation of the network of human
organisation they employ one of their local people to occupy this position until management difficulties
associated with human organisation become chronic to again force them to change the practice.
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Appendix G indicates there are local people with sufficient level of education and skills to
perform the duties of the positions. Also the position of Town Clerk, which is the focus
position in this case, has been occupied by local Aboriginal people at various times in the
communities covered in this study.
How it works: The separation of responsibilities can be put in a diagram as depicted in
Figure 18. The practice works by the councils ceding their ‘staff authority’ to an appointed
European Town Clerk. The European Town Clerk then assumes ‘line authority’ over all
other employees of the council including Aboriginal employees. The staff authority can be
seen as based on an enforceable contract of employment which includes the power to ‘hire
and fire’ employees. The line authority as vested in a position empowers the occupant of
that position to command or direct other subordinate employees. The European Town Clerk,
having assumed the line authority then delegates it to European technical supervisors.
It should be noted that the authority referred to above relates to the legal ‘power’ to
command or act as contained in the Community Council legislation. It is therefore a
hierarchical authority which exists primarily as a ‘contingent force’ used for resolving intracouncil disputes and making decisions affecting the council. The difficulty with this type
of (legislative) authority for local people however, is that its ultimate source is outside the
immediate boundaries of the communities and may therefore be difficult to use particularly
in instances where there is a clash between technical and human imperatives of councils.
This is because in hierarchical structures, disputes are often resolved in favour of the superior
position where the network of human organisation is not solid. And whenever councillors
perceive that the network of human organisation is not solid enough for them to act as
required, such responsibility is best suited to European staff as the social impact of their
presence and decisions in the communities is often peripheral and short-lived.
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Figure 18: Separations of Responsibilities: Councils assume nominal control over employees only. Town clerk, Work
Supervisors report directly to OLG.

Table 7 shows these different areas of responsibilities when the practice is adopted and as
can be seen, the area of councillors' responsibilities only relates to ensuring local support
for council activities. They are not accountable for misuse of resources or task failures.
The implication of this practice is that while it can be very effective in accomplishing
council objectives, its success almost entirely depends on the quality of the European staff
working for the councils.
Separation of Responsibilities

Table 7: Separation of Responsibilities
Responsibilities:

European Town Clerk:

Council led by the president:

Direction

Determines what effort will be

Determines which aboriginal

required and when it will be

personnel will be involved and

performed.

provides the necessary support

Determines what effort will be

Determines which Aboriginal

required and when it will be

personnel will be involved and

performed

provides the necessary supports

Accountable for misuse of

Not accountable for misuse of

resources or task failures

resources or task failures

Control

Accountabilities
Administration

Approves requisitions orders and Only supports procedures
acquittals
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This quality does not only refer to the skills and experience of the staff but also their
personal characters.49
One-man management: In 1992 and 1993 the Purlarumpi council had the same person as
president of the council. It is also reported that this individual person has been elected
as president on five other occasions. A similar situation also occurred in Ramingining
between 1982 and 1993. One community elder at Purlarumpi expressed their attitude to
this arrangement thus:
He (the president) is very good with the government people and with him
as president the council has no problem getting more money from the
government and everybody is happy (Purlarumpi community elder, 1996).
The above expression probably sums up the basis of the one-man management practice.
To understand the various aspects of this practice, one should first examine the introduced
structure and the important elements on which it is based. These elements are often not
explicitly stated in government documents nevertheless they remain as the essential pillars
on which the councils are structured.
First there should be a dichotomy between decisions and implementation. Decisions are to
be made by the elected council while implementation is delegated to an administrative unit
headed by an appointed Town Clerk. Staff of this administrative unit including the Town
Clerk are to be employed by the council. Secondly the council president is to function
only as ‘chairman’ with no ‘veto’ power or any distinguishable benefits such as higher
salary or other perks from the rest of the councillors. The president will not have any
separate power to ‘hire or fire’ council employees. This equality of status of all councillors
is intended to ensure the functioning of the council as a collective unit representing all
sections of the community.
Lastly the Town Clerk as the first officer of the administrative unit should not have any
authority to seek or interpret orders directly from community members. He also should not
accept orders from individual councillors. He is only responsible to the collective unit of the
council and not to individual councillor including the president.

49

See section dealing with ‘expatriates’ effectiveness on page 169.
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The perfection of the networks of technical and human organisations described earlier
actually refers to how a council uses the authority vested in it to control the activities of
its members so as to achieve the general compliance of its employees and the approval
and support of the larger community. To achieve this it will use ‘things’ at its disposal
(i.e. the allocated resources) to control individuals but at the same time it must rely on the
judgement and commitment of individuals for task completions. In the former the council
has the authority to decide “who gets what” but in the latter, individuals have the power
over task completions.
It is when these elements of control are out of sic that the one-man management practice is
adopted. The context for the adoption of this practice can be put as follows:
a. when council decisions on “who gets what” do not lead to task completions
b. when there are material consequences such as suspension of outside assistance
c. when there is significant negative social consequence such as division of community along
tribal or kinship lines.
When these conditions occur, it is important for the council to find another instrument of
control in order to survive and continue to operate. This is done by the ‘selection’ of an
appropriate person to the position of council president. It is important not to interpret this
selection as an attempt to find a ‘compromise’ candidate to assist the council get over
a difficult period. There are stringent criteria for this selection and more importantly the
selection is by the community and not the councillors. These criteria include:
a. ability to make decisions which will lead to task completions
b. ability to deal effectively with outside agencies and
c. ability to act with an acceptable degree of probity at all times
Tribal affiliation is not an important criterion in this selection as the one-man practice has
often resulted in the selection of candidates from less ‘powerful’ and minority families or
tribes in the communities such as Ramingining. Due to the fact the selection is community
rather than council based, the one-man manager has wider powers such as being able to
give commands on the spot without going through formal council channels. He/she is able
to negotiate directly with outside agencies on behalf of the council. He/she also can make
final authorisation for the employment of the work force, materials, the allocation of specific
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tasks and funds. The one-man manager can take punitive actions against employees without
prior council approval.
The concentration of power in one person however means that the person can be held
responsible for the overall performance of the council. As a result the one-man management
practice tends to emphasise task completion over community solidarity or cohesion.
The community responsibility practice: While the one-man management practice has been
quite successful particularly in the area of task completions and improved efficiency in the
councils in which it was adopted (see chapter on council performance), its major drawback
has been the lack of ability to engender community cohesion or solidarity when it is
employed. Communities during these periods are often prone to manipulation by outside
agencies wishing to further their own interests. These periods often see attempts to set
up rival ‘organisations’ in order to attract direct government funding in competition with
the community councils. Another social effect of the one-man management practice is the
increased rate of inter-clan feuds and drunkenness. There is also the ‘stealing’ of competent
council employees by rival organisations.
To arrest these problems, the community responsibility practise is devised. It involves the
reconstitution of the council so that every clan, tribe or group in the community all have
equal representation in the council. This arrangement should not be confused with the ‘ward’
system which usually follows geographical divisions. The important feature of this practice is
that every clan or group must be represented at council meetings before any major decision
can be made and the decision method often follows the ‘evaluation process’ described on
pages 178 to 179.
To make sure that the ‘right’ decisions are always made, however, the council has to involve
itself in both policy and technical decisions. And since technical decisions are best left to
the technical experts, decisions are often very slow with no clear demarcation of who is
responsible for what. Also individual councillors tend to be involved directly with council
workers to find out their problems and offering solutions which sometimes are unrealistic.

Summary of chapter
In this chapter detailed descriptions of the practices devised by local people (the councillors)
to deal with the council management difficulties are presented. The question that immediately
springs to mind in the consideration of these practices relates to the hypotheses developed
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for this study which is that: do the practices suggest a predominant influence of culture in
them, or in the parlance of convergence theory, do they signify a high level of integration to
the Northern Territory system of Government administration resulting in the decline of local
Aboriginal cultural differences with the wider Australian society?
As shown in the explanations provided, the practices are located in the interaction of councils
with their environments and as a result several factors, including those which emanate from
the cultural ‘filtering’ process, collude to influence the practices selected by local people.
These practices then serve as a concrete refutation of excessive claims made by proponents
of either side of the argument which were cited earlier in the study. The best way to
explain the practices is actually to consider them in terms of ‘late development’ which is
that in responding to the same pressures of Government administration authority, there is
no one ‘optimal’ social or cultural arrangement which a local community can adopt to deal
with the various management difficulties it faces. The practices therefore are local creations
designed to ‘manage’ or respond to the pressures of Government administration authority.
The important thing to consider is that the application of these practices, however, requires
that councils make decisions and ensure the decisions are carried out. And since these
involve dealing with people, the way in which councillors work with their employees and
deal with other agencies will be crucial to how effective the practices are. The issues of
leadership styles and decision making therefore are important to consider. These are taken
up in the next two chapters of the study.

Leadership and leadership styles50
It is not clear what roles are designated for council presidents and councillors in the
government prescribed council structure. However the role and responsibilities of the Council
Clerk is clearly spelt out in a government brochure:
The council clerk is the chief executive officer of the council and it is his/her
job to make sure that council decisions are carried out.
50

The ‘leadership style’ approach is considered the most suitable for this type of study owing to the
nature of authority of the council. Legislative authority vested in the council as a unit and, in principle
only the council (as a unit) can exercise that authority. But in daily operations, individuals such as council
president are required to exercise authority on behalf of the council (the position of council president
or individual council positions have no mandated authority in the legislation). Hence it is how that
individual uses that council authority (i.e. style of leadership) or the behaviour of the leader which will be
of primary consideration. In addition, certain sets of forces will also be influential in deciding which style
of leadership will be appropriate. For a discussion of this aspect see Tannehbaun & Schmidt 1973.
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……… the council clerk is responsible to the council for making sure that
all of the council's functions are carried out. …..the clerk will direct staff to
perform particular tasks and then report back to council on progress (Office
of Local Government, 1990: 11)
The government brochure also directed councils to:
observe the correct chain of command; and employees should receive their
instructions from their immediate supervisor, and councilors should not give
instructions directly to staff. This is the council clerks job (Office of Local
Government, 1990: 11).
These roles51 and responsibilities clearly refer to the co-ordination of council activities to
ensure that the set objective/s are met. And since the designer of council structures (i.e. the
minister or delegate) is not directly involved in this coordinating of activities, he/she would
have to rely on another person to fulfil this role on his/her behalf hence the creation of
that administrative layer as explained earlier.
It was pointed out earlier that the explanatory variables in council performance or behaviour
could be identified as the functional dependence; bargaining relationship; and risk which
together had significant influence in both the task and community/cultural environments
of councils. Thus the function of management must also include the management of this
relationship to ensure that the promised allocation of resources and council objectives are
commensurate with community expectations, needs and values.
There is an important distinction between this function and the responsibilities prescribed
by the government as stated above. The latter are carried out in accordance with specific
rules and authority delegations whilst the former relies on ‘personal’ relationships existing
between firstly councils and their employees; between councils and strategic organisations
and lastly between councils and the communities in which they operate. These ‘personal’
relationships are usually the domain of informal relationships which have no structural
aspects and therefore have reference to leadership.

51

These roles and responsibilities are only Government prescriptions or guides for council operation.
The individual positions do not carry any legislative authority.
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Due to the fact that these relationships are crucial to the functioning and survival of
the councils (for example a breakdown in relationship between councils and strategic
organisations will have severe consequences for resource procurement), the issue of
leadership becomes very important in the management of the councils. This is to say that
the practice of leadership (or how they ‘manage’ these relationships) will be crucial for the
councils' ability to fulfil their stated objective/s. The importance of this aspect of council
management was pointed out in a government pubication (1990) that:
the success or failure of a council is primarily a function of council
leadership (Office of Local Government, 1990:.2)
The formal status and the official authority of councils (i.e. the official body in control of
the provided resources) allow them to use these resources to exert some influence on their
employees and community members which reliance on council delegated formal authority
may not be able to provide. However the use of the resources also constraints council
leaders due to the prescribed rules governing the use of the resources. Thus the ‘style of
leadership’ will be important since this will largely determine the amount of influence they
can wield over the management of the provided resources and in getting council employees
and community members to contribute to the fulfilment of the set objective/s. But what
determines leadership styles? Are there differences in styles? and if so what effects would
the different styles have in terms of council performance?

The study of organisation leadership
The issue of leadership has been one of the main areas of research in the study of
organisations. Traditionally, the issue has been mainly the domain of sociologists whose
interest is to seek ways of widening the scope of influence over employees beyond that
derived from the formal controlling power vested in a position in the organisation hierarchy.
Long ago, Commons (1924) pointed out the limitation of formal authority which he said
had its source in the ‘legal contract’ when an employee agrees to join a firm. According
to Commons, while employees accept the authority of the organisation to direct and control
their work, this acceptance does not extend to their willingness to devote their ingenuity
and energy to performing their tasks to the best of their abilities (Commons cited in Blau
& Scott, 1970: 140).
As a result of this limited scope of formal authority, analysts (for example Haire,1960;
Mintzberg, 1989) believe that the way in which the person occupying a position of authority
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in the organisation actually uses that authority is the major determinant of that person's
effectiveness. Other analyses are directed at identifying the sources of power which if used
in appropriate combinations will enhance the leader's organisational effectiveness (Hellriegel,
Slocum and Woodman, 1989).
In more recent analyses, emphasis has shifted to differentiating leadership from management
in organisations. Bennis (1986) started this line of thinking. He described the leader as the
‘social architect’ responsible for transforming the organisation through his ability to create
a vision that others can believe in and adopt as their own. Managers, according to Bennis,
however keep the organisation on target in accordance with the leader's vision. He coined
a famous phrase to underline this difference: ‘managers do things right and leaders do the
right thing’ (Bennis,1986: 32).
Bennis' point has been challenged particularly by a recently released Karpin report (1995)
which was based on the study of 180 Australian big enterprises. The report questioned
the usefulness of such differentiation and believed the two functions are interrelated. It
concluded by asserting that:
you cannot lead until you know how to manage and you cannot manage until
you know how to lead. (Karpin Report, 1995 in Australian Human Resource
Magazine, April, 1996:14)
These few examples show the difficulty in trying to seek guidance from the general
management literature on the issue of organisation leadership. Even when it appears there
is agreement on the underlying assumption that there are certain attributes or abilities which
set a leader apart from other members of the organisation, agreement on the source and
constitution of those attributes and abilities remains elusive. A recent commentator on the
issue remarked that:
After about 5000 studies since 1900, there is still no comprehensive theory
of leadership (Andrewartha,1996: 2).
The views in the literature even seem wider apart when the issue is examined in a crosscultural setting such as in Aboriginal community councils.
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Culture and leadership
Schweder and LeVine (1984); Wyer and Srull (1989); Erez and Earley (1993) all suggest
that cultural values shape cognitive schemes or sets of shared meaning among individuals.
Erez and Earley later used this notion to develop a model that integrated cultural factors,
managerial and motivational practices, and the self in order to explain behaviours across
cultures. They suggested in the model that information concerning leadership practices was
processed by employees in light of cultural values. They began by evaluating leadership
practices in terms of their potential contribution to employees' sense of well-being and
self-worth. Those practices that contributed to the fulfilment of self-derived needs were
found to be evaluated favourably by employees. So also were the practices that initiated
feelings of satisfaction and motivated employees to contribute to the organisation in terms
of performance and extra-role behaviour. The improved performance served as a re-enforcer
to the leader who then continued to exhibit the particular leadership practices that elicited
the improved performance.
In an earlier study, Haire, Ghiselli and Porter (1986) found that 28% of the variability
in leadership styles was associated with national groupings after investigating managerial
attitudes across fourteen countries. Hofstede's (1980) study is also consistent with this
line of research. After analysing 16000 survey materials in IBM subsidiaries located in
fourty countries, he concluded that an individual's leadership style depended on how he or
she scored on the cultural dimensions he identified in the study. Such is the popularity
of this line of research that in fact whole research programmes have been built around
uncovering the differences in leadership behaviour across countries with different cultural
value orientations.
However, after conducting a review of the literature on this issue, Triandis (1993) concluded
that leadership, after all, are similar across cultures and that there are only shifts in emphasis.
This is to say that while common leadership factors may exist in a given cultural setting,
these do not depend on cultural value orientations alone for a specific leadership profile to
be dominant. This view appears to be closer to what is occurring in Aboriginal community
councils, at least in the cases studied. For Aboriginal community councils, leadership and
leadership styles rather than being wholly determined by the cultural value orientations of a
given area, appear to be a result of a relatively complex interplay between value orientations
and the psychological forces of past and present experiences. This is to say that council
leadership and leadership styles are responses associated with the social relationships created
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as a result of the imposed objectives. Examination of the issue in traditional organisation
may also shed some light.

Leadership in traditional organisation in Aboriginal communities
The issue of leadership runs deep in the ceremonial organisation of the two areas covered
in this study yet it has received little or no attention among researchers of Aboriginal
communities. As one Aboriginal elder52 put it:
leadership is an issue on which many intra and inter-tribal feuds have
occurred and continue to occur (Aboriginal elder, East Arnhem, 1997)
In both areas traditional ceremonies play an important role in maintaining order and peace.
Traditional ceremonies are actually forums in which important decisions are made and
disputes settled. Leadership is therefore organised around the ceremonies.
In the Millingimbi-Ramingining area of East Arnhem land, there are basically two categories
of ceremonial leaders - the Ngurru-dawalangu and the Djugayin. The Ngurru-dawalangu is
the person who has the responsibility of leading a ceremony.
This person is the custodian of the clan's sacred object or ‘crest’ and is also entrusted
with the clapstick used for summoning people to the ceremony. As the position is not
hereditary, selection is subject to public opinion and support. According to elders, people
who are perceived as ‘strong’ (i.e. those with the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ knowledge') are
usually selected. It is therefore common that people who can lay claim to the possession of
supernatural powers or sorcery are selected to be the Ngurru-dawalangu.
The position of Djungayin on the other hand is seen by elders as a ‘management’ position.
A Djungayin, according to elders, is like a policeman or manager of ‘business’ (ceremony).
For example, during an initiation ceremony for a Yirritja person, it is the responsibility of
the Dhuwa moiety to organise, arrange and control the ceremony. This involves the provision
of food and other material support particularly to those who have travelled from other areas
to participate in the ceremony. The position is then reversed in a Dhuwa ceremony. Due to
52

The term ‘elder’ is used frequently in the Thesis. It is a term employed by local Aboriginal people
to refer to a category of individuals in the communities. These are usually older people who may be
traditional land owners with ceremonial responsibilities and vast in traditional law and customs. This
category should not be confused with council leadership, although it should be noted that elders with
adequate English language skills can also be selected to council leadership positions.
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the welfare-oriented nature of the Djungayin position, elders say people perceived to have
good ‘people skills’ with the right connections and ability to source materials are often
preferred for the Djungayin position.
Among the Tiwi, a person is selected to a ceremonial leadership role through personal skills
and knowledge of that ceremony. The position is referred to as ‘Raurr’ and once selected, the
person by virtue of that ceremonial role is empowered to compose new songs, dances, body
paintings, and artefacts; and accept or reject other peoples' compositions. He or she is also
able to ascribe people to different roles in the ceremony.
In East Arnhem Land, local people use the English word ‘boss’ interchangeably with the
Yolgu word ‘bungawa’. The Yolgu word ‘bungawa’, according to local informants, literarily
means ‘Superintendent’. From their explanation, it would appear that the word ‘bungawa’
was coined for ‘Superintendent’ during what is known as the ‘missionary custodial
superintendence’ period. Nowadays the word is used for non-Aboriginal personnel such as
the supervisor of the Community Development and Employment Programme (CDEP), Town
Clerk, Bookkeeper, Building supervisor etc.
For the Aboriginal council president, local people say the position equates to the ‘Djungayin’
in East Arnhem Land (president is like ‘Djungayin’ in Yolgu business) and ‘Raurr’ among
the Tiwi. In traditional ceremony, the two positions are vested with authority to organise,
arrange and control material resources for the welfare of participants. This image of council
president's role as equivalent to the traditional leadership roles of the Djungayin and Raurr in
ceremony is a very powerful one since it allows local people to view council leadership roles
as beneficial to the community as a whole. But more importantly, according to one leader,
it allows them to see council leadership as ‘us the people in control of ourselves’ thereby
validating their acceptance of council leadership positions.
Councillors used the comparisons provided in a diagrammatic form to illustrate their
views on council leadership.53 The comparisons are first, between leadership in traditional
ceremony and the missionary period leadership; and secondly between leadership in
traditional ceremony and council leadership as shown in Figure 19. It is important to note

53

Richard Trudgeon's (of ARDS, Uniting Church) assistance in investigating this aspect is
acknowledged.
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how the image of council leadership held by the people is very similar to the traditional
leadership.54

54

Although this diagramatic comparison was initially provided by councillors at Ramingining, the
comparison was confirmed by councillors from other councils covered in the study as representative of
their views of the comparison.
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The question is, does this ability to transfer leadership roles in traditional ceremony to
council leadership roles suggests ceremonial leaders are automatically preferred in council
leadership positions as claimed by some observers for example, Bagshaw (1977)? According
to Bagshaw who conducted his study in Maningrida in East Arnhem Land in 1977:
The fact that they (the community leaders) had ritual and totemic affiliations
with particular tracts of land within the claims domain served to enhance
their political status and personal prestige (Bagshaw, 1977: 60)
Bagshaw's observation however may not be totally accurate at least in the present cases
under study. It was noted in the previous pages that ceremonial leaders (i.e. the Djungayin
in East Arnhem and Raurr in Tiwi) attain these positions through good skills, kinship
relationship and knowledge of the laws linked to the ceremony of which they are in charge.
As a result, legitimation of their positions comes from the belief in the ceremony and
the lightness and appropriateness of the traditional way of doing things in the ceremony.
The crucial point to note however is that while the traditional beliefs in the ceremony are
still popularly held, the relationship which they determine can change at any time. Ngurrudawalangu's, Djungayin's or Raurr's authority ceases to be accepted (and therefore no longer
legitimate) outside the particular ceremony of which he is leader.
Ceremonial organisations are supported by individuals because such organisations are needed
to realise their goals. However since there is no centralised apparatus for the mobilisation of
support for the ceremonial organisations, support is achieved by building leadership into the
ceremonial organisations which means the authority actually belongs to the ceremonies and
not the individuals leading them. An individual member of the group or community therefore
has a clear conception by which he/she can differentiate between the actions which truly
represents his/her interests from actions which emanate from a ceremonial leader's directives.
In this context, authority exercised by leadership of traditional ceremony will find it difficult
to exist outside ceremonies unless the leaders can enforce or find support through other
avenues such as laying claim to some supernatural powers or the display of ‘exceptional’
skills. This means the interpretation and enforcement of traditional laws are subject to public
opinion in which individuals compete with one another for custodianship of sacred objects
or the display of knowledge and skills in ceremonies. It is for this reason that leaders of
traditional ceremonies cannot receive automatic preference for council leadership positions.
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Council leadership
The social process of acceptance and constraints on leadership control in traditional
ceremonies were explained in the opening chapters. This process was mainly in the amount
of personal discretion which a ceremony can sustain or permit. Among the Tiwi, amount
of individual discretion seems wider, thus it can be assumed that the norms of allegiance
to an individual leader will be easier to establish since the leader can use the discretion
permitted to furnish help and do favours which will win the respect and allegiance of other
members of the group.
The same would not be true for the Millingimbi-Ramingining area since leadership behaviour
appears to be constrained by the laws laid down in the dreamtime. Individual discretion is
limited and therefore the norms of loyalty or allegiance to individuals are more difficult
to establish. Again, does this suggest that ceremonial leaders would find it easier to
establish themselves in council leadership positions in the Tiwi councils than in East Arnhem
Land? Answering this question through examination of the process of council leadership
identification and selection will provide a vital clue in the testing of the cultural hypothesis
stated in the opening chapter of the Thesis.
It was stated earlier that the image of leadership in traditional ceremony which local people
hold enables them to transfer this image to council leadership. It was also noted how
leadership selection in traditional ceremony is subject to public opinion. It will be suggested
that in this context, the same process of selection described elsewhere in the Thesis also
seems to be in operation in the selection and establishment of council leaders. This process
involves local people first indicating to themselves their expectations of any prospective
leader/s. This indication is then checked (marking up or down) in terms of existing situation
or state of the council's relationship with both its internal and external environments. This
is to say, that leadership selection and identification is located in the interactive effects
of councils and their environments. The questions are how does this process apply to the
selection of leaders or how are councils objectives carried out? and what distinguishes
leaders from the rest of the people in a particular community?

Why people lead, and why people follow
The distinction Weber (1947) makes between ‘power’ and ‘authority’ can be used to show
that while councils have the legal authority as the constituted body with responsibility
for making decisions on behalf of their communities, they however cannot enforce their
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decisions or directives because they lack the ‘power’ to do so. The best way to understand
this distinction as it applies to Aboriginal community councils is to conceive authority as
a type of control right that can be concentrated or diffused within a particular structure. It
has varied sources which can lead to rival claims on occasions. It therefore is subject to
continual bargaining and redistribution.
Power comes to the fore when there is contest over this authority. In other words, power
is the ability to alter the distribution of authority. If for example there is claim by local
councillors that authority is too concentrated in a position (e.g. Town clerk's) in the structure
of the council, power in this context would refer to the ability of the local councillors
to alter in their favour the introduced structure of authority. However power in this sense
(i.e. ability to alter the distribution of authority) rests with the council as a legal entity
through legislative requirements and funding agreements and is not conferred on individual
councillors. Still, as indicated earlier, because a council's primary task involves interaction
with its environments to ensure survival, there will be a surface of interaction between the
council and the environments.
Such an interaction surface will lead to the formation of boundaries between the council
and the environments. And because there are boundaries there will be transactions across
the boundaries and as management of the transactions across boundaries relies more on
personal relationships (the domain of informal relationships), the presence of leaders is
essential to the effective management of the transactions. In normal council operations in
these transactions, an individual councillor or council president in particular is required to
frequently issue directives (not every decision has to go to council meeting otherwise council
operations will grind to a halt).55 The question then is how are individual councillor's, or
in particular, council president's decisions or directives carried out? Why do people obey
a council president's directives?
One useful way of examining this issue is to use the distinction derived from Bierstedt
(1954). According to this distinction, the characteristics of authority are:
1. It is supported by strong sanctions and can compel obedience or compliance; authority requires
compliance
55

It should be pointed out that no specific role or functions for council president are stipulated in
the Government prescribed structure. But as can be seen, in practice, the role of the president is very
important not only in the day to day administrative functions of the councils, but also in the general
communal responsibilities of councils.
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2. It is a phenomenon of formal structures; it operates between institutionalised positions and is
essentially impersonal (Bierstedt, 1954: 71)
Thus people in authority can be referred to as officers, civil servants or supervisors.
Leadership on the other hand lacks strong sanctions, it cannot ‘require’ but ‘requests’. It is
a phenomenon of informal structures and is exercised by a particular individual over other
individuals rather than by an office over offices.
But how are these individuals able to attract the compliance of other council employees?
Are there any personal characteristics which set them apart from other individuals? It
was explained earlier how the creation of the communities also brought with it some
consequences for social interaction. One of these was the inability or failure to develop what
is referred to in this study as the concept of ‘keeping to your commitment’ and the ‘erosion
of certainty’ as the mechanism for social control was gradually assumed by Europeans.
As responsibility for council management is now in local Aboriginal hands, new forms
of leadership capable of maintaining the responsibility is required since the council is
seen as the mechanism through which social control is restored to local people. Personal
characteristics or previously ascribed positions (in the social/traditional domain) of those
seeking council positions therefore become inconsequential in their selection or in their
subsequent ability to attract compliance. In addition, the image of leadership in ceremony
which local people hold as described previously, does not suggest there is in existence in the
communities what can be called a ‘ruling elite’. However while followers tend not to have
any pre-determined set of characteristics or individual attributes for following councillors'
directives, it is not difficult to ascertain why people in the communities want to seek the
position of councillor or president. Councillors interviewed did not keep any secretes about
why they want to become councillors or council president and the points alluded to by them
can be summarised as follows:
1. Material reward: Most councillors agree that one of the reasons for seeking their position is
the belief that it will provide access to resources such as additional income, vehicles and other
council services such as telephones, faxes etc. It is also believed that these rewards will increase
their social status since they will become ‘providers’ instead of relying on community or family
support.
2. General social acceptance: This is an important consideration for people seeking council office.
Communities comprise different groups where there still are strong allegiance or loyalty to skin
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groups tribes or moieties. As a result there is the urge to project one's appeal not only to one's
skin group or tribe but to the rest of the community. Also because of the petty jealousy which
exists within and among the groups, the more acceptance one gets the stronger will be that
person's position relative to any competitor within the group.
3. Self esteem: Councillors have identified this as an important attraction. For them there is
the urge to demonstrate their ability to accomplish ‘things’ for the community. In fact it is
not uncommon for councillors to list what they have accomplished for their communities
particularly in community meetings and other gatherings.
To summarise then: first, legitimacy accorded council leadership (or councillors) implies
control over the councillors by local people (i.e. the followers) so that council leadership
is linked with the reduction of outside control over the community as a whole; secondly,
followers because of the circumstances mentioned above do not have pre-determined set of
personal characteristics or attributes for following a leader (they make up their minds after
a leader has proved him or herself); and thirdly, leaders do not have to rely on previously
ascribed positions or abilities to attain council leadership positions (they earn it).
In such circumstance then how can a leader be identified in council management? In a
sense, local people have already made this task easy by their ability to transfer the image
of leadership in traditional ceremony to council leadership as described earlier. This transfer
allows a researcher to have insight into the considerations that enter their judgement when
they talk of an individual person as a leader. Furthermore because of the essentiality of
boundary management mentioned earlier, council function is seen as public and therefore
council leadership either as the function of the council as a unit, or as a function of
an individual, is equally seen as a public function. In other words council leadership, as
indicated earlier, is not seen by local people as being for the glory of an individual person
but for the benefit of the community at large.
As a result, consideration of council leadership will lie in the ability to define, maintain and
ensure the completion of tasks in its relationship with the environments. But as new and
different aspects of the tasks emerge, change in leadership may be required to ensure the
council will continue to operate and survive. This does not mean however that a replaced
leader will be discarded or rejected. New or different aspects of the tasks which called for a
different style of leadership may develop new facets or problems requiring a changed leader
to again assume a leadership role. This is due to the fact that a council's primary task is
survival through effective management of the boundaries with its environments.
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Furthermore the need to change a leader is often not the responsibility of the leader. Since
council function is public function as indicated above, members of a community, as distinct
from council leadership, often take it upon themselves to asses the nature of the leadership
required at any particular moment in relation to the tasks required for council to maintain
relations with its environments. As a result of this, an outside observer or other stake
holders, for example an officer of a Strategic Organisation, will also be in a position to
know when a change in leadership is required. It is for this reason that leadership change or
selection is one of the areas of difficulty in the relationship between councils and officers of
Strategic Organisations as indicated in an example given on page 301. This is due to the fact
that outside observers or other stake holders (officers of Strategic Organisation) may take the
need for leadership change as failure of leadership and therefore conclude that such leaders
are incapable and should be rejected and discarded.56
In several in-depth interviews with informants in the attempt to identify those who they
refer to as council leaders, their discussions consistently centred on three types of roles
or requirements across the two areas covered in the study. Individuals (all past councillors
and council presidents) were identified as ‘good leaders’ who command respect in council
management. These individuals, according to informants are often sought to assume
leadership positions such as council president whenever leadership change is required.
Phrases such as the following were frequently used to describe these individuals: ‘he listens
and respects the community’; ‘he knows council business and very good with Government
mob’; ‘he is tough man and makes sure everyone follow council rule’; ‘he stand up for
the community all the time’.
From these interviews and the various descriptions offered by informants, it was clear that
they view leadership as a series of response roles with each role drawing on a set of skills
deemed appropriate for each different situation. In view of these descriptions offered by local
people, the researcher's own field observation and five leadership changes witnessed by the
researcher in the course of this study, these leadership roles or responses can be described
under three categories as follows:

56

But to local people, it may be that new problems or difficulties being encountered simply call for
a new or different approach (leadership style) and has nothing to do with the incumbent's abilities or
personal attributes. This is the reason council leadership positions are ‘earned’ positions and a leader
who is successful in dealing with certain sets of difficulties or circumstances, whilst failing in others,
will still retain his or her chance for future selection.
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The Absorber: On a personal level, the introduction of new experiences with perceived
benefits sometimes creates a dissonance between the picture of reality which local people
want to cling to (culture) and the external reality of the perceived benefits. The perceived
benefits of the introduced structure then forces them to choose between the new benefits and
the inner picture of reality. This in turn forces local people to seek assurance of ‘safety’
when they are faced with choices.
The skills of the leader as an Absorber will enable the leader to accurately assess where
employees and community members are in their estimation of ‘prices’ and benefits. The
leader will then be able to minimise the dysfunctional behaviour of ‘withdrawal’ when
people feel insecure. This means the effective Absorbers are those with good knowledge of
what is involved in the exchange and are also flexible and adaptable.
The role of council leader as an Absorber is usually prominent when community interest and
participation in council activities are on the upward surge and council leaders are constantly
under pressure to balance the urge of people to divert council resources to personal use with
the need to maintain their interest and support.
The Steward: Council leadership means those in the positions are representatives of their
councils and communities in their interactions with other organisations and agencies. This
necessitates the skills of being able to accurately assess the needs of the councils and putting
them forward in the appropriate forums even if the leader's assessment of the needs does not
agree with the views of other council members.
This means leaders as Stewards must be able to assess their own bias and be capable of
putting them aside in negotiations. Leaders as Stewards also means that they will be acting
as role models for the desired values ethics and consequent behaviours in the face of the
new experiences. Ability to cultivate good habits and strength of character are very important
to leadership roles as Stewards in the councils.
This role is often prominent when the relationship between councils and strategic
organisations is experiencing some difficulties with the resultant decline in employee morale
and community support, and council leaders are put under significant pressure both by their
communities and strategic organisations to resolve the situation.
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Influencer: The last major role observed in the councils is that of the Influencer. The role of
the Influencer highlights the importance of the ability to persuade others to accept or take
a course of action when there are prices to be paid. The Influencer therefore must possess
the skills of building and maintaining relationships both inside the council and with other
organisations. Literacy skills are very important to this role as the community will often
rely on this role to be able to persuade others particularly the strategic organisations to their
point of view. Similarly the strategic organisations will rely on this role to put their views
and persuade the councils to them.
This role is prominent when there is a major breakdown in the relationship between councils
and the strategic organisations and both sides want to find a common ground on which to
rebuild the relationship. Council leaders as Influencers in this situation are under pressure
particularly from their communities and employees not to ‘sell out’ to the demands of
strategic organisations. The identified leadership roles or styles are put in the following
diagram.
As stated earlier, these leadership styles and leadership changes were observed in the two
areas covered in the study and the selection process again was seen in operation. However
a related question is whether leadership is also extended to non-Aboriginal or European
personnel employed by the councils in the communities.
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Figure 20: Leadership Styles

The position of European employees
This question of whether leadership also extends to non-Aboriginal or European employees
is worth considering because the actual role of European staff in councils has often been a
subject of some controversy. For example Kirby (1997); Rowse (1992); Raynal (1990) all
believe that non-Aboriginal or European council employees exercise more influence (than
local Aborigines) in council operations. Similarly Senator Tambling, the current senator
representing the Northern Territory, has a long held belief that European council employees
hold a disproportionate influence in relation to decisions made by councils.57
However a close examination of this question shows that it is more complicated than it
seems on the surface. Figure 9 presented on page 153 shows that some of the positions held
by European employees have local Aboriginal workers employed under them. It was also
stated earlier that local people use the word ‘boss’ for these positions. Thus it would appear
that local people accept the right of European employees to initiate or to give directives and
this acceptance has a process to it. The European ‘boss’ may be seen to have the right to
give directives, he or she would still have to depend on local Aboriginal workers to carry out
57

These statements can sometimes be found in the Senator's Newsletter published and circulated
frequently in the Northern Territory. For example, see his Newsletter of July 1997.
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the directives. In other words, a European ‘boss’ success or effectiveness may be linked to
some factors but importantly how local people perceive these factors relative to their needs
and requirements. The question is whether the process to the European boss' effectiveness
can translate to council leadership position or whether it includes the exercise of leadership.
In the case of Aboriginal community councils as this study shows, leadership is located
in the council as a group interacting with its environments and leadership selection and
identification works through processes internal to the group. European staff working for
councils in the communities are recruited from the larger Australian society and therefore
share the same national laws, system of government and other state and national institutions.
However it will be suggested that the best way to categorise European staff in Aboriginal
communities is to consider them as ‘expatriates’ in that they come from different cultural
backgrounds to that of local Aborigines. Further, European staff are often on contract
employment and return to their home communities at the completion of the contracts.
The question of expatriates' effectiveness has received some attention in cross-cultural
research. By considering council European staff as expatriates, the available research can
provide guidance in the identification of those factors which contribute to their effectiveness
and importantly whether the factors can amount to or translate to expatriates' capacity to
assume leadership positions in a cross-cultural setting. In a recent review of research work
on the effectiveness of ‘expatriate’ managers, Mamman (1997) notes that researchers in this
area have long suspected that expatriate managers' failure (or success/effectiveness) may be a
function of intercultural skill rather than technical skill. Intercultural effectiveness, according
to Mamman refers to someone who is able to communicate and interact successfully in a
different cultural setting and receive the desired response (Mamman, 1997:4). Most research
work is therefore concentrated on finding the determinants of intercultural effectiveness and
most experts on the subject regard intercultural effectiveness as a function of behavioural,
cognitive, attitudinal and personality trait factors but with varying emphasis or bias
towards a particular variable (Mamman, 1997: 4). Mammnan later suggests what he terms
socio/biographical factors such as age, gender, ethnicity and nationality be added to the
existing factors to further enrich understanding particularly on why expatriates with similar
background may vary in their intercultural effectiveness.
The implication of Mamman's suggestion is that expatriates' intercultural effectiveness is a
function of demonstration of abilities and traits as well as socio-biographical factors. But
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perhaps more importantly is that different factors may be effective in different settings
(Mamman, 1997: 9) For example, Mamman cited some researchers (Black et al. 1991;
Brislin,1981,1983; Barna,1976; Ruben and Kealey,1983; Koesterand and Olebe,1988; Brislin
et al., 1983 and Baenett and Toyne, 1991) who found that the role of expatriates' job has
high significance in intercultural effectiveness. In addition, because the status of professions/
occupations vary across societies, the perceptions of occupation status will have ramifications
for intercultural effectiveness (Mamman, 1997: 6)
It was stated in the opening chapters of the Thesis how the historical circumstances in the
development of Aboriginal communities changed the perspective of local culture to a reactive
force. Using Barker's (1993) notion of the local social circumstances of the received culture,
it was also shown how the indication of the state of the council in terms of its relation
with its environment always commenced first from the perception of the introduced culture
and not vice versa. The same analysis can be applied in the examination of expatriates'
effectiveness in Aboriginal communities to indicate that it is the factors which relate to the
expatriates which are of primary consideration.
In Aboriginal communities, the councils depend entirely on the resources they receive from
external agencies for their operation and survival. In addition, most of the technical skills
required are not yet available in sufficient numbers in the communities. There is therefore
no doubt that role of job and occupation status are highly related to expatriates' personal
prestige in Aboriginal communities. But as examples given in various sections of this Thesis
show, role of job and occupation status also need to be combined with behavioural and
attitudinal factors for expatriates' effectiveness in Aboriginal community councils. However
local people have often maintained, as some examples given in this Thesis show, that they
prefer European or non-Aboriginal employees to maintain a distance between formal role of
job and internal cultural affairs. This is to say that whilst jobs held by Europeans command
high profile in the communities, the nature of the European employees' interaction with local
people is also a major consideration in their effectiveness. There is therefore no culturally
prescribed or determined pattern of behaviour for expatriates' effectiveness since the nature
of this interaction is also subject to situational forces.58

58

Some examples of recent advertisements for applications to fill vacancies in the communities which
lend further support to this observation are shown in Appendix E.
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As can be seen from the foregoing, the process for expatriates' effectiveness is quite different
from the processes of leadership discussed earlier. The former refers to the perception of
the status of the job and the nature of the expatriates' interaction with local people. The
latter refers to the perception of relationships with environments and the consideration of
costs and benefits in the identification and selection of leaders and leadership styles. By
distinguishing between the two processes, the analysis helps to overcome the misconception
that European employees occupy council leadership positions. As explained earlier, council
leadership selection and identification work through the internal community processes using
factors which are not extendable to European employees. But more importantly behaviour
of local people to European employees do not have significance for lasting social ties and
identities since local people are aware of the fact that European employees regularly leave
the communities to be replaced by new employees.
These observations are made possible because leadership roles are only ascribed after an
individual has proved him or herself thus allowing the process to start anew each time
change is required since the internal filtering process actually draws from the social effect of
the introduced structure. This is due to the fact that (in contrast to the cultural researchers
cited on pages 53 to 57) information concerning leadership practices are not only processed
in light of traditional culture and values but also in light of the expectations placed on
them both by external agencies and internal service requirements. In fact, council leadership
requirements do not impose major alterations to traditional or ceremonial leadership roles
and therefore do not invoke any requirement to process council leadership roles before they
can be observed and established. It therefore seems that acceptance of council leadership
roles (and hence imposed council structure) is not linked to the degree of personal discretion
which custodians of ‘inside knowledge’ or traditional leaders are permitted to exercise since
no preference is shown to them in council leadership identification and selection.
The significance of these observations is that the leadership roles or styles described above
are in fact indigenous creations designed to draw on traditional roles and expectations as
resources for managing their relationship with the external environment so as to adequately
serve their material needs. In many ways then local people have demonstrated their capacity
to absorb new leadership requirements if and when opportunities become favourable. The
way this capacity can be further evaluated and understood is in the area of council decisionmaking which will be taken up next.
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Council Elections
One of the legislative requirements of community councils concerns the open election of
council president and other councillors. The procedures for elections are required in each
council's constitution and are usually shown in pamphlets distributed by the Office of Local
Government (OLG). The stipulated procedures include aspects such as notification of election
dates, order of nominations and procedure for the secrete ballot system.
This researcher observed five council elections in all the communities covered in the study
and noted some points which are worth considering in relation to council management.
Firstly, nominations of candidates and the actual elections seem to be always a reaction
to perceived conditions prevailing in the particular community. Secondly, nomination and
election of council president cuts across tribal or family groupings as people from smaller
groups are often elected as councillors and council presidents. And lastly position of
authority in ceremonies, age, or sex are not important considerations for election to
council.59
The procedure for council elections usually begins by the council clerk calling for
nominations. This procedure however is mainly to fulfil a council's constitutional
requirement. The actual nominations are done in a series of informal meetings held by
various groups where names of prospective candidates are considered and decided upon.
Spokespersons for the various groups then go to ‘educate’ other community members on
where to place their ballots on polling date.

Council meetings
Council meetings are the avenue through which councils make their decisions. These
meetings do not usually have time schedules. They are called when there are issues or
problems to be resolved. A council meeting would start by the council clerk putting out
notifications to council members of the time and agenda items for the council meeting.
These meetings are also the avenues through which various government agencies or other
bodies come to explain government policies, project implementation, funding arrangements
and other matters relating to their various projects in the communities. Thus council meetings
often contain these other visiting officers.
59

This study did not investigate gender issues in council management. But there are women
councillors in all the councils covered in the study and informants consistently pointed out that women
are equally active as men in council operations. It would be worthwhile however to analyse in another
study the situation where women have been selected as council presidents.
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The meetings are conducted according to standard meeting procedure and in the English
language. For example:
1. Reading of the last minutes
2. Agenda
3. Letters
4. Discussions and resolutions
5. Adjournment
The council clerk has responsibility for recording the meetings and writing of the minutes.

Decision making
The issue of decision-making is another useful tool of analysis in relation to management
of Aboriginal community councils. It is one of the issues of debate among observers
of Aboriginal community council management. Coombs (1978) believes that some
observers (although he did not name them) actually see Aboriginal culture as inhibiting
if not precluding decision-making in local government settings. He suggests that this
characterisation of Aborigines may owe something to anthropological descriptions of
Aboriginal culture as rigidly conservative and reliant upon fixed dream-time precedents. He
further notes that beliefs about Aborigines' supposed traditional incapacity to make secular
decisions have often been used to explain or rationalise Aboriginal communities' lack of
participation in council activities (Coombs, 1978: 4). There is also the argument cited earlier
in the section dealing with leadership issues that most decisions which come out of councils
are often made by their European employees (referred to as community advisers). Others like
Stanner (1972) believe that Aborigines can and do make decisions but that Aboriginal culture
requires that decisions must be made under a consensus.
It can be seen that all the arguments cited above give a central role to local Aboriginal
culture in council decision making. Comparative studies in management decision making
across cultures is, at this stage, very rare and as a result no conclusion can be drawn
on the actual role of culture (if any) in management decision making. However there are
some comparative studies in general social decision making strategies which may provide
some insight into the issue. These include comparisons of Western and Soviet adolescents'
aggressive problem solving (Huesmann and Eron, 1989; Crick and Ladd, 1990; Fraczek,
1985; Carlo, Knight, Eisenberg and Rotenberg, 1991; Eisenberg, Miller, Shell, McNalley and
Shea, 1991), and comparison of social decision making strategies in classified individualist
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and collectivist cultures (Keltikangas-Jarvinen and Terav, 1996). These studies indicate there
are both universal and cultural trends in their findings. Cultural difference is shown by the
level of aggressiveness among all subgroups which is found to be higher in the classified
collectivist countries than individualist countries (Huesmann and Eron, 1989). The universal
trend is indicated by the adoption of aggressive problem solving which is found to decrease
with age across all the countries studied (Crick and Ladd, 1990).
Kettikangas-Jarvinen and Terav (1996) in a study of Finland and Estonia used variables
of aggression, pro-social factor, withdrawing and moral responsibility as their measure of
social decision making strategies. Comparison of the two countries defines culture with the
attributes of Western individualism and Soviet collectivism because of the history of both
countries which led the countries to adopt different political and economic systems after the
end of the second World War. The only major cultural difference indicated in KeltikangasJarvinen and Terav's study is ‘withdrawing’ which is found to be higher in all subgroup
subjects in Estonia than in Finland. This according to the researchers directly contradicts
cultural values of collectivism in that country (p.729). They also find that pro-social factor
decreases with age across the two cultures. Pro-social factor is indicated as containing values
of good will, willingness to help others and willingness to work for the good of one's
community (p.728).
The conclusion reached by the researchers in view of their findings is that while cultural
factors may be present in social decision making strategies in pre-adolescent, these are
likely to decrease with age. In other words the role of culture in adult social decision
making strategies may not be significant. They criticise the present state of research which
tends to focus on some variables and to study these from the point of view of cultural
variation without paying attention to the mechanisms by which culture may have an effect
(Keltikangas-Jarvinen and Terav:730, 714).
In examining decision making in the Aboriginal community councils covered in the
study, the observations are, again, consistent with findings in other areas of council
management which is that decision making is located in the interaction of councils with their
environments. As a result different methods are adopted from time to time depending on the
perception of their relationship with the environments and, again, it is the mechanism by
which culture has an effect (filtering) which is important to consider in the analysis. In this
sense, this study is in agreement with the researchers cited above.
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The different decision methods described below were observed in the councils at various
periods in the course of this study. As a result the same decision method may not be evident
at the same time in the councils such as when the ‘one-man’ management practice exists
in a particular council as described in another section of this study. Consistent with the
findings in the rest of this study, these methods were observed in the two areas covered. It
was noted earlier that comparative research in management decision-making in cross-cultural
settings is presently very rare. Understanding of these methods may therefore be enhanced by
comparing them with approaches in the general organisation analysis.

Decision making in organisation analysis
A common line of approach in organisation analysis is to divide decision making into stages
to provide an analysis of the features of each stage and their interconnections. The aim is
to identify the many constraints which act upon and influence the behaviour of the decisionmaker. The emphasis therefore is on the behaviour and process of the individual decision
maker (Robins, Waters-Marsh, Cacioppe and Millett, 1998).
Harrison (1981) has provided a comprehensive review of this model which is often referred
to as the ‘rational’ or ‘maximising’ model and its underlying assumptions and shows that the
main concern of the model is with the criteria which influence the net output and input in a
decision process. Harrison (1981: 57) gives the different stages of the process as:
1. Ascertain the need for a decision
2. Identify the decision criteria
3. Allocate weights to the criteria
4. Develop the alternatives
5. Evaluate the alternatives
6. Select the best alternative (Harrison, 1981: 58)
This model has remained the model with which all other approaches are compared in the
general management literature (Kelly, 1980) Before going on to discuss how this process
described in the model compares with the methods observed in the Aboriginal community
councils studied, it is important to point out two basic assumptions underlying the model:
1. that the decision-maker is a unique actor whose behaviour is not only intelligent but rational.
The decision is the choice the actor makes in full awareness of all feasible alternatives he/she
has in order to maximise his/her advantages.
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2. He/she therefore considers all the alternatives as well as the consequences that would result
from all the possible choices, orders them in light of a fixed scale of preferences and chooses
the alternative that yields the maximum gain (Harrison, 1981:57)
All stages of the process are therefore interconnected and it is their cumulative output which
is the rational decision. The aim is to obtain the best possible result.
In Aboriginal community councils, decision-making may occur at two levels- the individual
(e.g. council president) and the group (i.e. the council unit). Decisions however are a
product of interacting persons and as a result the same decision context obtains both for
the individual and the council. In council decision making, councillors or council presidents
act in social contexts in which they interact with (1) members of their communities and
(2) strategic others. In the social setting in which they interact with members of their
communities and strategic others, specific interactions may occur in terms of the shared
values of their communities. Individuals may therefore strive to obtain rewards that at times
require the cooperation of others.
At other times however it may involve strategies in which individuals privately seek the
benefits of their planning in their interactions with strategic others. A successful strategy
therefore may be one in which certain things are emphasised over others for example where
security is emphasised over aspects of shared values. It would therefore be no surprise in
such interactions to find an unexpected rejection of actions formerly encouraged and an
acceptance of new ones. This is to say that it is this interaction and the perception of
relations that flows from it that is of primary consideration rather than the behaviour of
the decision maker.
It follows, then, that different decision methods will be employed depending on the
perception of the issues involved and the value aspects connected to such issues. Three
methods of decision making were observed in council meetings. These are:
1. the unitary method
2. the ‘unanimous’ method
3. the ‘participatory’ method60
60

These terms were determined by the researcher to capture the main aspects of the methods as far as
possible, after extensive observation of council meetings and other social gatherings.
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The unitary method: The condition and issues for this method of decision-making was
discussed earlier when examining Councils' management practices on pages 218 to 223. The
important aspect of the condition is when councillors (including the president) are disaffected
in their relationship with Strategic Organisation officers and don't feel ownership of the
decision issues before them. Council meetings are usually held in an ad hoc manner with
no debate of the issues. Decision is usually reached with a nod of the head by councillors
with urgency to bring meetings to a close.
The method relies on the Town clerk (usually a non-Aborigine) to surmise individual
councillor's position on any particular decision issue and to use his/her own words for
recording council deliberations.
The ‘unanimous’ method: The important point here is not to confuse the word ‘unanimous’
with ‘consensus’. In fact, as will be shown soon, it is ‘non-consensus’. This method
is usually employed on issues which involve immediate financial benefit to the council
although councillors may not agree with some aspects of the issue, for example, with the
methods of implementing a particular decision. An actual decision issue which happened
during the course of this research will be used to illustrate this method.
Example
A government agency wanted to provide funds to a council in 1993 to build a basket ball
court in the community. This agency wanted the basket ball court to be built on a site near
the local school so as to serve the school and the general community.
A large number of councillors did not support the chosen site because they felt the basket
ball court would be too close to the council administrative office and noise levels from the
court would adversely affect office workers. However the funding agency threatened to divert
the funding to a more obliging council. Several informal meetings were later held in the
community by councillors which led to a ‘unanimous’ agreement to accept the funding and
allow the court to be built on the chosen site.
At the council meeting, spokespersons (chosen at informal meetings) all spoke in favour of
accepting the funding with glowing remarks on the benefit of the project to the community.
One councillor remarked in his speech: “if we do it their (the agency's) way, they will
continue to look after us”. At the end of the speeches a ‘unanimous’ vote was taken.
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From this example, it was clear that there were many dissenting opinions to the council
decision but these were kept aside in other to obtain the funding. These later became
problems for the project which took about 18 months to complete and ended up costing
twice the initial cost estimates.
The ‘participatory’ method: This method takes in some aspects of the ‘unanimous’ method
just described but it strives to achieve participation by all sections or groups in the
community and therefore the commitment and ownership of the issues to be decided by
councillors.
The actual method of arriving at a decision in the councils can be described as involving
a process of perception, indication, and reflection (the same selection process described in
other sections of the study) which usually leads back to perception and indication as follows:
1. The process begins by the perception of what is to be derived or arrived at. This must be clearly
identified and understood before deliberations can commence.
2. The next stage is the indication of actions that will be required. These also must be clearly
identified and understood.
3. The final stage is reflecting on the likely consequences of 1&2 above in terms of the benefits
and cultural prices to be paid and making a decision.
This decision will be the basis of another perception and indication in a future decision
on the matter. In other words the process must start anew whenever an issue requiring a
decision comes up. There is a basic principle of discussion common to all the councils
studied which underlies this decision method that must be explained. The basic aspect of this
principle resembles what can be called the orbital pattern. The pattern implies that, contrary
to some observers (for example Williams (1978; Stanner, 1972), absolute agreement, unity
or consensus is a non-attainable state before a decision is reached on any issue. This is
because perception of what is to be arrived at which must be clearly understood before the
process can begin does not automatically translate to decision. The two important steps of
‘indication’ and ‘reflection’ must be gone through before a decision can be made. These
steps are a form of self communication in which individuals check, mark up or down the
various available options in light of the situation before finally making up their minds. It
is because of this process of self communication which makes it almost impossible for
consensus to exist on any decision issue.
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Discussion on an issue usually begins with someone introducing the topic to the, rest of
the members. The pattern then requires that at any point in the discussion, a juxtaposition
of opinions must develop from all sections or groups represented in the council. When that
point is reached a decision can be made. Decisions are made possible by the juxtaposition
of opinions because it affords evaluation of the different opinions on the likely consequences
in terms of community values and ‘costs’.
While this method of discussion and decision allows only one set of opinion to be ultimately
adopted at a time, it does not follow that other opinions are discarded. They in fact must be
preserved against the possibility that they may eventually prove to be correct. These methods
of decision-making can be put in a diagram below:
These different methods of decision making have perhaps led observers of Aboriginal
communities to be in disagreement on the decision-making processes particularly in the local
community administration like the councils. Examination of councils' minute books however
indicate that councils actually have a high rate of issues concluded in council meetings as
presented in Figure 22.

Figure 21: Decision making methods
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Figure 22: Recorded Council Meetings

In the case of Aboriginal community councils studied, the choices they make in terms of
the requirements for fulfilling the imposed objectives may also entail some unanticipated
consequences. It is therefore imperative for them that before making such choices again,
decision-makers will have to evaluate the anticipated reward in terms of the unanticipated
consequences. This will then be the basis of another decision in which choices are made
hence it is the evaluation process rather than the behaviour of the individual decision-
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maker that is of primary consideration. As the evaluation is situation specific, it follows that
decisions on the same issue may change from time to time.
One important corollary of this dependence of decision methods on perceptions is that it can
lead to a mismatch between what they perceive as the role of the councils (i.e. their roles)
and the objective reality of council requirements due to faulty analysis of the environment
(refer to p. 121). The result is role conflict which has significant implications for council
performance as will be explained below.

Role conflict in council management
Role conflict has been used to explain the persistent social problems in many Aboriginal
communities. Coombs (1980); Williams (1973); Gerritsen (1982) all linked the homeland
movement which began in Aboriginal communities in the 1970's to the conflict between
newly created roles and the pre-existing roles and responsibilities. Gerritsen saw the
movement as:
a reaction to the stresses and conflict created by life in the large multi-tribal
settlement (Grritsen, 1982:. 12).
Attempts have also been made (Wolfe, 1989; Williams, 1980) to link role conflict with
the high employee turnover in some Aboriginal community councils. The issue is therefore
an important one to consider in order to gain a clear understanding of how it affects the
community councils.

Role conflict in Organisation Research
A lot of attention has been paid to the issue of role conflict in organisation research
particularly as a framework for assessing stresses believed to be associated with working in
modern organisations. Blunt and Jones (1994) list some of the major concepts that have been
developed on the issue. For example Rizzo (1972 in Blunt and Jones, 1994:237) broke the
concept down into four types of role conflict as follows:
1. Person-role conflict: this is the degree to which role expectations clash with the values or
orientations of the focal person
2. Intersender conflict: is the degree to which role expectations from one member of the role set
oppose those from one or more of the other members of the role set
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3. Intrasender conflict: is given as the degree to which two or more role expectations from a single
member of the role set are mutually incompatible
4. Overload conflict: is the degree to which the various role expectations perceived by the focal
person exceed the amount of time and resources available for meeting them. This, according to
Blunt and Jones (p.237) may be regarded as a form of intersender conflict in which members
of the role set hold legitimate expectations that the focal person should perform a variety of
tasks which may all be mutually compatible in theory but not in practice.
In addition to the above, two types of role conflict were identified by Mullins (1989 in Blunt
and Jones, 1994:238). The first is ‘Underload’ which occurs when the role holder feels that
the demands of the role fall short of his abilities. The second is ‘Incompatibility’ which
arises where two role expectations are simultaneously contradictory making it difficult or
impossible for the role holder to comply with both.
As can be seen from the types of conflict developed by the above authors, it seems the
main point in the literature on role conflict is the relationship between the person occupying
a role (focal role person) and other role players or role senders. In other words the focus
seems to be on the interaction of organisational, personal and interpersonal factors (Blunt
and Jones p.238). Role conflict therefore arises from the variety and conflicting expectation
signals from role senders (inter-role) and/or when the focal role player occupies more than
one role simultaneously (intra role) Kelly (1980).
According to Blunt and Jones (1994), research findings appear to be consistent in the
association of role conflict with work related stress. Blunt and Jones cite many instances
of research which document the prevalence of role conflict in organisations in developing
countries particularly in Africa (Blunt and Jones, 1994:235-239). These instances of conflicts
are both in the inter and intra role conflicts.
Is role conflict a major part of organisation difficulties in Aboriginal community councils?
if so, what types of conflicts exist and how can these be explained?. In order to have a
full understanding of how this issue affects community councils, it will be necessary to
first examine the concept. For the purpose of this study, the concept will be examined
in association with the concept of ‘person’ since the person occupying a role is regarded
as a major player in the explanation of the concept (Emerich 1961, Van Sell Brief and
Schuler, 1981).
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There is tendency in the literature to confuse the two concepts of ‘role’ and ‘person’ but in
order to understand the interplay between the two, they must be fully kept apart. First the
concept of ‘role’ transcends variations among diverse individuals who may occupy the same
role whilst the concept of ‘person’ transcends variations of behaviour of the same individual
occupying diverse roles. Although both concepts provide a meaningful way of explaining
social relations, they do this in very different ways as stated above. Thus a role occupant
may accept the demands of a role, but he or she may still be able to dissociate him/herself
from those demands in terms of who he/she actually is.
It is equally possible that various people will behave differently under the same role
demands. What this means is that the relationship of other role players in respect of a
role is always situation specific while it is not in respect of the ‘person’ (i.e. the focal
role person). Thus rather than view role conflict as specifically a function of role senders
expectations vis-a-vis individual characteristics of the focal role person, it should be seen
as a function of the interplay between role senders expectations and the situational forces
to which those expectations are subjected.
Typically in Aboriginal community councils, role change as a result of situational forces
are major causes of tension when a focal role person has to engage in large number of
interactions with a wide variety of other roles in a rapidly changing situation (for example
from a situation when councils enjoy good relations with other organisations on which they
depend to a rapidly deteriorating relationship).
Magid's (1979) example in which focal role occupiers in organisations in indigenous areas
had difficulties in separating roles associated with their official positions from their personal
involvements in their kinship networks, was examined in the five councils covered. It was
found the official role of councillor did not conflict with kinship relations since the role
fitted into the kinship concept of ‘looking after’. In other words role senders' expectations
were not inconsistent with official council role of ensuring that adequate services are
provided. It is therefore not the case that role conflict in councils is an indication of the
tension between newly created council roles and the pre-existing roles and responsibilities as
claimed by the observers cited earlier.61 Role tensions arise when situational forces intervene
to disrupt role senders' expectations.
61

A clear indication of this is that the outstation movement did not result in the demise of councils as
anticipated in the early 1970's when the movement started to gain momentum, instead councils seem
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Stress and Stressors: The input/output model depicted in Figure 23 is often employed in
the literature for explanation of stress. The development of stress reactions or symptoms
is treated as a function of factors pertaining to an individual's internal needs, values and
personal attributes and factors operating in the external environment. And it is the nature
of the interaction between these variables which ‘will determine the prevalence, causes and
consequences of stress reactions’ (Kets de Vries, 1979).
Treating stress reactions as symptoms of psychological stress thus allows for the
identification of the factors known as the causes of the psychological state. These factors are
usually referred to as stressors. The input-output model of stress follows from the concept of
role conflict which is popular in the literature and was cited earlier.
McGrath's (1970) definition of stress appears to be closer to what occurs in the community
councils. Stress, according to McGrath is:

Figure 23: The input/output model of stress

the anticipation of inability to respond adequately (or at a. reasonable cost)
to perceived demands accompanied by anticipation of negative consequences
for inadequate response (McGrath, 1970:119).
The usefulness of McGrath's definition is that it sees stress as arising from interaction and
the process of selection which fits in well with the late developer's model adopted for this
study. Following McGrath then, the major relationships of stress in Aboriginal community
councils can be put in the diagram in Figure 24.

to have gained more prominence and status in local administration. There is presently a debate in the
Legislative Assembly of the Northern Territory relating to the amalgamation of community councils to
provide even bigger adniinistrative structures. See NT News, February 3, 1999, page 4.
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Figure 24: Relationship of stress in councils

From this presentation, stress in Aboriginal community councils is best considered as a
state when the councils are operating under difficult or extenuating circumstances and
particularly when councillors and their employees are unable to respond adequately to
perceived demands. When stress is viewed in this context, three factors (or stressors) are
found to be prominent among councillors and council employees:
High and low expectations: High expectations are when the demands placed upon councillors
and/or council employees are higher than they can normally meet. This is generally caused
by the processing of information through a faulty perceptual filter (p. 127) for example by
confusing what council can deliver with what they ought to deliver.
The notion of managerial perception as used here is that councils will operate more smoothly
and thereby achieve better performance where there is a fit between what councillors
perceive as the role of the council and what it can actually deliver. In other words
appropriate and achievable decisions are made based on the strengths and weaknesses of the
councils rather than what they “ought to achieve”.
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As already explained, underlying council decisions are councillors' perceptions of council
environments and resource capability of councils (i.e. resources under their control). Where
these perceptions reflect the objective reality of councils (i.e. what councils are capable of
achieving) the decisions made will lead to the successful attainment of council objectives.
The important point is the risk that councillors can be locked into one mode of perception
and not recognise changes in the environment for example changes in Government's
economic policy resulting in changes to funding arrangements. A council not able to
align its perception quickly enough to such a changing environment may run the risk of
experiencing the trauma of sudden deterioration in performance before the changed reality of
the environment can force it to alter its perception.
One example can be used to show that councillors are particularly prone to this stressor often
by confusing the reality of a situation with what they believe ‘ought to happen’.
Example:
In 1992/93, a council received funding assistance for its Arts Centre. However this funding
was a one-off assistance and the Arts Centre was expected to meet its expenses from its
earnings from art sales in the following financial year. The council meanwhile did not
modify its perception of the environment and therefore failed to prepare or condition the
local artists to lower their expectation of individual earnings as Government funding would
not be available to support the Art Centre the following year. This incident caused significant
stress for councillors and some were even accused of fraud by the artists who did not
believe councillors) explanation for the loss of earnings. Two councillors resigned because
of this incident.
High expectations is closely associated with escapist drinking, absenteeism, low motivation
and low self-esteem. Low expectation occurs when a councillor feels is/her ability or skills
are underrated. The person then feels he/she is never given a difficult or challenging tasks
because people doubt their ability or skills. In the councils studied, low expectation is
associated with low self-esteem and ‘drop out’ rates from councillorships. Local people gave
the names of some previous councillors who they believed were very competent in their
jobs but had gone to ‘live in Darwin’.
High and low cultural prices: Councillors are the ‘cultural negotiators’ in their interactions
with other agencies with which they must constantly deal in the formulation and
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implementation of council objectives and the attached requirements. They must therefore be
very skilful in assessing movements in the cultural values of their communities in order not
to overestimate or underestimate those movements.
Overestimation occurs when perceived benefits are not achieved and underestimation occurs
when costs are perceived to outweigh benefits and in both instances benefactors ‘blame’
councillors. The communities in East Arnhem Land comprise of different tribes drawn from
various locations in the region. These populations are divided along moiety lines and their
subsections as described earlier in the study. The Tiwi whilst having the same language
divide themselves along totemic lines or ‘skin groups’. These divisions create certain
loyalties which people have to themselves which can sometimes be carried over to council
operations. However these loyalties are not fixed and councillors must be extremely skilful in
assessing the strength of these loyalties. One example can be used to illustrate this situation.
Example:
A council obtained funds to build a basket ball court in one of the communities in 1994.
However it could not decide on the location of the basketball court because it feared this
would give ‘traditional owners’ of the chosen site exclusive control over the court if built.
The council was unable to make a decision before the expiry date of the funds acquittal and
the money was later returned to the funding body.
Later there was murmuring in the community and councillors were blamed for losing
a project they thought would have been of benefit particularly to young people in the
community. Councillors, in this case, failed to assess that traditional owners would be or
were willing to subsume their land ownership interests (i.e. movement in the cultural price)
to obtain a facility they believed would benefit the young people in their community.
Although the researcher did not witness any resignation of councillors as result of this
decision, councillors confirmed that this stressor is associated with turnover of councillors
and staff when they feel they can no longer ‘accept the blame’ for council decisions or
actions.
Responsibility for council resources: Council resources are provided under strict rules and
guidelines governing the use of those resources by the providing agencies. Frequently,
councillors are held accountable for the misuse or abuse of those resources when such
violations may not have been perpetuated personally by them.
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It was shown earlier that councils as the legally constituted bodies in their communities are
able to attract government funding and other resources in order to provide services to their
communities. This means councils are not only responsible for managing those resources,
they are also responsible for the actions and performances of other people they engage for
the provision of those services.
However the provision of these services also means councils have to bring in outside
‘experts’ needed for the various areas of council activities. When conditions such during high
‘dependency’ periods are prominent, as described on page 193, uncertainties regarding role
relationships are created and councillors often find it difficult to decide who is responsible
for what or who has authority over which area. The result is that resources such as
council vehicles, machinery, money and other equipment are sometimes prone to abuse when
established checks and balances are lacking.
Councillors are known to have fled their communities when such violations have resulted
in major disruptions to council operations. Two cases were witnessed by the researcher in
which this stressor was believed to be linked with severe illnesses but more evidence would
be required before association of this type could be firmly established. There is sufficient
evidence from what local people say, however, to suggest that these stressors arise from
the process of interaction and selection used in this study and are therefore linked to the
expectations placed on councillors.

The selection process: some observed additional examples
The foregoing chapters have described in various sections the process of selection which
local people adopt in the aspects of council management. The purpose of this section is to
use some additional recorded examples to illustrate how this process works. It was suggested
earlier that culture for local people has become a ‘filtering device’ and a table was presented
on page 145 to indicate those elements which local people consider important to them in
the transactions across the boundaries between them and the environments. Three additional
examples which were recorded during the course of this study can be used to further
illustrate how the process works.
Example 1:
In 1992, one of the councils employed two Aboriginal Assistants in the Mechanical
Workshop. These Assistants were selected each from the two moieties (i.e. Dhuwa and
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Yirritja). This was in keeping with the traditional balance and the responsibilities which the
moieties have to each other. It was found later that one of the Assistants was not performing
well in the workshop and was judged by the community to lack sufficient ‘mechanical skills’
for him to continue in the job. As a result, the workshop quickly lost the confidence and
support of the community. This in turn put the European mechanic under significant pressure
as he had to deal with most of the complaints from dissatisfied ‘customers’.
The European mechanic later recommended that the council should replace the nonperforming Assistant with another person identified in the community as possessing the
required skills but happened to be from the same moiety as the remaining Assistant. The
council detected that the community was willing to overlook the traditional ‘moiety balance’
in exchange for a functioning mechanical workshop since vehicles offered benefits in other
areas of activity. They therefore accepted the mechanic's recommendation resulting in a
return of confidence and support to the workshop. The workshop was then able to enjoy a
stable period and carry out its functions.
Example 2:
In 1993 there was push by the OLG to appoint a local Aborigine as council clerk to one
of the councils in East Arnhem Land. A middle-aged fairly educated man was selected by
the council to the position. It also turned out that the man was “High Djungayin” (i.e.
a ceremonial leader at Gunapipi ceremonies) and possessed significant hidden knowledge.
After a few months in the job there was widespread community suspicion the council
clerk was allowing aspects of hidden knowledge to interfere with his council responsibilities
which could lead to revelation of secrets. As a result a unanimous council decision was
made to replace him.
Example 3:
In 1998 a council president of about 36 years of age was accused of a fraudulent practice
in the council. It was alleged he tried to forge the signature of another council member on
a council cheque book in order to fraudulently cash the bank cheque. The alleged fraudulent
practice was discovered and the matter was reported to the police.
In addition to this step, the community held a community meeting (not council meeting) to
consider the effects of the alleged offence and what steps to take. It was decided in the
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meeting that community elders should prescribe and carry out a ‘tribal punishment’ on the
alleged offender. The significance and reason for this decision was later explained to the
researcher by a council elder in the following way:
The community was not happy with the alleged offender and what he tried to
do to the council. He (alleged offender) is trying to make us shame. Trying
to make us look bad (Ramingining coucil leader, 1998).
The alleged offender later fled to Darwin and was replaced. In further discussions with a
council leader he explained how such decision would have been very difficult to make in
the past because the alleged offender came from the largest tribal group in the community
and said:
But now that the council is in control everybody is equal, everybody is the same
(Ramingining council leader, 1998).
What the council leader was expressing was how, because of the council, it was now
difficult for any one individual or group, no matter how large, to be above the rest of the
community. Also that if this alleged offence had occurred in the past when the council was
not in existence, the offender through the numerical strength of his group would probably
have gone unpunished.
These examples help to illustrate how the processes work in the ‘late development’ model
by showing the distance or closeness between the various configuration of actors in the
goals to be pursued and methods of pursuing them. They clearly show that the notion that
councils are merely agents of the Government and that indigenous models are preferred must
be discarded. Quarles van Ufford (1987) makes the same point by dismissing the claimed
diametrical opposition of rational government to indigenous models. The function of both,
according to Quarles Ufford (p. 14), is the same in that they both are in quest for public
consent and cooperation in order to legitimise their power and control.

Summary of the chapter
The pressures and structural outcomes with the respective management difficulties they pose
for the councils have been identified and explained. Also the various practices adopted by
them to deal with these difficulties have been explained. It is now possible to put together
all the features of the ‘late development’ model used for this Thesis as represented in Figure
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17 (Page 219). These features have been described and explained in detail in various parts
of the Thesis but can be summarised as follows:
• the model is task oriented because its existence is predicated on the achievement of certain
objectives/goals by working on a task or set of tasks. It therefore has an end product
• it has a task environment in which the objectives, the method and means of achieving them
are set or located
• there is a distinct community/cultural environment in which the objectives, method and means
and their application are evaluated and processed in terms of local peoples' perception of the
environments
• council behaviour or practice is therefore located in the perceptions of the environments.
The perceptions arise out of the interaction between the councils and the environments but
perception of the community/cultural environment draws from the interaction with the task
environment and not vice versa.
• council practice however is not an automatic application of perception but must undergo two
internal steps which means perception is an indication of an influence and not fixed.
The features enumerated above indicate that the end product of the ‘late developer's model
has three elements - task, human and community. The task element concerns completion of
objective tasks with allocated resources and in line with stipulated rules and guidelines. The
human element concerns employees’ satisfaction and morale but it also has a community
component because it involves satisfaction and approval of council activities by their
constituents.
The implication of these features is that council performance is directly linked to the
end products. Measuring council performance is therefore of major importance in the ‘late
development’ model. The next important phase of the study is devoted to the measurement of
performance of all the councils covered, analysis of the findings and suggestions for future
research in this important area.
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Chapter Six
Measuring Council Performance
This last phase of data collection is aimed at finding out how local people see the
performance of the councils through the use of a Survey Interview. This method will also
be a very useful way of subjecting the hypotheses developed for the study to further
testing and of validating the accuracy of field observations in the data presented in the
preceding chapters.

Public opinion of council performance
The role of Aboriginal organisations particularly the local community councils in the
economic development of local Aborigines is a frequent focus of debate in the Northern
Territory. This interest in Aboriginal organisations stems from the public opinion that these
organisations, when compared with organisations in the wider society, have by and large
performed very poorly and have failed to meet their set objectives in spite of the significant
public resources put into them.
In a recent Newsletter distributed by the senator representing the Northern Territory, Grant
Tambling [July 1997], the senator stated he had devoted a significant part of his political
career to the scrutiny of Aboriginal organisations:
It was my goal to see improved and expanded services for Aboriginal people
by stopping the waste in administration (Tambling 1997: 2)
An article in the Sunday Territorian of 7 May 1989 which referred to these organisations as
“Aboriginal Industry” also suggests such opinion is widespread in the community.
On the other hand there are those who maintain that council objectives represent the value
bias of Europeans and it is therefore impossible to establish relevant criteria against which
council effectiveness can be measured. Speaking at a function in 1992, the Director of the
Northern Land Council made the following comment:
While the western concept of development was to put economic growth
first, social and cultural imperatives weighed heavily in Aboriginal decisionmaking. --------- The fact is that Aboriginal people have different priorities to
non-Aboriginal people (NT News April 10, 1992: 8).
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It can be seen from the views expressed above that effectiveness can mean different things to
different people. Effectiveness, it seems, is not only relative to an organisation's location and
its particular activities but also to its history and environment. And these must be considered
in order to get a more comprehensive assessment of council effectiveness.
It would seem that differences in the perception of councils' objectives are the reason for
the divergent public views on council performance evaluation. It would also seem that
because council objectives are carried out under different conditions due to the history and
environment in which they operate, there would be different performance orientations at
different times. Understanding these differences and the conditions under which they occur
will therefore be critical to the management development of the councils.
Although councils were established with objectives believed to be beneficial to local
Aborigines, it is not always the case that results achieved will be in the quality and quantity
originally envisaged due to various intervening forces when carrying out the tasks for
achieving the objectives.62 It is due to this gap between objectives and actual outcomes
that is at the root of the controversy which surrounds council performance, for, while casual
observers may have a clear view of the outcomes sought, the intervening forces when
carrying out the tasks for achieving the objectives may not be well understood or often
misinterpreted. The hypotheses proposed for this study therefore are those which go to the
heart of the controversy as detailed in the opening chapter and restated below:
1. Traditionalism is inversely related to resistance/reception of community councils and therefore
their performance
2. Local Aborigines hold a different notion of council objectives to that prescribed by the
Government and therefore attach different weights of importance to the performance criteria
for achieving them
3. Local Aborigines attach higher importance to performance criteria which relate to preservation
of culture than those which relate to efficiency and control whilst staff of Government agencies
attach higher importance to criteria which relate to efficiency and control than to those which
relate to preservation of Aboriginal culture

62

A community council therefore may be judged by local people to be ineffective by not adequately
meeting the requirements of Strategic Organisations since it is part of the expectations of local people
that councils should meet those requirements.
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Since the hypotheses concern the issues of efficiency and effectiveness, it is important
to give a clear explanation of these two concepts to clarify what is intended by the
term ‘effectiveness’ in this study in order to adequately account for the differences in the
perception of council performance explained earlier.

Effectiveness versus Efficiency
It was stated earlier that effectiveness is one of the key elements for validating acceptance
of the council by local people. As a result and in accordance with the premise of
‘late development’, it was shown how councils are constantly under pressure from their
constituents to provide tangible evidence to vindicate the wisdom of their decisions. It is
therefore important to have a clear view of the effectiveness concept since it is the task of
this study to examine the criteria which local people use to indicate to themselves how the
council is performing. The concept of effectiveness in Aboriginal community councils seems
to be limited in the sense that it does not include the capacity of councils to define their
operational objectives however their agreement to the objectives is crucial to the successful
achievement of the objectives.
In this context, the criterion for effectiveness is how well a particular council is doing
relative not only to its own standards but also to the expectations of others both in its
internal and external environments. This is due to the fact that operational objectives of
councils directly relate to the wider objectives handed to them by strategic organisations.
In other words perception of effectiveness by local people does not only relate to how
well councils are performing relative to their standards and expectations, but also how they
perceive the councils meeting the standards and expectations of the strategic organisations.
This is due to the perception that successfully meeting the standards and expectations of
strategic organisations will increase council autonomy with the added increase in the control
over their internal affairs. So, effectiveness to local people seems to be the perception of how
well councils are performing relative to the standards and expectations of both local people
themselves and of the strategic organisations.
The concept of efficiency on the other hand refers only to the way in which the resources
available to the councils are used to achieve the established wider objectives without regard
to the preferences or order of priority in which the objectives are achieved. In this sense, the
criterion for efficiency is whether the application of resources actually leads to completion
of tasks to achieve those objectives. A council's performance can therefore be perceived
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differently depending on the preferences or order of priority placed on different aspects of
objectives to be achieved. For example a council can be seen to be relatively effective if it
achieves objectives sought by its constituents in certain areas even though this may be at a
high resource cost. Conversely, a council could be seen as efficient but ineffective because
of its pursuit of objectives of perceived low priority by its constituents. It is precisely due to
the implicating nature of the efficiency concept which provides areas of difficulty in council
management. Thus when conflicts of priorities occur, councils adopt the various practices
already described to manage the tensions in order to ensure effectiveness and validation of
their acceptance of the imposed authority structure.

Perceptions of council objectives and performance criteria
In view of these somewhat opposing concepts of effectiveness and efficiency, it would seem
that the first task of any attempt at evaluating council performance should be to test whether
a consensus or tacit agreement exists among stake holders about the set objectives; and
equally as important whether other salient objectives exist and if so under what conditions
they exist? In other words to tackle the last hypothesis first. A number of questions flow
from these observations:
a. To what extent do local people and other stakeholders believe that council actions are beneficial
to them?
b. Are such beliefs widespread?
c. Are such beliefs consistent with the set objectives of the councils?
This section of the study therefore attempted to first answer these questions through an
interview survey of informants.63

Further more it allowed the informants surveyed to

identify the council objectives. Table 8 shows the result of the discussions. From these
interviews it can be seen that there are no differences in the list of objectives nominated
by the informants surveyed. The next task involved seeking further information from the
informants on the things they consider when they talk about council performance, that
is, identifying the performance criteria. It was possible to list twenty seven performance
criteria identified by informants surveyed however it became clear from the list and further
discussions with informants that the concept of ‘objective’ itself will have to be reworked
in order to be able to explain the differences in the perception of council performance. This
63

Details of informants surveyed and the questionnaire used are provided in Appendix F.
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is how one councillor surveyed at Millingimbi who claimed to have a total of ten years
experience as a councillor put the situation:
when things are not going well we (the council) get blamed by the people
and we also get blamed by the government mob (Millingimbi councillor,
1998).
What the councillor was trying to explain was that there are several elements to the
identified objectives and people rate council performance in relation to these elements. As
a result councils can be judged as effective and ineffective simultaneously by officers of
Strategic Organisations and local council constituents because both sides are looking at
different elements of the same objectives and not because there is disagreement over the
objectives.
As has been stated in the study, council objectives are set and handed to them by those
in the ‘dominant coalition’ or stakeholders. Council objectives can therefore be seen as
constituting a ‘programme’. A programme, according to Deniston Rosenstock and Getting
(1968), is an “objective plus the collection of resources and activities organised to attain
it” (Deniston et.al.:125). They define an objective as some ‘state’ or ‘condition’ of people
or other components of the environment that is deemed desirable for the programme to
attain (Deniston et.al, 1968: 126). An important distinction made by these authors is between
objectives and activities -an objective is a condition while an activity represents some effort
of programme personnel to bring that condition about (Deniston et al., 1968.17).

Table 8: Frequently nominated council objectives by informants covered in the
Survey Interview
Frequently nominated Council objectives by

Frequently nominated objectives by officers of

local Aborigines covered in the Interview

Strategic Organisations covered in the Survey

Survey from all communities in the study.

Interview.

1. Be a strong voice for community to

1. Represent community to Government

Government
2. Make community clean
3. Provide jobs for local people
4. Promote health lifestyles

2. Improve the quality of life in their communities
3. For them to obtain greater control over their
cultural affairs
4. To get the community to play an active part

5. Provide health services and housing

in the planning and executing Government

6. Look after community

community development initiatives.
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Frequently nominated Council objectives by

Frequently nominated objectives by officers of

local Aborigines covered in the Interview

Strategic Organisations covered in the Survey

Survey from all communities in the study.

Interview.

7. Make sure there is peace in the community

5. Provide the focus for the coord-ination

8. Make sure young people have education (go to
school)
9. Make rules about rubbish collection and
Council vehicles
10.Protect Aboriginal culture and sacred sites

of services provided by various arms of
Government
6. To serve as the accountable body for the funds
received from Government
7. To serve as an accessible centre for information

11.Spend Council money properly

on existing needs and services in their

12.Provide sporting facilities

communities

13.Maintain roads in the community and to
outstations.

8. Provide training for Aboriginal employees
9. Protect Aboriginal culture and sacred sites.

Another significant distinction they make is between an objective and a sub-objective. The
sub-objective is an instrumental condition and is a prerequisite which must be attained in
order that the main objective can be attained. Following Deniston et. al. then, an objective
can be said to represent the collective intent of the stakeholders to achieve some outcome
while activities are the efforts to achieve that outcome. In addition a sub-objective is the
prerequisite that must be met in order to achieve the outcome.
This analytical framework can be used for the councils and the criteria for achieving council
objectives therefore contain three elements. The elements of ‘transitive’ and ‘reflexive’ can
be borrowed from Deniston et al (p. 126), and another named ‘substantive’ in this study
added to capture the full picture of council activities. The transitive element is that which
aims to have an intended impact upon the councils' environment while the reflexive element
can be described as that intended to provide inducements which will be sufficient to evoke
adequate contributions from employees of the councils and support in the community. The
substantive element is that which the councils pursue to maintain their relationship with other
stakeholders or strategic organisations in their external environment.

Table 9: Performance Criteria in categories identified by informants covered in the
Survey Interview
Transitive Criteria
1. Service distribution
2. Speed of service delivery and response to complaints (internal)
3. Speed of service delivery and response to complaints (external)
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4. Capacity of counsellors
5. Skills and commitment of employees
6. Smoothness of operation
7. Council meetings and decision making
8. Council cohesion
Reflexive Criteria
1. Internal/external employee ratio
2. Access to other Council resources
3. Ability to ensure activities do not violate traditional law
4. Reputation of Council in maintaining traditional law and customs
5. Relation with Aboriginal employees
6. Ability to get community support
7. Ability to recruit good local Aboriginal employees
8. Staff problems and turnover of Aboriginal employees
9. Internal community cohesion
Substantive Criteria
1. Ability to obtain funding
2. Council relations with funding bodies
3. Ability to liaise or communicate effectively with Government and other agencies
4. Ability to get Government support
5. Adherence to employment contracts
6. Provide relevant information to Government on service needs and requirements
7. Procedures, bookkeeping and operations
8. Annual audit report
9. Monthly and quarterly returns to funding bodies
10.Government compliance audit

Table 10: Survey Interview Results
Percent of informants who believe no Council difficulties In the Substantive criteria
1995
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

60

51

68

61

70

61

60

58

53

49

64

58

75

60

70

58

55

60

54

50

65

55

70

65

65

60

56

52

54

50

60

52

71

66

73

65

63

54

52

48

52

50

68

59

69

68

61

52

50

46

57

53

65

53

68

52

68

52

55

45
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58

50

69

60

68

56

55

50

56

50

52

51

69

65

70

67

59

57

57

52

46

50

70

60

66

61

53

51

60

51

42

49

70

65

69

59

60

59

61

58

1996
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

50

48

70

65

65

61

56

50

54

42

52

46

75

68

70

67

61

59

53

52

58

50

71

60

68

59

52

43

50

48

55

42

73

64

71

60

58

52

51

43

48

43

74

60

65

56

51

50

49

48

48

45

70

65

69

60

54

51

50

52

51

43

72

65

70

67

53

53

52

50

56

52

70

65

72

61

61

59

56

55

49

50

70

69

65

60

59

57

52

54

45

52

68

73

61

59

57

52

55

51

1997
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

69

62

70

65

72

63

62

59

57

50

68

65

71

68

75

71

57

56

52

51

65

52

69

60

70

69

55

50

49

53

70

61

72

69

68

60

59

51

50

51

66

57

70

65

73

62

58

58

53

56

69

60

68

61

72

59

60

59

58

52

64

52

70

55

65

60

57

52

53

55

60

51

72

67

62

60

60

57

56

53

69

56

70

60

76

73

61

57

60

59

Percent of informants who believe no Council difficulties In the Reflective criteria
1995
Milikapiti

Nguiu

Pularumpi

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

60

68

69

75

68

81

52

60

55

59

48

61

54

60

63

80

49

56

50

61

44

56

55

54

57

72

50

71

48

69

63

70

62

80

60

81

51

64

51

72

70

78

63

80

66

82

59

60

48

59

72

70

67

85

60

79

51

63

55

70

79

71

58

77

53

70

50

69

51

63
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58

51

50

79

52

68

58

66

56

69

60

72

55

80

60

85

51

70

59

71

1996
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

62

66

70

75

71

77

50

55

51

61

48

62

53

61

59

60

48

51

49

58

49

54

56

66

58

65

46

52

48

57

44

51

59

78

66

73

56

60

50

66

59

66

67

72

57

67

60

63

53

64

54

55

69

84

59

63

51

56

55

68

51

59

55

67

54

60

49

53

56

67

51

60

59

68

52

59

50

64

59

70

53

59

60

71

57

62

58

65

54

62

1997
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

68

70

70

79

69

76

50

58

55

60

51

69

55

60

64

65

51

60

51

57

50

56

52

58

61

63

59

67

50

53

59

61

61

82

68

80

56

61

59

61

60

69

66

86

66

80

51

59

60

65

63

62

60

85

61

81

58

69

58

59

54

58

63

70

53

67

55

69

58

59

52

56

67

78

54

62

59

68

52

60

67

68

65

80

60

78

56

60

54

57

Percent of informants who believe no Council difficulties In the Transitive criteria
1995
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

80

68

85

80

89

79

71

66

61

56

64

49

81

78

72

69

70

56

60

41

21

58

64

52

61

59

58

55

38

50

61

52

68

60

68

61

67

52

46

41

55

47

63

53

64

56

58

46

43

40

51

38

66

61

71

63

60

51

42

38

49

53

59

56

72

61

53

40

58

51

49

52

66

60

70

59

51

38

52

38

1996
Milikapiti

Nguiu

Pularumpi

Millingimbi

Ramingining
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SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

SO

LA

60

58

79

80

88

73

70

61

60

59

63

40

81

73

72

70

70

60

64

55

20

46

80

61

70

68

60

53

40

58

58

49

70

58

70

67

63

58

43

50

51

52

70

60

69

65

66

50

50

43

42

52

76

64

78

70

68

52

49

51

40

43

70

66

70

61

61

50

41

36

41

40

69

53

75

61

67

54

48

40

1997
Milikapiti
SO

Nguiu

LA

SO

Pularumpi
LA

SO

LA

Millingimbi

Ramingining

SO

SO

LA

LA

66

60

80

76

85

69

64

52

63

50

68

57

84

67

80

77

71

50

52

49

72

50

83

70

81

79

60

49

42

40

60

51

71

72

72

65

59

55

57

40

60

57

70

68

69

70

55

54

55

43

63

59

75

60

73

69

62

58

51

38

65

54

71

62

76

74

52

60

58

50

60

50

77

66

70

78

56

57

54

41

70

61

75

60

71

64

62

58

61

60

Having distinguished the elements as presented in Table 8, the surveyed informants were
later asked to comment on how they saw the councils meeting the identified performance
criteria. Since these information were sought through informal discussions, simple ratings of
“council is doing a good job” and “council is not doing a good job” were employed. The
information provided are put in Table 9 (Page 317). Informants were not only classified
according to their communities but the following classifications were also employed in
order to highlight any differences in assessments that may exist: “Local Aborigines” and
“Strategic Organisation”.

Interview Survey Findings
Against the background of 'warranting conditions given in Table 2 (Page 100), and the
process of selection of options for action described in various sections of the Thesis, it
may be valuable to compare the perception of effectiveness of the councils in the two
areas covered in the study. It was observed the different leadership styles, decision-making
methods and management practices all occurred across the two areas. However in the
evaluation of council effectiveness, informants consistently rated the Ngiui and Purlarumpi
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councils on the Tiwi Islands higher than other councils in all areas of performance. The
results show that Ramingining council in East Arnhem Land and Milikapiti on Tiwi are
perceived as the least performing councils across all criteria.
Transitive criteria: Under these criteria, informants believed Milikapiti was the least effective
council in 1996 while Raminginig was the least performing in 1997. One significant finding
was that only the Purlarumpi council was rated exceptionally high by informants in the
criterion of council meeting and decision-making in all years covered.
Reflexive criteria: Strategic Organisation informants generally rate council performance
across the two areas lower than Local Aborigines informants including those criteria which
relate to the preservation of Aboriginal culture. Apart from this, no significant differences
in the views of informants across all councils under this category of criteria except in 1995
when the Purlarumpi council was rated exceptionally high by Local Aborigine informants in
two criteria of local Aboriginal employee ratio and access to council resources.
Substantive criteria: In this category of criteria, Strategic Organisation informants generally
rated council performance higher than Local Aborigine informants. Raminiginig and
Milikapiti were rated as the least effective councils in the years covered according to both
Strategic Organisation and Local Aborigine informants. Whilst Milikapiti was more effective
than Raminiginig in 1995, this changed in 1996 when Raminiginig became more effective.
The situation again changed in 1997 when Milikapiti was rated with better performance
by informants.
Strategic Organisations and Local Aborigines: One of the hypotheses in the evaluation of
council performance has been that stakeholders namely Strategic Organisations and Local
Aborigines do not have a common perception of council objectives and as a result attach
different weights to the performance criteria. The findings presented on Table 20 however do
not bear this out. The findings do not show any significant differences in the perception of
council objectives either among the stakeholders or the different classifications employed.
Under the transitive criteria, the performance measures found that Local Aborigines in all
the communities rated their own performance lower than the rating of Strategic Organisation
informants. However in the reflexive area including those criteria which relate to the
preservation of Aboriginal culture, Strategic Organisation informants rate performance of all
councils lower than Local Aboriginal informants. Under the substantive criteria Strategic
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Organisation informants consistently rated performance of all councils higher than Local
Aboriginal informants Overall perception of effectiveness: In considering the overall result
obtained from the Survey interview, it is found that 85% of all informants covered in the
Survey interviews are of the opinion that all the councils are ‘doing a good job’ in all
the identified performance criteria. And as indicated in the results above, close to 88%
of Strategic Organisation informants covered in the Survey interview believe that all the
councils are ‘doing a good job’ in all the identified criteria compared with 83% for local
Aboriginal informants covered in the Survey interview.

Other findings in the study
In looking at the ratings expressed by informants given above, five points appear to stand
out:
1. High level of consensus on the nominated objectives across all informants
2. Considerable similarity of council practices across all councils
3. Lack of uniform viewpoints on council performance across the three categories of performance
criteria employed in the study
4. Difference in performance ratings of councils located within a cultural/geographical area
5. Strategic Organisation ratings are higher than Local Aborigine ratings across all councils
and criteria except those criteria which relate to the preservation of Aboriginal culture in the
reflexive area
Other findings relate to the identified variables in the interaction of councils with their
environments explained on pages 171 to 172. These variables were studied in relation to
all aspects of the operations of the councils through a careful examination of councils'
documents, in particular the correspondence between councils and other agencies. This was
backed up by extensive discussions with agency officers, council employees, and members
of the communities.
From these documents and responses, it was found that the risk variable as defined on page
171 by itself did not significantly affect the internal processes of the councils. However
it became significant when combined with the relationship variable. This is because local
people did not fear or foresee any risk to their annual budgetary positions as these are
allocations from the NT Government and as such are not subject to market fluctuations.
However budget allocations or parts of them can be withheld or suspended when relationship
with Strategic Organisations is weak. The dependency variable also is not as significant as
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when it is combined with the relationship variable. This is probably due to the fact that
councillors, from many of their statements, truly believe that the Government funds allocated
to them are to provide services to which they are entitled. The extent to which councillors
would feel any sense of dependency thus depends on the relationship between the councils
and the strategic organisations.
The relationship variable is therefore an important one to consider. Almost all the councillors
in the councils studied referred to this variable as important. For example, antagonism
between a council and a strategic government officer affects the certainty of survival which
in turn is associated with more rigidity and a tendency by councils to ‘follow the rule’. On
the other hand, government officials view the relationship between them and the councils as
the dominant factor in their effectiveness in dealing with the councils. According to officials,
a ‘warm’ relationship is likely to engender more enthusiasm from council employees thereby
reducing the need for increased surveillance and rigidity on their part.
Examination of the variables in the community/cultural environment suggests they are also
positively associated with the internal processes of the councils. When councils are viewed
as alien institutions whose goals are based on socio-economic development, relationship
between the councils and the communities in which they operate will be crucial in the
councils' ability to achieve those goals/objectives.
Risk can then be viewed in terms of the general responses in the cultural context of the
community and councils that can accurately estimate those responses would be able to
adapt to them. Similarly dependency will be associated with performance since this can be
measured in terms of the socio-economic goal of the councils.

Summary of the chapter
This chapter focuses on one of the questions which the study aims to examine. This is
the question of the perception of council effectiveness in meeting local peoples' service
needs. The chapter is designed around the use of Survey interview using simple single type
questions to enhance reliability of answers. As these interviews are also conducted in an
informal fashion, an additional purpose of the chapter is to use the findings to test the
validity of field observations.
The chapter identified three categories of criteria which the interviewed informants use to
describe council performance. In earlier chapters, several examples in council management
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confirm the conception of culture as a ‘filtering devise’ used in the selection of options
for action. Statements by various community leaders indicate the general belief that councils
give them the control over their internal cultural affairs as it provides for the separation
of ‘ceremonial business’ from ‘council business’. The statements also indicate how councils
make it impossible for one person or group to dominate other groups in the communities.
The identified categories of performance criteria thus provides a reliable way of testing the
validity of these field observations.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions
• Discussion of findings
• Implications of findings
• Strategy for enhancing council effectiveness, and
• Direction for future research

Discussion of findings
In discussing the findings detailed in the previous chapter, it is necessary to set them
against the three main objectives of the study set out in the opening chapter of the Thesis.
The first of the main objectives was given as establishing information on the current
management patterns and practices in Aboriginal community councils to fill the unavailability
of such material in the Northern Territory to date. The second main objective was based on
three broad hypotheses designed to test the validity of observer opinion in the controversy
surrounding the appropriateness of councils to meet local Aboriginal community needs. The
last main objective was given as drawing out the implications of the findings as a guide
for developing appropriate strategy for enhancing councils' effectiveness in the delivery of
services to their communities and for future research of Aboriginal organisations. Part of the
last main objective was to apply a theoretical perspective through which the findings could
be adequately explained particularly as they relate to Aboriginal community councils.
In the preceding chapters, local councils' perceptions of relationships, observed patterns of
management and practices were carefully documented to meet the first main objective set
out in the study. A theoretical perspective deemed suitable for the study of Aboriginal
community councils was also applied as a framework for explaining field observations and
findings. Attention will now turn to the hypotheses developed for testing the validity of
observer opinion cited in several places in the study. This will be followed by exploring
the implications of the findings on council management. It should be remembered that the
procedure for testing the hypotheses of the study is through observation of actual examples.
These examples are used to illustrate the internal council process of selection described in
various sections of the Theses. In addition, simple Survey interviews were employed to
validate field observations.
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Hypotheses 1: Traditionalism is inversely related to the resistance/reception of community
councils and therefore their performance.
The cultural variable of traditionalism was chosen for this hypotheses due to the historical
context of contact in which local Aboriginal culture is under strong influence from the
dominant European culture. Traditionalism was therefore defined as the degree of adherence
to cultural values, tradition and norms. The difficulty in collecting the large amount of
quantitative data and the large number of variables that would be required to grade the
degree of adherence to various values, traditions and norms in a particular Aboriginal
community was alluded to in the opening chapter of the Thesis. As a result, it was stated
that the best way to examine traditionalism was to consider Aboriginal culture as comprising
the elements of ‘inside knowledge’ and ‘outside knowledge’ and to examine the amount
of personal discretion which ceremonial leaders (i.e. custodians of inside knowledge)are
permitted to exercise. This was based on the assumption that council leadership would be
easier to establish in areas with wider ceremonial leadership discretion since the norms of
allegiance to an individual would be easier to establish as the leader could use the discretion
permitted to furnish help and do favours which would win him or her the respect and
allegiance of other members of the group.
Traditionalism in this sense was found to be stronger in the East Arnhem communities than
the Tiwi communities. In testing the hypotheses then, attention was first paid to the processes
of leadership identification and selection in the two areas covered in the study. It was
found that similar processes were employed in the two areas and that, in fact, ceremonial
leaders were not automatically preferred for council leadership positions. In other words
preference was not shown for the traditional authority structure for council administration.
The proposition that traditionalism is inversely related to the resistance/acceptance of the
imposed council structure is therefore not supported by field observation and finding.
The second aspect of consideration was in the statements of individual local people in
informal interviews. All the statements from the two areas covered in the study indicate local
people show a clear preference for the imposed council structure community administration
due to the perception that councils increase local control over internal and cultural affairs.
Traditionalism therefore, instead of being inversely related to resistance/reception of councils,
can be said to be positively linked to reception of councils
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The last aspect to consider in this hypotheses is the perception of actual performance of
the councils in the Survey interview used in the study. The finding that is of interest
to consider first in the perception of council performance is perhaps the differences in
performance ratings for councils within the same cultural/geographical area. In 1995 the
Milikapiti council on the Tiwi Islands and Ramingining council in East Amhem Land had
performance difficulties in the substantive area. Perusal of council records indicated both
councils experienced difficulties with their Town clerks in that year. This appears to relate
to the problem inherent in the practice of ‘responsibility sharing’ and points to the effects
of European staff on council performance when this practice is adopted. This again confirms
field observation findings that there is no inverse link between traditionalism and council
performance.
Hypothesis 2: Local Aborigines hold different notion of council objectives to that prescribed
by the Government and therefore attach different weights of importance to the performance
criteria for achieving them.
In examining this hypothesis, the process of selection of practices adopted by local people
is first considered. In several examples given to illustrate this selection process, it was
pointed out that local people attach equal (to that demanded under funding guidelines) level
of importance to the criteria relating to efficiency and control in achieving the prescribed
council objectives. This was said to be due to the fact that these objectives are believed
by local people to actually insulate ‘inside knowledge’ from constant scrutiny and empirical
testing by the group. This is to say that the more effective councils are in meeting the service
and welfare needs of local people, the less demands local people make of ‘inside knowledge’
to fulfil those needs. And as needs change, inside knowledge is insulated from testing as to
its powers to meet new demands and challenges thereby maintaining its relative force and
influence. Management practices adopted by local people therefore do not indicate that local
people have a different notion of council objectives from that prescribed by the Government.
This field observation is confirmed by the Survey interview findings which indicate that
there is a high level of consensus on the nominated objectives across all the people covered
in the Survey interview and that no different weights of importance are attached to the
performance criteria for achieving the objectives
In fact Survey interview findings show that local councillors consistently rated their
performance lower than Strategic Organisation officers across all councils and criteria except
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those criteria which relate to the preservation of Aboriginal culture in the reflexive area. This
finding can be explained in several ways. It may be that Strategic Organisation informants
have a lower expectation of local people, an expectation based on the historical relationship
between Europeans and Aborigines which has been explained in other parts of this study.
However a more likely explanation is that local Aborigines probably see their communities
as ‘underdeveloped’ relative to the urban centres in terms of services and infrastructure and
therefore appear to be in a hurry to ‘catch up’. This makes them want to see results in a
comparatively short space of time. Local people therefore rate their councils performance
under the transitive criteria lower due to their perception that things don't happen fast enough
particularly following council decisions.
An important complication for local peoples' rating of council performance is that over
the years, the functions of councils have gradually become enlarged. This is due to the
agency arrangements between agencies (including non-government) and the councils. The
researcher compiled the following functional areas which are common to all the councils
covered in the study:
1. Post Office
2. Banking
3. Stores
4. Social security
5. Barge services
6. Police
7. Correctional Services
8. Aged care
9. Sports and Recreation
10.Library
11.Arts and Crafts
12.Child care
13.Women shelter
14.C.D.E.P.
As a result of this enlarged functional base, community members have become accustomed
to holding councils responsible for inadequate services in the areas. However agency
arrangements often inflict additional financial and management burden on councils which
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are usually not easily recognised by members of the communities. An exploratory study
conducted by LGANT (1997) found that many contract agencies including government
agencies do not cover the costs of their services to the councils because of failure to include
costs of working in remote Aboriginal communities. The report noted that:
a. while a council is paid for certain number of hours, more hours are often required to meet the
objectives of the contract
b. councils do not have the appropriate evaluation methods to be able to accurately measure the
real cost of an activity and thereby establish an hourly rate which reflects the real cost
c. the hourly rate paid to councils do not usually include costs for training, office management,
stationery, rent, power, and repairs and maintenance of equipment.
In addition to these, it was found councils devote a great deal of their time to contract
negotiations which leaves them insufficient time for their core functions. The rapid expansion
of the functions of the councils is yet another strong indication that rather than local people
holding different notions of councils objectives, they actually want the councils to assume
responsibility over a wider area of community life.
Hypothesis 3: Local Aborigines attach higher importance to performance criteria which relate
to preservation of culture than those which relate to efficiency and control whilst staff of
Government agencies (strategic Organisations) attach higher importance to criteria which
relate to efficiency and control than which relate to preservation of Aboriginal culture.
Field observations of the selection process described in several sections of this Thesis,
again, indicate that there is no clash between the imposed council objectives and internal
strategies for cultural preservation. In fact, several examples used to illustrate this process
indicate that both sides in the negotiation across the boundary need each other - Strategic
Organisations to ensure that results pertaining to Government service obligations are achieved
in a cost-effective manner, and local people to obtain a degree of control over their internal
and cultural affairs. In other words both are mutually committed to the attainment of the
same objectives. Survey interview findings also confirm field observations in this regard.
The findings indicate there is no significant difference in rating of performance of all
councils in the reflexive area, however one finding that may be a surprise to some is
that Strategic Organisation informants rated performance of criteria relating to protection
of Aboriginal culture lower than Local Aboriginal informants' ratings. It therefore seems
that Strategic Organisation informants expect councils to improve services in that area. It
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would also seem to indicate that Strategic Organisation informants attach similar (perhaps
slightly more) weight to criteria relating to preservation of Aboriginal culture as Local
Aboriginal informants.
This hypothesis is therefore not supported by the findings since there is no significant
difference in perception of performance across the two areas covered in the study even
when certain elements of traditional culture appeared to be stronger in one area than the
other. Similarly differences that did show were not limited to councils within each group's
geographical area but cut across councils in the two geographical areas. The three hypotheses
developed for the study are thus not supported both by field observations and Survey
interview employed.
Effectiveness Of Councils: The main issue in the observer opinion cited at the beginning
of the Thesis relates to effectiveness of councils in meeting the service needs of local
people. As a result an attempt was made to address the issue as an important part of
the investigation. A Survey interview method was incorporated into the investigation and
this was deliberately designed to allow local people to identify those criteria they use in
assessing council performance. This is due to the belief that ultimately, effectiveness would
very much depend on the situation/s on the ground and how local people feel about what
they are getting (in service terms) from the councils. To further enhance the quality of
information thus gathered, officers of Strategic Organisations were also included in the
informants covered in the Survey interview.
The results obtained from the Survey interview indicate that 85% of all informants covered
in the survey believe that all the councils are ‘doing a good job’ in all the identified criteria.
Importantly close to 88% of Strategic Organisation informants believe that all the councils
are ‘doing a good job’ in all the identified criteria. The assertion that councils are ineffective
structures for meeting local Aboriginal service needs are therefore not supported by the
views of the direct recipients of such services and those who have authoritative supervision
over the delivery of the services.
In view of these findings, observer opinion that councils are inappropriate structures for
effective delivery of services to local Aboriginal communities because of what is termed
their ‘unique culture’ is not accurate. Similarly, the opinion that councils do not, and cannot,
gain the acceptance of local people is not supported by the findings. If observer opinion
is not supported by the findings of this study, the questions that arise are how can the
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findings be explained and what implications can be drawn from them which are essential
for consideration in the analysis.
It was stated earlier how the search for a unifying model for explaining management action
or practices in tradition-oriented communities has revolved around two strands of debate
namely the collectivist versus individualist and the convergence versus divergence theories.
In the collectivist versus individualist debate, each of the two concepts is given as a cultural
element which underpins the social structure of a community and thus either is used to
provide explanation of the actions or responses of local people in the context of Westernbased influences and change. In looking at the findings of this study, it would seem that
neither the collectivist nor the individualist model can explain in isolation the practices
adopted by local people. This is probably due to a misdirection of the debate where local
social structure is often taken as a given and response (or responses) of local people used
to prove the nature of this given. A better approach may be to examine the response from
how local people are experiencing the changes and their needs and aspirations. These are
likely to provide a more reliable picture of their true feelings and attitudes towards the
changes occurring in their communities.
As for the convergence versus divergence debate, excessive claims by supporters of either
side of the debate are also not supported by the findings of this study. Whilst local people
accept the imposed structure and have achieved success in making it work from them, it
must be born in mind the practices adopted by them are actually their own local creations.
These practices are designed to ‘manage’ the tension between the requirements of the
imposed structure and their kinship and traditional roles and responsibilities. The practices
are not designed to ‘change’ traditional roles and responsibilities so that they can become
more compatible with the formal requirements of the imposed council structure. Rather
they are designed to ‘manage’ the tension between the two so that traditional roles and
responsibilities can be protected and preserved in their pure form as much as possible.
The evidence as presented in this study is that local Aboriginal people have successfully
operated the councils since 1978 and continue to assume responsibility for wider areas of
community life. What then is the reason (or reasons) for the success of local Aboriginal
people in incorporating the councils with their own authority system and making the
councils to work for them? Perhaps more importantly, how do local people ‘problemitise’
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understandings of ‘management’ based exclusively on European structure with the value of
efficiency and control at is core?

Council practices as an expression of ‘late development’
In the chapters dealing with the early community development and management, it was
shown how local people were excluded from the processes of ‘deciding’ and ‘doing’. It
was also shown how the approaches of the early missionaries included the eradication of
local Aboriginal traditional practices which local Aboriginal people resented. Thus when
responsibility for council management was transferred to local people in 1978, local people
saw it as an opportunity for autonomy and cultural preservation. And in order to maximise
this opportunity, the issue of efficient management of council resources has become central
for local council management, for the more effective the councils are in meeting the service
needs of local people, the more pride they will engender with a flow on effect to cultural
pride and preservation.
To put it another way, whilst council's decisions and practices are guided by the need
for effective delivery of services, the motive behind this is the need for autonomy and
cultural preservation. The issue of efficiency and a political objective are therefore seen as
complementary rather than being mutually exclusive. Thus the analysis of management in
Aboriginal community councils can be seen as another situation where the ‘late development’
model can be correctly applied.

Implications of findings
Using the ‘late development’ model for Aboriginal community councils as represented in
Figure 3 (Page 68), the features of the model which have been described in various parts of
the Thesis, can be summarised in point form as follows:
• the model is task oriented because its existence is predicated on the achievement of certain
objectives/goals by working on a task or set of tasks. It therefore has an end product
• it has a task environment in which the objectives, the method and means of achieving them
are set or located
• there is a distinct community/cultural environment in which the objectives, method and means
and their application are evaluated in terms of local peoples' perception of the environments
(not in terms their compatibility/non-compatibility)
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• council behaviour or practice is therefore located in the perceptions of the environments.
The perceptions arise out of the interaction between the councils and the environments but
perception of the community/cultural environment draws from the interaction with the task
environment and not vice versa.
• council practice is not an automatic application of perception but must undergo two internal
steps which means perception is an indication of an influence and not fixed.
The features enumerated above indicate that the end product of the ‘late development’ model
has three elements - task, human and community. The task element concerns completion of
objective tasks with allocated resources and in line with stipulated rules and guidelines. The
human element concerns employees' satisfaction and morale but it also has a community
component because it involves satisfaction and approval of council activities by their
constituents. The implication of these features is that council performance is directly linked
to the end products. The logic of the ‘late development’ model is that the more effectively
councils perform, the more sense of cultural pride they engender in their communities.
Measuring council performance is therefore of major importance in the ‘late development’
model.
Another aspect is that, as indicated above, local people consistently distinguished between
the ‘task environment’ and the ‘community/cultural environment’. Because councils have
objectives (and tasks) which involves interaction between them and these environments there
will be boundaries across which transactions will occur as explained on pages 166 to 171.
The issue for councils therefore will be how to maximise their benefits through careful
management of these transactions. Since different facets and problems may emerge in these
transactions from time to time, this will require changes in leadership or leadership styles
to deal with the problems as they arise. The implication here is that leadership quality will
be multi-faceted and emphasis on leadership selection will be on the ability to manage this
boundary and may not have reference to traditional leadership.
Another important implication concerns the perceived role of councils in relation to the issue
of control. Some observers have argued that while councils increase local peoples' control
over decisions affecting the delivery of services to their communities, they actually decrease
local peoples' power vis-à-vis the wider Government administration system resulting in loss
of control over their internal cultural traditions and personal life (Wolfe 1996:.8).
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But as this study demonstrates, local councillors' rating of their performance in the factors
of efficiency indicates they place significant emphasis on those factors in the belief that
efficient delivery of services is of importance not only in itself but as a contributor to their
wider societal relations. Councils are therefore linked to ability of local people to control
and maintain their internal traditional culture and practices. This implies that local peoples'
control over their traditional/cultural affairs is linked to council effectiveness in the delivery
of adequate services.
The control of internal culture and tradition which is seen to be made possible by the council
also creates a force within it which tend to encourage cultural conservatism and a separation
of cultural/ceremonial ‘business’ from council ‘business’. Thus a pertinent question is: which
should be the primary focus of analysis - local peoples' acceptance and operation of the
imposed structure or their increased cultural conservatism? Put in terms of the convergencedivergence debate discussed earlier on page 57, will continuing acceptance and operation of
councils' imposed structure by local people ‘converge’ to western value of efficiency and
lead them to abandon their cultural and kinship responsibilities?
Observations in this study suggest that although western value of efficiency is accepted and
observed, this is actually based on the belief that it enables them to conserve (not converge)
their cultural and kinship responsibilities. The implication of this is that the conflict of
priorities and therefore management problems discussed in several places in the study are
likely to continue into the foreseeable future.

Strategies for enhancing council effectiveness
The categorisation of council performance criteria used in this study has three distinct
advantages over a simple method of lumping all criteria into one rubric performance criteria:
1. It allows for easy identification of problem areas which affect effectiveness. For example the
provision and maintenance of roads is an objective intended to produce an impact on council
constituents and their environment and therefore should be evaluated in that vein that is in
terms of the intended impact.
2. It allows evaluation to be made in terms of council objectives and actions instead of objectives
held by individuals or “interest groups” within or outside the communities since the criteria are
like pre-requisites for the attainment of the objectives.
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3. The interlinking effects of the categories employed not only help to establish if council
objectives are effectively met but also if the criteria for achieving them are appropriate for
the particular community in which they are applied. For example, a very high performance
in the transitive criteria by Ngiui and Purlarumpi councils in 1996/97 also showed very high
performance in the reflexive and substantive criteria. This may be interpreted to mean that
council objectives and the practices adopted for achieving them in both communities are
appropriate and are well supported by all the stake holders for that particular period.
When the findings under the performance criteria are combined with the other findings
obtained through observation and interviews, it becomes easier to accurately locate the
source of impact on the councils since the variables can be restricted to the two
environments identified. Furthermore those conditions that relate directly to the councils can
be distinguished from those that relate to the cultural environment making it easier for
identifying problems of decision-making and other practices adopted by councils. The overall
effect of this approach (i.e. the ‘late development model’) is that it makes it easier to modify
present structural arrangement to take account of the identified problems.
One of the weaknesses of current cross-cultural management research, as pointed out in the
opening chapters of this Thesis, is the failure to acknowledge that management development
in all tradition-oriented communities did not take place under the same conditions. As a
result of this failure, there appears to be an over-reliance on the conceptualisation of culture
found notably in the works of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961); and Hofstede (1980) to
explain all aspects of organisation behaviour.
The cultural dimensions developed by these researchers have thus become the bases for
most of recent empirical research in cross-cultural management. These dimensions are
believed to provide the framework for organisations in all societies which means that
organisations cannot be created from scratch or imposed from the outside since the presumed
dimensions are tied up with the history and values of any given society. The effectiveness of
organisations in all societies therefore will be dependent on their ability to adapt organisation
requirements to these dimensions.
However as has been shown in Aboriginal communities, attempts were made to create
new organisations from scratch and new patterns of behaviour imposed from the outside.
Strategies developed only on the basis of cultural dimensions (i.e. strategies directed at
value change at the local level) may therefore not be appropriate to the community councils
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studied. It is probable that cultural dimension strategies may be appropriate under certain
conditions. For example, in circumstances where a social group collectively makes (or able
to make) a conscious choice or decision to adopt a particular strategy for socio-economic
development, it may allow their cultural characteristics to serve as the only criteria for the
choices they make. This, however, is merely a proposition as there is no concrete evidence
that this is usually the case.
But where the objectives are imposed (for example in the case of Aboriginal communities),
the responses of local people to the imposed objectives will reflect the extent to which
the objectives can be absorbed into the local cultural values whilst still maintaining the
integrity of the culture. It does not mean, however, that specific cultural characteristics are
absent in this process of absorption, it is just that they are pushed to the background and
are only used as guides for the evaluation of actions in terms of costs and benefits. The
observable elements will then be the differences in the emphasis they place on the cultural
values. Furthermore, the emphasis will shift from time to time due to the pressures exerted
from external influences and their evaluation of the ‘value price’ in respect of their cultural
interests and present needs and aspirations.
The strength of the ‘late development’ model used for this study is that it overcomes
the need to rely on the identified dimensions of culture to explain and predict relevant
aspects of management actions which restricts the ability to develop appropriate strategies
particularly in organisational interaction similar to Aboriginal community councils. What then
are the main aspects of council management that should be considered in the development
of appropriate strategies?
Main aspects of council management: In the section dealing with evaluation of council
performance it was noted that Milikapiti and Ramingining were rated by informants as the
least performing councils under the Transitive (i.e. factors of efficiency) category of criteria
in 1995 and 1996 respectively. An investigation of these events revealed that the ‘community
responsibility’ pattern of management described on pages 229 to 230 was in operation in
both communities in the periods the performances were recorded.
In the chapters dealing with the history and development of the community councils, it was
shown how local people were denied participation in the management of the councils that
existed at the time. It was also shown how these initial approaches and attitudes contributed
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to the ensuing relationship between local people and the external environment. The important
points to note in the evolution of this environment are that:
1. The changes in the councils environments were such that the ratio of externally induced changes
increased disproportionately to the internally induced changes.
2. Other organisations or government agencies became increasingly the major components in this
environment.
3. The evolution of the external environment was not accompanied by an increase in the local
councils ability to learn and to perform according to the changing contingencies in that
environment.
When these conditions become severe, the result is a perception of a decrease in efficiency
as indicated above. However efficiency increased when the ‘Dictatorial’ pattern was adopted
in the ensuing years but other difficulties were associated with this pattern and the council
adopted yet another pattern to deal with these problems as discussed on pages 209to 213.
These patterns or practices were examined in the relevant section of the Thesis. Evaluation
of performance was also undertaken in the study for gauging how people perceive the
effectiveness of these practices. From the evaluation, it can be argued that efforts of local
people are mainly directed at:
a. how to maintain the councils as an optimal structure for achieving certain results
b. how to combine the optimal structure with access and participation to ensure popular support
and legitimacy of action
c. how to ensure equality of access to services provided by councils and that services are provided
within the resource capability of the councils
The first task involves operating the council to mediate and respond to substantive demands
from the external system of which the strategic organisations which provide the funding
for councils are a part. The second task is to operate the council as an instrument for
local government which involves larger numbers of people and interests in their respective
communities to participate in decision-making thereby allowing the councils to be more
responsive to local needs. Lastly, there is the major task of organising the councils as
delivery systems capable of reaching everyone in their communities irrespective of their
group or clan affiliations but within the resource capability of the councils. It is the
combination of these tasks in a single council structure which is continuing to represent a
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major challenge not only to local councillors but also to Government policy makers. These
various aspects then can be summarised as
a. the need for efficiency
b. the need for responsiveness and
c. the need for learning (p.82)
Appropriate Strategy: It will be suggested that, in the case of Aboriginal communities
studied, an authoritative strategy is probably the most likely to effectively combine the
needs specified above. An authoritative strategy involves the alignment or re-alignment of
authority relations in the interaction across boundaries. In this case the relation between the
councils and the authoritative agencies will be re-arranged and precisely specified either in
legislation or in legal agreements such as with an executive office or a body or agency
appointed under the legislation for that purpose. Such specifications will include contacts,
resource supervision and the general supervision of the transactions across the boundaries
and arranged in such a way that authoritative supervision can move both vertically and
horizontally.
The essential feature of the authoritative strategy will be that the agencies concerned can
use the powers vested in them to initiate and effect actions not only at the council level
but also at the level of the agencies themselves. It will therefore allow a horizontal and
vertical authoritative supervision of transactions across boundary thereby achieving a smooth
marriage of the needs for efficiency and community responsiveness. And because councils
will be major participants in this re-arrangement of authoritative supervision, it will provide
them with a learning capacity. It will also overcome the possibility of inaccurate estimation
of resource capabilities due to faulty analysis of the task environment. The interfaces of
the suggested re-arrangement of authoritative supervision is represented in the diagram in
Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Interfaces of the Authoritative supervision strategy

The kinds of authority used for this arrangement have been identified as common to most
organisations and also there is agreement amongst organisation researchers that authority
is the key to the management process in organisations (Cleland and King, 1980). These
have been slightly modified to achieve the arrangement required for the suggested strategy
as described below.
Substantive authority: is defined here as the authority conferred on an individual or agency
through the legislative powers of the state. It is an authority which allows the individual or
agency to act or direct others in stipulated ways. This authority is based on the enforceable
powers of the state and confers stipulated rights and responsibilities on those holding the
authority.
Formal Administrative authority: This authority is derived from two sources:
a. the legitimate source which allows councils to act, direct and decide in council management
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b. the legal right conferred upon councils as incorporated legal entities which allows them to enter
into enforceable contracts
Staff authority: is derived from the appointments of the individual officers as council
employees to assist, advise and act in accordance with stipulated council rules decisions
and guidelines. The important distinction that must be noted in this authority is that the
staff authority holder only has authority over his/her subordinates and not over other people
in the council.

How the authoritative strategy will work
The most important aspect of this strategy is the delineation of the specific roles and
responsibilities of each authority area and the type of relations that will exist between one
and the other. The first step is the creation of an Independent Supervising Agency (ISA)
that will hold a substantive authority. This Agency will act as a kind of community councils
program ‘ombudsman’ but at the same time have the authoritative capacity to provide advice,
counsel, training and specialised support to the councils.
As program ‘ombudsman’ ISA officers will be able to initiate investigations into the
status of various council activities such as contract agreements, agency arrangements, staff
employment contracts and performance schedules and make recommendations to the councils
and the minister in charge of the agency related to the investigated area. It is important not
to confuse this role with a program coordinator or council adviser. The ISA authority will
operate independently of councils and other stake holders. It is thus a strong requirement
of the strategy to delineate clearly the role of ISA authority holders vis-à-vis other stake
holders. This will require legislative action and a policy document containing descriptions
of the intended authority roles and responsibility relations as depicted in the interfaces of
the authorities presented in Figure 25.
It was shown earlier how councils are linked to local peoples' ability to control their
internal affairs through councils control over resources for the provision of local services.
However it is also known by local people that the terms under which councils exercise this
control are themselves set by those agencies which provide council funding. These terms are
supported by local people as they are not designed or perceived to replace indigenous forms
of control. On the other hand any practice that increases indigenous control such as the
practice of the ‘community responsibility system’ also has major performance implications
for the councils such as perception of decline of performance in the ‘transitive’ criteria as
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indicated in performance results. As a result a kind of informal vigilance is maintained to
ensure that performance is not sacrificed for indigenous control and that the terms do not
replace indigenous control.
It was also shown earlier how the ‘relationship’ variable is crucial to council functioning.
This relationship is however susceptible to the perception of the terms under which councils
exercise control over resources provided to them due to their implication for council
performance as indicated above. The present structure operated by councils has no in-built
mechanism for correcting wrong perceptions of the terms when they occur as indicated in
Figure 9 (Page 153). The present structure therefore is unable to meet the needs specified
on page 354.
The authoritative strategy suggested here will provide for this mechanism through ongoing
independent authoritative assessment or investigation of the application of the terms and
make recommendations for corrective actions. As this authority will be independent of the
funding agencies, it will retain and enhance the perception of control exercised by local
people through their councils. It will also assist councils in the analysis of the environment
in relation to their resource capabilities in a learning environment.

Forces for the continuation of responsibility
The foregoing chapters have discussed the multiple council management practices in the
communities covered in the study. Although by no means exhaustive, it became clear, in
explaining the practices, that they were a complex function of not only the way local
people view and internalise their world but more significantly of the pressures of their
external situation or environment. Part One of the Thesis dealt with the evolution of this
environment which was traced to the circumstances under which local community councils
were established and developed.
In Part Two,attention shifted to how these developments led to the transfer of responsibility
for council management to local people. The insight into how local people responded
to this development was made possible by the use of the ‘late development’ model. An
important aspect of this approach was that whilst it provided discussion on Aboriginal
communities from cultural comparisons, it also allowed another perspective to be explored
namely other organisation variables such as structure, goals or objectives and interaction with
the environment to be subjected to analysis.
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Another, perhaps urgent, task which has been possible to achieve with the approach was
the ability to use various conceptions of relevant variables to explain the different council
management practices. For example it was shown in the study that the type and form of
councils' exchange with their environments was a crucial aspect of council management.
But identification of these types and forms of interaction was only made possible by a
conception of the environments which allowed them to be undertaken. And by drawing all
these elements together, it became possible to have a better understanding of the factors
which impinge on council performance.
In focussing on actual management practices adopted by councils in Part Three of the Thesis,
one of the first observations demonstrated is that local people both on the Tiwi Islands and
East Arnhem Land do not view imposed council objectives as being in conflict or opposition
to their cultural values. But more importantly, they also accept the imposed council structure
as the preferred vehicle for accomplishing those objectives. And data presented in the
measurement of performance in the Thesis suggest that perceptions of management roles at
the local level are consistent across the two cultural groups covered in the study. The reasons
put forward in this Thesis for this are that:
a. councils are seen by local people as a contemporary social apparatus through which they can
gain more power and control over their own affairs
b. council formal authority as an instrument for local administration fitted in with the traditional
concept of authority. This concept of authority suggests that the cultural value of authority
operates primarily to “look after” its constituents' interests.
c. councils seen as political counterweight to the possibility of any individual or group gaining
supremacy over others within a community.
What this suggests is that acceptance, for local Aborigines, cannot be interpreted in the
language of conformity, (as suggested, for example, by Barnett, 1997), where the reward and
punishment offered by the more powerful leads to the acceptance of the less powerful so
as to gain the rewards and avoid the punishment. In view of the reasons enumerated above,
it would seem that, at least in the cases of the communities covered in this study, several
forces, both external and internal combine (almost like a collusion) to influence council
actions in one way or another. The acceptance therefore is not an indication of a conflict-free
council operations but conflicts that arise are only ‘conflicts of priorities’ which occur from
time to time in transactions across boundaries and not of ideology.
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This fluidity helps to explain the frequent shifts in council practices which are based on
the perceptions of the relationship existing between councils and the internal and external
environments. It also appears to be the underlying reason for the relative success of local
people in adopting the imposed structure and making it to work for them.. This success, as
stated above, does not indicate that a single management value system has emerged or a
‘fusing’ of the introduced patterns and the traditional system. On the contrary, both among
the Tiwi and the people of East Arnhem, ‘ceremonial business’ and ‘council business’ are
still kept distinctly apart. But having assumed responsibility for council management, local
people have developed a complex process of selection where their need to preserve what
they see as important to them and, at the same time, pursue what they see as beneficial
council activities, guide their management actions.
Conflicts that arise are addressed through the creative efforts of local people at the level
of the community. In other words, changes that might be aimed at addressing cultural
differences in behaviour are not the issues for local people. Rather the central issue is
the process of incorporation which is essential to the smooth operation of the councils. In
effect the forces for the development of responsibility can be stated as emanating from
three main areas as follows:
1. In the ‘late development’ model used for the Thesis, two environments, one external and the
other internal, were identified as producing the effects they do on council practices through the
processes described. But importantly Barker's (1993) notion of the local social circumstances
of a received culture was used to demonstrate that the internal environment actually draws from
the external environment. Thus it was shown how local people associate council with their
ability to control their cultural and ceremonial affairs. This issue is tied up with the history
of the development of the communities. Prior to the implementation of the self-determination
policy which eventually led to the enactment of the NT Government's Community Government
legislation in the late 1970s, the missionary establishment was responsible for administering
the communities. Documentary evidence indicates that local people did not like or support
many of the missionary practices particularly those which tended to suppress local peoples'
cultural identity.
The implementation of the self-determination policy saw a change of attitude in the
missionary establishment. It had to re-evaluate its role in the communities since the selfdetermination policy allowed local people to pursue their cultural interests independent of
the established councils. Thus the missionary establishment became a strong advocate for
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the retention of Aboriginal cultural identity and urged Aborigines to assume responsibility
for their councils (Downing, 1978). The Nungalinya College, a Uniting Church missionary
college in Darwin, established to provide theological education to Aboriginal people began
to include a policy of ‘empowerment’ of Aboriginal people through the inclusion of
community management courses in their curriculum. According to Downing, a Uniting
Church minister closely associated with this change of attitude:
I came to realise that they (Aborigines) had gone through a long,
damaging process caused by the impact of our ‘White’ culture upon
them. Most of their traditional culture had been lost, or was considerably
modified (Downing 1988:.11)
At this time the Uniting Church of North Australia set up a unit named Aboriginal
Resource Development Services (ARDS) charged with the responsibility of:
Assisting Aboriginal people so that they will be able to truly control the
development and management of their own communities (ARDS 1994:
12)
In the case of the Catholic mission based on the Tiwi Islands, it maintained it had always
had a policy of Aboriginal ‘empowerment’ through emphasis on education in the Tiwi
communities. To this, Father John Pye made the following remark:
It was the mission who first set the feet of new generation of Aborigines
on the road to literacy, decency and human dignity (Pye 1993:.5).
This advocacy for Aboriginal empowerment then, combined with the Government's selfdetermination policy represent significant forces for the development and continuation of
local responsibility in the communities.
2. In the community/cultural environment, it was shown how culture through its encapsulation
in inside and outside knowledge is used as filter for the evaluation and selection of options
for action. It was further shown how local people associate councils with their ability to meet
daily food, health, and other welfare needs resulting in less demand being made on those
elements relating to inside knowledge. Custodians or elders are therefore able to maintain the
integrity of inside knowledge and retain its power. Traditional custodians of secrete knowledge
are therefore also strong advocates of councils as instruments of local administration. Thus
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culture as a force in this process of the development of responsibility, manifests itself through
its influence in the exchange with the external environment.
3. The composition of councils through elections implies some form of control over elected
councillors so that they are representatives of the community as a whole. Councils are
therefore linked to the prevention of any single person or group dominating other groups in
the community. Examples were given in the Thesis that persons from smaller groups in a
community have often been selected to council president positions. Councils are then seen as
linked to the development and advancement of the individual and this has often led to increased
pressure on councils to assume responsibility for wider areas of community life particularly
by young people. It is suggested in the Thesis that it is the combination of these forces which
influence management actions in one way or the other. The analysis will therefore not be
complete if a particular factor is used to explain in isolation the options or practices adopted by
local people in council management particularly in the context of interaction with the identified
environments.

Direction for future research
Two groups of communities, the Tiwi communities and two in East Arnhem Land were
selected for this study in order to compare their responses to the introduced council structure.
It soon became evident that both areas had similarities both in the approaches of the
missionaries- the initial contact agencies, and in Government initiatives for the subsequent
establishment and development of the councils. In addition, although some differences were
noted in the cultural practices of the two areas, both were similar in the expression of their
world views relating to their value of work and organisation. It was therefore suggested
in the Thesis that these similarities were responsible for similar responses across the areas
studied.
Blunt and Richards (1993) edited a volume titled ‘Readings in Management, Organisation
and Culture in East and South East Asia’ which contains several examples of management
practices particularly in China, Japan and South Korea. Blunt and Jones also produced a
volume in 1992 titled ‘Managing Organisations in Africa’ which contained several examples
of management practices in Africa. These examples and other relevant available material
suggest that present research is concentrated on culture (including social institutions) as the
sole unit of analysis to determine management practices within a given society (Whitley
in Blunt and Richards, 1994).
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According to Blunt and Richards, there is increased enthusiasm for the understanding of
management practices in other cultures due to:
Considerable empirical evidence which shows that the high rate of failure
among international joint ventures have much to do with the inability of
managers to function effectively outside of their native countries (Bunt and
Richards, 1994: 2)
Much earlier, however, Hogbin (1970) studied how some Melanesian communities were
responding to Local Administration structures introduced to their communities by the
missionaries. Hogbin emphasised the 'human' element in the forces underlying local
responses. According to him:
Persons and not customs react under contact (Hogbin, 1970: 58)
Barker's (1993) study in Papua New Guinea and his notion of ‘local social circumstances
of the received culture’ seem to support Hogbin's assertion that human aspirations should
not be ignored in the analysis of local peoples' responses to introduced patterns (Hogbin
1970:.58) The ‘late development’ model used by Cornell and Gil-Swedberg (1995) to study
local administration in some native Indian communities in the United States also point to a
multitude of forces as combining to induce management actions taken by local people. These
latter materials are probably the closest to the situation in Aboriginal community councils
covered in this study. They suggest, at least on the surface, that the unit of analysis should
be expanded to account for these multitude of forces. Specifically, direction of research in
this area should include:
a. cross-cultural interaction in addition to, and as distinct from cross-cultural comparison
b. method for identifying various forces within a given community and the conditions under which
they collide
c. standardised units of measurement for comparing performance to determine the pervasiveness
and influence of the forces on management actions
Given the conditions under which management development occurred in Aboriginal
communities particularly in the Northern Territory, it may be that such conditions will be
easier to meet in an analysis set within a wider Australian context of local administration
in Aboriginal communities.
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One last thought. Students of development management particularly in Australian Institutions
have often drawn from research elsewhere particularly South East Asia in looking for
insights and lessons that can be applied to policy and programme development and
implementation in Australia. The present study although it is only a beginning, may prove
that Aboriginal communities can offer additional and accessible opportunities to better
understand general development processes and successful development and implementation of
programmes and service delivery to their communities.
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Table 1 Population of Small Places in the NT
Enumerated Population 1986 Census

Estimated Population 1987
Grants Commission Report

Community

Outstation

Community

Related
Population

Abor.

Other

Abor.

Other

Darwin Region
Adelaide

4

112

56

446

639

130

Batchelor

74

278

Belyuen

193

7

62

410

200

-

537

92

135

43

750

300

Jabiru

61

1333

-

-

1400

-

Kardu

844

65

151

6

1023

277

Maningrida

594

50

619

6

1100

600

Milikapiti

397

15

23

412

-

131

11

130

29

150

-

196

23

85

533

260

20

1009

103

-

-

1200

Peppimenarti

226

34

300

Pularumpi

226

34

300

130

29

350

387

39

River

(Delissaville)
Gunbalayna
(Oenpelli)

Numida (Pt
Keats)

(Snake Bay)
Minjilang
(Croker
Island)
Nauiyu
Nambiyu
(Daly River)
Nguiu
(Bathurst Is
Mission)

(Garden
Point)
Wairuwi
(Goulburn Is)
Katherine Region
Barunga

-

-

850

23

(Bamyili)
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Enumerated Population 1986 Census

Estimated Population 1987
Grants Commission Report

Community

Outstation

Community

Related
Population

Abor.
Wugularr

Other

Abor.

Other

291

25

-

-

Borroloola

465

182

-

-

660

Daguragu

230

-

-

-

600

-

Kalkaringi

285

44

-

-

Lajamanu

567

38

680

-

200

-

(Beswick)

(Hooker
Creek)
Mataranka

[no data district level]

Ngukurr

625

32

Total = 69

580

220

60

290

See Daly River

500

-

Angurugu

535

77

108

25

750

110

Galiwinku

952

68

757

-

1200

500

224

12

410

105

Milingimbi

588

30

700

300

Milyakburra

55

Numbulwar

362

46

500

27

Ramingining

355

20

400

160

Umbakumba

245

23

300

51

Yirrkala

415

149

447

87

716

450

318

18

257

62

350

150

208

28

-

-

200

-

50

142

-

- 525 town &

(Rober River)
Pine Creek
East Arnhem Region

(Elcho Is)
Gapuwiyak
(Lake Evella)
55

Barkly Region
Ali Curung
(Warrabri)
Alpurrurulam
(Lake Nash)
Elliott District
(ex town)

camps

Alice Springs Region
Amoonguna
Aputula

207

11

119

46

250

50

Whole area = 196

(Finke area)
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Enumerated Population 1986 Census

Estimated Population 1987
Grants Commission Report

Community

Outstation

Community

Related
Population

Abor.
Areyonga
Ikuntji

Other

Abor.

152

13

92

12

Other
413

19

180

30

124

116

(Haasts Bluff)
Kmpana
Inupataka

Total = 67

170

220

150

-

75

193

80

15

250

100

523

440

340

160

200

-

480

13

(Jay Creek)
Kaltukatjara

245

12

454

53

307

33

Total = 36

(Docker
River)
Ntaria

695

201

(Hermannsburg)
Papunya
Pmara Jutanta
Ltyentye

376

50

Purta (St
Teresa)
Ti-Tree

Whole area = 211

56

60

-

Urapuntja

Whole area = 422

8

850

-

390

60

(Utopia)
Walungurra

262

12

(Kintore)
Wallace

100

Rockhole
Willowra

Whole area = 210

0

370

168

Yuendumu

Whole area = 680

71

800

300

-

600

-

24,083

4,885

Yulara
TOTAL

7

930

-
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Country of Marangu (Sugar Bag) Clans.
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Appendix C. Appendix C
RAMINGINING ABORIGINAL TRIBAL CENSUS 1978
GULURRWINI

Tribe:

Buwawur

Dhuwa

Language:

Burada

Moiety

Ceremony:

Malarra

People:

Milwila

YININANDUWA

Tribe:

Malarra

Dhuwa

Language:

Yananu

Moiety

Ceremony:

Malarra

People:

Yebarrarr, Dawalinyara,
Marrabanditj

GODUGAYPAL

Tribe:

Gaburrburr

Dhuwa

Language:

Burada

Moiety

Ceremony:

Yarrpany

People:

The actual people are all dead,
but ceremonially the lands
belong to Buthugurrilil

GAWURRUGUYURRU &

Tribe:

Warrawarra

Language:

Burada

Ceremony:

Baru

People:

Guninybal - (deceased);

DARRPADA Is
Yirritja Moiety

Guyubaka, Gungilikili,
Ananarkayirra, Guninybal
(2), Marrdjapala, Matjirri,
Djamalmara, Gapanabuy.
MEWINBI

Tribe:

Murrunun

Dhuwa

Language:

Kjanan

Moiety

Ceremony:

Mularra

People:

Ganalarra, Burrurrbuma,
Rrurriya (2), Wunuwun,
Gunbina - (deceased)
Marapinyin, Bandjultjul.
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GAMIDI

The men from this country are all dead, but the land
“belongs” to the women who have married men at Mewinbi.

Yirritja Moiety
WALINYINA & BANYAN

Tribe:

Gamalanga

(GALKUBIRRI)

Language:

Yananu

Dhuwa

Ceremony:

Gamalanga

Moiety

People:

Buthugurrilil, Marragalbiyana,

ISLAND

Burrumbal, Milanana,
Munungurrumbalili, Wodhal,
Djakandarra.
MARWUYU

Tribe:

Mandalpuy

Dhuwa

Language:

Mandalpuy

Moiety

Ceremony:

Wititj

People:

Giminydju, Gulpilil

MAMIYINDI

Tribe:

Gurrunguy

Yirritja

Language:

Ganalbinu

Moiety

Ceremony:

Gurrumattji

People:

Luluna, Nulmarmar,
Milpurrurru, Gurrayarrpanalili,
Djipuru, Raymilna, Rrany'tjin,
Wuruwul (2), Builunbulu,
Kjilminy (2), Djurritjini,
Girikirrirr, Billy Wilinyd'anu,
Yangaygay.

BADINURA

Tribe:

Malinakarrnakarr

Dhuwa

Language:

Djikay

Moiety

Ceremony:

Gali

People:

Banbuma, Gurrpurklil

BUNDATHIRRI

Tribe:

Malinakarranakarr

Dhuwa

Language:

Djikay

Moiety

Ceremony:

Djikay

People:

Galpan

BUHMBUWA

Tribe:

Gulalay

Yirritja

Language:

Gidjinaliyi

Ceremony:

Walamanu
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People:

Yakarragarralili, Djulpu,
Birama, Buthurraga, Balaka
(2), Amanarra, Wadamandjar2,
Barakal, Ganydjilpala,
Mayambala & Jormarr

WATTJI

Tribe:

Wulaki

Yirritja Moiety

Language:

Gidibirripirr'

Ceremony:

Gapunurru

People:

(Baku- (deceased)) Bilinyara

DJEMBI & MENU &

Tribe:

Mungurrpi, Marranu

DJAPIDIDJAPIN

Language:

Gilawun

Dhuwa

Ceremony:

Yarrapany

Moiety

People:

Monya, Djarrabili, Mewirri,
Galanydjarra, Dangurrwada,
Buranday (2), Barramala,
Merrtji, Barayawa, Gundiyina,
Moduk, Djulul'lil

DWABILI &

Tribe:

Liyagalawumirri

DHAMALA &

Language:

Manharrnu

NURRUNYUWA

Ceremony:

Wititj

Dhuwa

People:

Malangi, Boyub, Gilkun,
Datjun,

Moiety

Birrinbirrin, Milurrurr

DWALANYDJIRRNURA

Tribe:

Wora

& YATHALAMARA

Language:

Maldjini, Djinang

Yirritja

Ceremony:

Gurrangurran

Moiety

People:

Makani, Burnyila, Mayarra

NANGALALA &

Tribe:

Murrunun

BANAMBARRNURA &

Language:

Wolkuy

LAMILPIRRIM

Ceremony:

Banumbirr

Dhuwa

People:

Nonini, Rarrtji, Mahbarrarra,

Moiety

Djangubal, Guyula, Naykala,
Datukarri, Rumbarumba

WORRALNURA

Tribe:

Balmawuy

& GORA

Language:

Balmawuy

Yirritja

Ceremony:

Wora
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Moiety

People:

All the men are dead, but
Milwuyun claims through his
Grandmother.

DJALKNURA

Tribe:

Daygurrgurr, Monyibi

Yirritja

Language:

Djadawutjibi

Ceremony:

Gali

People:

Liwanju, Garrawun, Djemarr,
Birarrnu, (Yangawarrna deceased) Gandiigurrtji deceased

BUNBIRRKA

Tribe:

Buyunangil

Yirritja

Language:

Walmapuy

Moiety

Ceremony:

Muthali

People:

Peter Yalukama, Djewi

DJILPIN

Tribe:

Dulbudulbu

Dhuwa

Language:

Raymbarrna

Moiety

Ceremony:

Mularra

People:

Yinawana, Badaywana,
Guniya, Djaylama,
Birrirrwana, Balmarra,
Djirrirra, Gundulwana,
Mirrikurriya, Waymangarr,
Djinalun, Daymaniya,
Gungunda, Baynarama,
Rinydjalnu, Yerrpuma,
Mirilun, Djawuduku, Gitjirrali,
Minyalawuy, Garngabuy,
Yeparri, Ranyburr, Warnyunbi,
Djamalama, Butnanydju,
Gatjimarra, Dakala, Marrgalgal,
Bunanydjiwa

BARINURA

Tribe:

Buyalamarr

Yirritja

Language:

Gupapuynu

Moiety

Ceremony:

Djalambu

People:

Liyadarri
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Appendix D. Appendix D
Unit

Milikapiti

Nguiu

Pirlangimpi

Ramingining

Millingimbi

1978
WKSP

1

1

1

1

1

Housing

1

1

1

1

1

Total

2

2

2

Ess. Serv.
Roads
Hygine

1995
WKSP

1

2

1

1

1

Ess. Serv.

1

2

1

1

1

Roads

1

2

1

1

1

Hygine

1

1

1

1

1

Total

4

7

4

4

4

1996
WKSP

2

3

2

1

2

Ess. Serv.

2

3

2

1

2

Roads

2

4

2

2

2

Hygine

1

2

1

1

1

Total

7

12

7

5

7

1997
WKSP

2

3

2

1

2

Ess. Serv.

2

3

2

1

2

Roads

2

4

2

2

2

Hygine

2

2

1

1

1

Housing

2

2

2

1

2

10

14

9

6

9

Total
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Appendix E. Appendix E
NT News May 8, 1999
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Appendix F. Appendix F
Details of Interview Survey
Number of people covered in the Survey according to communities (Local Aborigines)
Male

Female

Nguiu

8

5

Purlarumpi

7

3

Milikapiti

9

4

Ramingining

10

5

Millingimbi

9

4

43

21

OLG

5

1

OAD

3

2

Dept of Health

1

3

Dept of Education

4

5

Youth Sports & Recreation

1

-

ATSIC

2

1

Totals

16

12

Totals
Strategic Organisation Officers

Other Data Collection
Number of people involved in informal interviews according to communities (Local
Aborigines)
Male

Female

Nguiu

19

8

Purlarumpi

14

5

Milikapiti

20

9

Ramingining

21

7

Millingimbi

22

5

Totals

96

34

OLG

6

1

OAD

5

2

ATSIC

2

1

Strategic Organisation Officers
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Male

Female

Dept of Health

2

6

Dept of Education

4

5

Youth Sports & Recreation

1

-

Conservation Commission

2

-

NT Police

4

1

26

16

Totals

Number of Council meetings attended according to communities
Nguiu

5

Purlarumpi

4

Milikapiti

5

Ramingining

5

Millingimbi

3

Totals

22

Number of days spent in communities on field visits according to communities.
Nguiu

14

Purlarumpi

12

Milikapiti

14

Ramingining

12

Millingimbi

8

Totals

60

Objectives and Performance Measures
Survey Interview
Part One
This survey is concerned with finding out what people believe are the main objectives of
the council, that is what the council stands for in the community, and what things it needs
to do to fulfil those objectives which are identified.
Please note that the survey is for the purpose of completing a University study and your
response to the questions you will be asked will be kept strictly confidential and not used
for any other purpose.
To complete Part One of the survey, please tell me (1) what you think the main objectives of
the council are and (2) what things the council needs to do in order to fulfil those objectives.
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Part Two
Last time we talked about what the council stands for in the community, that is its main
objectives and also the things it needs to do in order to achieve those objectives . After
talking to other people, a list of nine (9) objectives and twenty seven things it needs to do
to fulfil those objectives were identified . For this study we shall call this list of twenty
seven ‘things’ the performance measures, that is how you know if the council is doing
a good job or not.
Today, in the second part of the survey, we will discuss the performance of the council
in doing those things . Please indicate your opinion by using the expressions “council
is doing a good job” or “council is not doing a good job” in regard to each of the
performance measures.

Section 1
1. Council being able to get the funding it needs to do its job
Council is doing a good job -------------Council is not doing a good job -------------2. Council's relation with the ‘government mob’ i.e. working with the ‘government mob’
Doing a good job ------------Not doing a good job ------------3. Being able to tell the ‘government mob’ what it wants i.e. able to communicate with outside
agencies
Doing a good job -------------Not doing a good job -------------4. Being able to get the support of the ‘government mob’ for its ideas or initiatives
Doing a good job -------------Not doing a good job -------------5. Council's ability to recruit good European staff and keep them till the end of their contracts
Doing a good job --------------220
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Not doing a good job --------------6. Council maintaining employment contracts of European staff to avoid industrial disputations
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------7. Council following the rules and guidelines for spending council money and using council
vehicles and equipment
Doing a good job -------------Not doing a good job ------------8. Council's bookkeeping and maintenance of council records
Doing a good job ------------Not doing a good job ------------9. Auditors looking into council Accounts and operations
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job -------------10.Government mob looking into council Accounts and operations monthly and quarterly
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job ---------------

Section 2
1. Council ensuring its services get to where they are needed including outstations
Council is doing a good job ----------------Council is not doing a good job ----------------2. Council being able to respond quickly to community complaints e.g. broken water pipes,
disruptions to electricity supply, road repairs including roads to outstations
Doing a good job ---------------Not doing a good job --------------221
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3. Council being able to respond quickly to request for service information by external service
agencies e.g. PAWA and other technical organisations
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------4. Council being able to attract councillors with the necessary skills to do their jobs properly
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job ---------------5. Council being able to attract skilled workers and retain them for lengthy periods
Doing a good job ---------------Not doing a good job ----------------6. Council being able to operate smoothly, that is carry out its activities without difficulties for
example by people not knowing what they should do or who is responsible for what
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------7. Holding regular meetings and making decisions it should be making
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------8. Council working together as a unit
Doing a good job -------------Not doing a good job ---------------

Section 3
1. Council employing Aboriginal workers to ensure enough jobs go to Aboriginal people instead
of Non-Aborigines
Council is doing a good job ---------------Council is not doing a good job ----------------222
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2. Council ensuring that community people have access to other council resources such as training
or educational opportunities and other community information and records
Doing a good job ---------------Not doing a good job ---------------3. Council ensuring its activities do not violate traditional law e.g. desecration of sacred sites and
objects
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------4. Council being able to attract ‘elders’ with knowledge of traditional law and customs to become
councillors so as to have a good name in the community
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job --------------5. Council being able to attract and keep employees from all tribal or clan groups within the
community
Doing a good job ----------------Not doing a good job -----------------6. Council being able to get community support for its activities or initiatives without difficulties
particularly from inter-tribal rivalry or conflict with traditional customs
Doing a good job ---------------Not doing a good job --------------7. Council being able to recruit local Aboriginal workers with good standing in the community
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job -------------8. Aboriginal employees being happy in their jobs and wanting to work for council
Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job -------------9. Council activities seen as causing the community to come together more
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Doing a good job --------------Not doing a good job ---------------
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Appendix G. Appendix G
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Nguiu 1683.695 sq kms
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degree
diploma
Bachelor
degree
diploma
Associate
diploma
Skilled
vocational
Basic
vocational
described
Not
qualified
Not
stated
Total
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114 OCCUPATION BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Employed persons(a) (excluding overseas visitors)
INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Managers

0

0
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6

0

0
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7
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0
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Associate
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9
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6

Intermediate28
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0
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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10

13
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0

0

0

0

0

3

10

13

and
administrators

professionals
and
related
workers
Advanced
clerical
and
service
workers
clerical,
sales
and
service
workers
Intermediate17
production
and
transport
workers
Elementary 3
clerical,
(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
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INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
sales
and
service
workers
Labourers 125

11
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3
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14
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0
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0
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0

0
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and
related
workers
Inadequately 0
described
Not
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Total

(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Pirlangimpi 5766.365 sq kms
108 QUALIFICATION (HIGHEST) LEVEL BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Persons aged 15 years and over (excluding overseas visitors)
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NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Higher

0
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0
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Postgraduate 0

0
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0
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0

0

0
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3

0
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3
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0
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0

degree
diploma
Bachelor
degree
diploma
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TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
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Associate
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4
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0

0

0

0

0
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4
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0
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0
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0

80
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3

5

8

3

0

3
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7

4

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

4

11

87
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184

14

8

22

3

0

3
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209

diploma
Skilled
vocational
Basic
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described
Not
qualified
Not
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Total
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114 OCCUPATION BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Employed persons(a) (excluding overseas visitors)
INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Managers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

21

3

4

7

0

0

0

3

25

28

4

5

9

3

0

3

3

0

3

10

5

15

Tradespersons8

5

13

5

0

5

0

0

0

13

5

18

and
administrators
Professionals0
Associate
professionals
and
(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
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INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
related
workers
Advanced

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

Intermediate 0

9

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

9

4

8

3

0

3

0

0

0

7

4

11

3

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

3

8

7

31

0

3

3

0

0

0

24

10

34

3

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

6

clerical
and
service
workers
clerical,
sales
and
service
workers
Intermediate 4
production
and
transport
workers
Elementary 5
clerical,
sales
and
service
workers
Labourers 24
and
related
workers
Inadequately 3
described
(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
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INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Not

0

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

6

51

63

114

14

7

21

3

0

3

68

70

138

stated
Total

(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Postgraduate 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0
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3
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0

0
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Undergraduate
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

5

0

5
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0

5

0

5

0

0

0

3

0

3
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0

3

0

3
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3

3

0
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0

0

3

3

106

234

4

5

9

3

0

3

135

111

246

degree
diploma
Bachelor
degree
diploma
Associate
diploma
Skilled
vocational
Basic
vocational
described
Not

128

qualified
244

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Not

15

24

39

3

0

3

0

0

0

18

24

42

143

133

276

18

11

29

3

0

3

164

144

308

stated
Total

AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Milikapiti 28.953 sq kms
114 CCUPATION BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Employed persons(a) (excluding overseas visitors)
INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Managers

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

5

Professionals5

5

10

3

4

7

0

0

0

8

9

17

Associate

3

7

10

4

0

4

0

0

0

7

7

14

Tradespersons4

4

8

5

0

5

0

0

0

9

4

13

3

0

3

0

3

3

0

0

0

3

3

6

Intermediate 0

5

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

and
administrators

professionals
and
related
workers
Advanced
clerical
and
service
workers
clerical,
sales
(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
245

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
and
service
workers
Intermediate 8

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

8

3

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

3

9

15

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

35

15

50

20

41

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

20

41

10

3

13

3

0

3

0

0

0

13

3

16

100

62

162

15

7

22

0

0

0

115

69

184

production
and
transport
workers
Elementary 6
clerical,
sales
and
service
workers
Labourers 35
and
related
workers
Inadequately21
described
Not
stated
Total

(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Milingimbi 122.828 sq kms
108 QUALIFICATION (HIGHEST) LEVEL BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Persons aged 15 years and over (excluding overseas visitors)

246

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Higher

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Postgraduate 0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

5

6

11

0

0

0

5

6

11

Undergraduate
0

0

0

3

3

6

0

0

0

3

3

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

6

0

0

0

6

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Inadequately 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

228

244

472

3

5

8

0

0

0

231

249

480

52

43

95

4

0

4

3

0

3

59

43

102

280

287

567

21

17

38

3

0

3

304

304

608

degree
diploma
Bachelor
degree
diploma
Associate
diploma
Skilled
vocational
Basic
vocational
described
Not
qualified
Not
stated
Total

AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Milingimbi 122.828 sq kms
114 OCCUPATION BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Employed persons(a) (excluding overseas visitors)

247

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Managers

0

0

0

6

3

9

0

0

0

6

3

9

Professionals0

3

3

7

9

16

0

0

0

7

12

19

Associate

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

Tradespersons3

0

3

4

0

4

0

0

0

7

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Intermediate 3

6

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

6

9

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

11

7

10

3

0

3

0

0

0

6

7

13

and
administrators

professionals
and
related
workers
Advanced
clerical
and
service
workers
clerical,
sales
and
service
workers
Intermediate11
production
and
transport
workers
Elementary 3
clerical,
sales
and
(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.

248

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
service
workers
Labourers 43

19

62

0

3

3

0

0

0

43

22

65

3

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

3

7

10

11

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

11

21

77

52

129

20

15

35

0

0

0

97

67

164

and
related
workers
Inadequately 4
described
Not
stated
Total

(a) Excludes unemployed persons, persons not in the labour force, persons who did not
state their Labour Force Status and persons aged under 15 years.
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU OF STATISTICS 1996 Census of Population and Housing
Ramingining 0.008 sq kms
108 QUALIFICATION (HIGHEST) LEVEL BY INDIGENOUS ORIGIN BY SEX
Persons aged 15 years and over (excluding overseas visitors)
INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Higher

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Postgraduate 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

3

3

6

0

0

0

3

6

9

Undergraduate
0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

degree
diploma
Bachelor
degree
diploma
Associate

0

diploma
249

hdl:1780.01/6285

INDIGENOUS

NON-INDIGENOUS

NOT STATED

TOTAL

MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemale
Persons MaleFemalePersons
Skilled

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Inadequately 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

123

135

258

9

4

13

3

4

7

135

143

278

0

4

4

3

0

3

0

0

0

3

4

7

123

142

265

18

10

28

3

4

7

144

156

300

vocational
Basic
vocational
described
Not
qualified
Not
stated
Total
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